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ABSTRACT 

 

Cancer is the second highest cause of death globally. In an estimated 90% of all cases, the spread 

of cancer cells from the initial tumor to a distant site—aka metastasis—is the primary cause of 

death. Efforts to develop a metastasis-targeting therapy have been faced with frequent failure in 

clinical trials despite strong preclinical evidence. This discrepancy is largely the result of 

inadequate models for capturing the complexities of metastasis. In this thesis work, two novel 

platforms for evaluating metastatic disease were developed. In one platform, progressively 

invasive subpopulations of metastatic breast cancer were isolated using xenografted zebrafish 

embryos and characterized to identify two candidate gene targets whose knockdown can 

significantly reduce invasive spread. In the other platform, circulating tumor cell (CTC) isolation 

from whole blood based on cell density produced consistent and robust patient-derived CTC 

cultures and CTC-derived xenografts (CDXs) in immunocompromised mice. For a subset of 

these cultures and CDXs, transcriptomic and mutational profiling provided insight into possible 

metastasis biomarkers. Together, this work provides evidence highlighting potential drivers—

both previously known as well as new candidates—of cancer metastasis. In the future, these 

platforms could be critical to the development of metastasis-targeting therapies as robust models 

of patient-derived metastasis in personalized medicine.  
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 THE BURDEN OF CANCER METASTASIS 

In 2020, nearly 1.8 million new cases of cancer were diagnosed in the world. Furthermore, 

cancer is the second leading cause of death in America, responsible for more than 600,000 deaths 

in 20201. Every year, total estimated patient economic costs due to cancer reach a staggering $21.1 

billion dollars in the United States2,3.  

While cancers are often referred to by their initial site of discovery, cancer patients rarely 

succumb to their disease due to the primary tumor4. Instead, the true culprit behind the grim 

mortality rates is the spread of cancer cells to distant sites in the body, otherwise referred to as 

metastasis. Estimations of the clinical burden of metastasis range from 50 to 90% of all cancer-

associated deaths5,6. In the clinic, a patient’s chances of survival are undeniably affected by the 

spreading of cancerous cells (Table 1). “Activating invasion and metastasis” is considered such a 

critical aspect of cancers that it was included amongst the original six hallmarks of cancer proposed 

by Hanahan and Weinberg7. Yet despite attention placed on the importance of metastatic disease, 

little progress has been made towards uncovering the elusive “drivers of metastasis” responsible 

for the lethal disease. To date, our understanding of the mechanism of cancer metastasis is still 

largely rooted within a discussion of abstract stages, framed by the “seed and soil” hypothesis first 

proposed by the English physician Stephen Paget in 1889. 

 

Table 1: Expected 5-year survival rates of various cancers broken down by SEER 

(Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program) stages, adapted from 

https://www.cancer.org. 

Cancer Type 
Expected US 

Deaths, 20212 

5-year Survival Rates8 

Localized Regional Distant 
All SEER 

stages 

Lung 135,720 63% 35% 7% 25% 

Breast 42,690 99% 86% 28% 90% 

Prostate 33,330 Nearly 100% Nearly 100% 30% 98% 

Colorectal 53,200 91% 72% 14% 63% 

Pancreatic 47,050 39% 13% 3% 10% 

Ovarian (epithelial) 13,940 93% 75% 31% 48% 

Esophageal 16,170 47% 25% 5% 20% 

Bladder 17,980 69% 37% 6% 77% 
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1.2 THE “SEED AND SOIL” HYPOTHESIS 

 In 1889, Stephen Paget, using a catalog of post-mortem data of 847 women with breast 

cancer, observed that the distribution of cancer in these patients followed a non-random pattern 

that favored certain organs9,10. Based on this data, Paget posited that metastasis was not the result 

of the spontaneous spreading of cells, but rather one that resulted from the preferential growth of 

tumor cells—the “seeds”—within a suitable microenvironment—the “soil”9. When “seeds” were 

sowed within favorable “soil”, the tumor cells would be inclined to grow, forming the basis for 

metastatic seeds.  

Paget’s hypothesis has been reinforced and encouraged by experimental studies. For 

example, in line with the school of thought that cancers arise from a Darwinian-like clonal 

evolution process, Fidler and Kripke used in vitro culture to demonstrate that the mouse melanoma 

B16 cell line existed as a heterogeneous pool of clones11. Furthermore, each of the clones 

demonstrates a spectrum of pre-existing ability to metastasize11. In another early study, Schackert 

and Fidler injected radiolabeled tumor cells into syngeneic mice, demonstrating that the seeding 

of melanoma cells occurred in not only an organ-specific manner but that the cells themselves 

could organize to specific regions within the same organ (brain parenchyma vs 

meninges/ventricles)12. This organized metastatic pattern occurs irrespective of where in the 

circulation cells were introduced. Taken together, both of these studies and others highlight the 

importance of a suitable matched “seed” and “soil” in metastasis. 

Nevertheless, Paget’s “seed and soil” hypothesis would be challenged by James Ewing, 

who claimed that metastatic seeding is instead governed by the anatomical structure of the 

circulatory system13. As evidence, experimental studies injecting tumor cells into the heart of 

rabbits observed a positive correlation between the arrest of cells within capillary beds of certain 

organs and the formation of metastatic nodules in those organs14. Furthermore, the existence of 

endothelium with variable permissibility (e.g. the fenestrated endothelia of the bone marrow vs the 

thick basal lamina of the blood-brain barrier) and the preferential seeding of the bone and liver in 

certain cancers lends credence to Ewing’s argument14. While the truth behind metastasis likely lies 

somewhere in between both hypotheses, for the most part, Paget’s assertions of the importance of 

a suitable pairing of both “seed” and “soil” and the allure of identifying a “driver” of metastasis 

involved in this pairing has guided scientific studies in metastasis10. 
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1.3 PRINCIPLES OF CANCER METASTASIS 

 Ultimately, tumor cells must undergo a rigorous multi-step process to successfully 

localize and grow as metastatic tumors, often referred to as the “metastatic cascade”15 (Figure 1). 

To begin, cancer cells need to not only survive within the erratic microenvironment of the primary 

tumor but also be primed to invade through stroma and endothelia, all the while evading immune 

recognition16. Once in hematogenous circulation, the cancer cells must also endure the physical 

trauma of these harsh conditions. Those cells that manage to survive through their difficult journey 

in the circulatory system are rewarded by facing the demanding task of extravasation through 

endothelia and the premetastatic niche once more16. After settling in their new home soil, cells 

may then opt to either enter a new phase of active tumor growth or lay dormant for an unspecified 

amount of time, both of which would require distinct cellular machinery that remains largely 

uncovered to this day16. In the following subsections, an abbreviated discussion of some of the 

most prominent principles of and controversies surrounding metastasis will be provided. 

Figure 1: Stages of the metastatic cascade. 
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1.3.1 Epithelial-mesenchymal transition in cancer 

 Any discussion regarding metastasis would be incomplete without mention of the critical 

role of the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) program7,16,17. In development, EMT 

processes are fundamental to the proper multi-cellular organization required in embryogenesis7,16. 

In carcinomas, the EMT program is hijacked to enable increased malignancy and invasion7. Cells 

undergoing EMT exhibit a series of classical phenotypes, including the disruption of cell-cell 

junctions, loss of basal-apical polarity, and increased invasive behavior18. EMT, therefore, primes 

the tumor cell for the long march towards metastasis7,16. Importantly, the transition of an epithelial 

cell to a mesenchymal cell involves a complex network of signaling pathways and master 

transcription factors (TFs), such as ZEB1, SNAI1, SLUG, and TWIST, all of which works together 

to enact the characteristic changes18. For example, over-expression of the EMT master 

transcription factors (TFs) ZEB1, SNAI1, SLUG, and TWIST is often enough to result in increased 

metastatic behavior7.  At the patient level, increased expression of these EMT factors is routinely 

demonstrated to be a robust predictor of poorer patient prognosis7. Alternatively, TGF-β signaling 

can also induce EMT and propel single-cell invasion18. TGF-β secretion of EMT-like cells can 

further spread and sustain EMT in an autocrine/paracrine manner18,19. Other studies have further 

contributed cogs to the EMT machinery in the form of microRNAs (miRNAs), epigenetic 

modifications affecting chromatin accessibility, and tissue-level mechanical interactions18,20. 

While the role of EMT is indisputable in metastasis, what remains unclear are the questions 

of what, when, and how EMT is induced in cancer cells. What dictates whether a cancer cell 

undergoes the EMT program? When does EMT play its most critical role in metastasis—is the 

aberrant activation of EMT the primary driving force for a cell to invade or is metastasis the result 

of chance genetic events in individual cancer cells resulting in the activation of EMT and the 

subsequent invasive phenotype? Studies observing the retention of mesenchymal features in tumor 

cells even in the absence of a tumor microenvironment would suggest that EMT activation is, at 

least in part, a cell-autologous procedure21,22. On the other hand, how much does the surrounding 

tumor stroma affect the cancer cell’s predilection to undergo EMT? Evidence for the induction of 

EMT in cells by neighboring stroma is plentiful23,24. Furthermore, the presence of trailblazer 

cells—cells with increased metastatic potential that seem to be responsible for laying the tracks by 

which other cells may follow through stroma and are commonly localized at the edge of the 

tumor—suggests that there is, to some degree, a self-awareness of position within the tumor18,25. 
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 Given the distinct cellular behaviors attributed to epithelial and mesenchymal cells, it 

would be easy to fall into the trap of considering EMT as an all-or-nothing phenomenon. In reality, 

the discovery of hybrid EMT states—in which cells can exhibit both epithelial and mesenchymal 

features—among critical cancer populations such as circulating tumor cells (CTCs) adds a new 

dimension of EMT plasticity to the complexity of metastasis26. These discoveries further beg the 

question of how cells tune into their respective hybrid EMT states. Understanding these EMT 

states would provide crucial information towards identifying appropriate therapeutic strategies. At 

present, our understanding of EMT as a continuous spectrum is in a relatively nascent stage. 

Among CTCs, identification of hybrid EMT state CTCs that express predominantly epithelial, 

predominantly mesenchymal, or mixed epithelial and mesenchymal genes only first appeared in 

the early 2010s26. As EMT plasticity in CTCs became a more widely recognized phenomenon, it 

would be revealed that mesenchymal and hybrid EMT state CTCs may be equally, if not more 

potently metastatic than epithelial CTCs. 

 

1.3.2 Somatic mutation theory versus tissue organization field theory in cancer 

Aside from EMT, cellular processes that must be taken as a cancer cell progresses through 

the stages of metastasis remains vague and largely non-specific24. One question currently faced by 

researchers of cancer metastasis involves the competing somatic mutation and tissue organization 

field theories of cancer. 

The somatic mutation theory (SMT)—in which cancer is viewed as a cell-based disease—

argues that metastatic cells are the derivations of dominant clonal mutants that have acquired a 

unique ability to complete the stages of metastasis27,28. Supporting this theory, advancements in 

DNA and RNA sequencing technology frequently identify mutational discordance between 

matched primary tumor and metastatic nodules29. For example, exclusive mutations in EGFR 

discovered in CTCs but not primary tumors have been linked to therapeutic resistance30. The 

frequent presence of copy number variations between circulating tumor cells and their matched 

primary tumors also aligns with the somatic mutation theory31,32. Framed in the view of the SMT 

theorist, these mutations must be the critical genetic aberrations that prime the cancer cell to 

metastasize. On the transcriptomic level, differences in TGF-β signaling are commonly linked to 

a cell’s ability to either proliferate and form tumors or activate the EMT program and metastasize33. 

Other reports have also utilized changes in epigenomics to support the clonal evolution of cancer34. 
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However, the inability to identify a clear genetic event driving cancer metastasis despite all these 

studies would seem to weaken the underlying arguments for SMT in metastasis28,35. 

 Over the last few decades, a number of researchers have adopted an alternative viewpoint 

known as the tissue organization field theory (TOFT) of carcinogenesis35. Unlike SMT theorists, 

TOFT proponents assert that cancer arises from an affected interaction between parenchyma and 

stroma, giving an opportunity for aberrant proliferation leading to carcinogenesis. In TOFT, 

cellular behavior such as proliferation and migration are the default state of being for cancer cells. 

Metastasis would occur because of affected epithelial cells responding to changes in their 

surrounding microenvironment that push the cells away from their preferred state36. In a creative 

argument for the TOFT theory, tumor tissue grafted into the regenerating limb of a salamander can 

be reprogrammed back into normal tissue37. In metastasis, a recently observed phenomenon that 

draws its inspiration from TOFT is the concept of the pre-metastatic niche38. Ultimately, it is likely 

that metastasis follows principles deemed appropriate by both theories, involving both cellular-

level genetic events as well as homotypic and heterotypic interactions between the tumor cell and 

surrounding microenvironment39.   

 

1.3.3 Single-cell invasion vs collective invasion 

 For the benefit of study, metastasis and cellular invasion is frequently viewed through the 

lens of a single cell18,40. Descriptions of individual cell migration are further broken down into two 

main modes of migration: (1) amoeboid, and (2) mesenchymal, depending on the methods 

employed by the cell to invade40. However, mounting evidence suggests that the majority of 

metastasis likely occurs through collective invasion—in which cells migrate through the stroma as 

groups rather than single cells18. Collective invasion allows for flexibility in the various roles of 

cells participating in migration (e.g., trailblazer vs opportunistic cells)18. In collective invasion, 

trailblazer cells typically lead the group, activating genes that serve to restructure extracellular 

matrices41, while opportunistic cells may retain some of their more epithelial traits such as cell-

cell junctions42. For instance, in one study evaluating the two populations, opportunistic cells in a 

hybrid EMT state were unable to initiate invasion into the ECM alone18,43. At present, the 

differentiation of invading cells into either trailblazer or opportunistic cells seems closely tied to 

the degree of EMT activated44. Further research is still necessary to answer questions regarding 

what drives invading cancer cells to adopt the characteristics of either population.  
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1.3.4 Organotropism and the premetastatic niche 

 The early observations by Paget, in which metastatic breast cancer preferentially seeded 

specific sites, is now referred to as organotropism. Broadly speaking, work from Fidler as well as 

the competing viewpoint by Ewing sought to address why organotropism occurred. Massague 

observed that the gene expression profiles of MDA-MB-231 cancer cells were different, depending 

on whether the cells seeded the lung or the brain45,46. While these works focus on characterizing 

the “seed,” additional fundamental discoveries have sought to characterize the “soil”38. These 

works extend the importance of the “soil” beyond a passive actor that is molded by the seed. 

Specifically, the recognition that the primary tumor will induce changes to distant organs through 

a variety of mechanisms such as systemic tumor-secreted factors and extracellular vesicles changes 

the role of the “soil” to be a more active one38. Currently, changes in the pre-metastatic niche are 

viewed to occur in a stepwise manner38. Within the pre-metastatic niche, local changes involve (1) 

increased vascular leakiness, (2) activation of stromal components, and (3) remodeling of the 

ECM38. These local changes are induced through the activation or expression of a variety of 

signaling pathways and genes38. Systemically, the recruitment of immune cells expressing certain 

factors prepares the premetastatic niche for the arrival of cancer cells. For example, in an early 

work establishing the presence of the premetastatic niche, bone marrow-derived cells (BMDCs) 

expressing VEGFR1 were recruited in a cancer type-specific and organ-specific manner even 

before tumor cells arrived at distant sites47. Surprisingly, depletion of VEGFR1+ BMDCs was 

enough to prevent metastatic formation47. Clinically, premetastatic niches have been identified 

within lymph nodes resected from patients diagnosed with various carcinomas38. All-in-all, the 

existence of a pre-metastatic niche is becoming increasingly accepted. However, the importance 

of this niche and how research regarding this complex biology can be translated to clinical results 

remains to be seen. 

 

1.3.5 The mysteries of metastasis 

Questions surrounding the level of “-omics” (e.g., is metastasis driven by epigenetic, 

transcriptomic, or genetic changes?), the timing of each stage (e.g. does the cell harbor pre-existing 

alterations that prime it for success, or does it undergo genetic events as it proceeds through the 

various stages?), as well as our evolving understanding of the importance of intermediary role 

players (e.g. to what extent is cellular behavior driven by its surrounding microenvironment?) 
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further envelops metastasis in mystery. With almost every landmark finding of the underlying 

machinery of metastasis, new branches of investigation arise.  

 

1.4 THERAPIES AGAINST CANCER METASTASIS 

 Given the highly complex nature of metastasis, therapies specifically targeted against 

preventing metastasis have limited. Put best by Fidler and Blach, “the biggest obstacle to the 

effective treatment of metastasis… is the nonuniformity of cell populations in both primary and 

secondary neoplasms48”. This warning remains as relevant today as it was nearly four decades 

ago49. While cancer death rates have decreased an average of 1.5% per year (2013-2017)50, these 

improvements have largely been the result of improved early detection capabilities, with a 

noticeable lack of metastasis-specific therapeutics49,51.  

 As expected, therapeutic targeting of cancer metastasis is a vastly complex quest with more 

challenges than successes49,52. Among the challenges faced include, in no particular order: (1) a 

predisposition within the pharmaceutical industry to focus on anticancer activity measured as 

tumorigenesis or primary growth, as opposed to metastatic activity; (2) the high genetic instability 

typically associated with metastatic tumors to the extent that druggable primary tumor 

characteristics are not recapitulated in metastatic disease; (3) a poor mechanistic understanding of 

the inter- and intra-cellular events involved in the metastatic cascade, as discussed previously; (4) 

a lack of relevant preclinical models for testing candidate agents in the metastatic setting; and (5) 

an inability to agree on the best strategy by which to target metastasis (e.g. should candidate drugs 

target the invasion of cells to prevent their introduction into circulation or rather target cells as 

they spread through circulation)49. 

 The absence of metastasis-specific therapies is not due to a lack of effort49,53. In perhaps 

one of the most successful stories, Denosumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody inhibiting NF-

kβ ligand signaling, was approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for 

the prevention of bone metastases in solid tumors following extensive preclinical validation within 

mice54,55. By interrupting the cycle of bone-degrading osteoclast activity activated indirectly by 

tumor cells seeded within the bone, denosumab delayed initial bone metastases in patients with 

castration-resistant prostate cancer56 as well as in the adjuvant setting in patients with metastatic 

breast cancer being treated with aromatase inhibitors57. On the other hand, other chemotherapeutic 

agents that demonstrated promising preclinical effects against metastasis have failed to translate 

their successes in humans53. Bevacizumab, a monoclonal antibody against VEGF to target 
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angiogenesis, cilengitide, an integrin peptide inhibitor, and dasatinib, a SRC kinase and BCR-ABL 

inhibitor, all proceeded to phase II/III trials only to be terminated due to an inability to adequately 

affect metastasis53. Beyond these four candidates, attempts at targeting other aspects of cellular 

invasion have been met with failure. For instance, preclinical studies evaluating more than 50 

different synthetic inhibitors targeting matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) have all resulted in 

failure to reduce metastasis52,58. All-in-all, many candidate targets with roles in cellular invasion 

have been targeted to varying degrees of success in preclinical studies (see Table 1 from reference 

49 for a more in-depth discussion of these results). Unfortunately, no target has proven to be a clear 

and effective candidate likely due to the complex nature of metastasis.  

  

1.5 MODELS FOR STUDYING CANCER METASTASIS 

As it has become abundantly clear, identification of “drivers” of metastasis—genes or 

signaling pathways whose expression or activation undeniably enhances invasion, while absence 

or down-regulation inhibits metastasis in all scenarios—have largely come up short. Early models 

for studying metastasis focused, rightfully so, on isolating individual phenomena, such as the cell 

itself. As our evolving understanding of the cascade reveals, metastasis is less so a series of isolated 

steps taken but rather a highly complex network involving both cell-autologous and external 

stimuli in a highly coordinated production 59.  

Currently, our ability to study metastasis has relied on both in vitro and in vivo models. In 

general, in vitro based approaches for studying metastasis enable quantification, tighter control of 

the experimental conditions, and higher scalability than in vivo models 60. By contrast, in vivo 

models enable the study of metastasis in a more representative context61. In this section, I will 

introduce a few of the most frequently used models for studying the stages of the metastatic 

cascade. 

 

1.5.1 Scratch assay 

 One of the simplest methods for studying cellular migration is using scratch or wound 

healing assays62. A major underlying assumption in the scratch assay is that, given a 2-dimensional 

surface, seeded cells would preferentially migrate in 2-dimensions as opposed to 362. Once seeded, 

the formation of artificial “scratches” within a layer of epithelial cells, through either the use of a 

pipette tip or via insert), results in a gap through which the migratory potential of the studied cells 
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can be explored62. By confining movement to two dimensions, cell migratory potential can be 

quantified based on the area of the scratch as it closes over time62. The development of automated 

imaging has further strengthened data analysis from scratch assays62. In a representative study of 

how scratch assays can support studies of metastasis, Liu and colleagues demonstrated that 

pharmacologic inhibition of PAX3-FKHR fusion products in alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma resulted 

in a dose-dependent decrease in motility, measured as % wound confluence63. 

 

1.5.2 Transwell-based approaches for evaluating invasion 

Transwell invasion or Boyden chamber assays focus on quantifying the migration of cells 

in either a random or chemoattractant-directed manner64. In the intravasation and extravasation 

stages of metastasis, tumor cells must navigate extracellular matrix, endothelial cell junctions, and 

various other obstacles as they enter or exit the bloodstream, respectively24. Transwell-based 

approaches replicate this directional migration by quantifying the ability of tumor cells, seeded 

atop a permeable membrane, to invade through an extracellular matrix substitute towards some 

form of chemoattractant, typically through the addition of serum64. The invasive potential of the 

cells can then be quantified as a measure of either the number of cells migrating, or distance 

traveled through the ECM 64.  

 

1.5.3 Impedance-based detection of invasion through endothelial cell barriers 

In transwell-based approaches, cancer cells are monitored for invasion through a semi-

permeable porous membrane. In vivo, this membrane is designed to mimic the barrier formed by 

endothelial cells. Recently, a real-time, automated imaging platform (xCELLigence®) for 

evaluating invasion has been commercialized65. In studies of invasion, this platform uses barrier 

of endothelial cells to establish a baseline impedance. As cells invade through the endothelial layer, 

they disrupt the cell-cell contacts, altering impedance. Other platforms using impedance to detect 

invasion via physical changes in cell-cell contacts have also been reported66,67. 

 

1.5.4 3D cultures and modeling of metastasis 

 As opposed to the 2D scratch assays or transwell invasion assays, 3D systems better 

replicate the omnidirectional environment of tumors. Importantly, tumor cells grown in 3D 

systems often demonstrate significant changes in cell adhesion genes, cell-cell contact, and 
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activation of signaling pathways involved in a variety of tumor features68,69. 3D cancer cell culture 

methods broadly include (1) gel-embedding culture, in which cells are seeded within a substrate 

that resembles physiological conditions; (2) suspension culture, in which cells are allowed to grow 

in low-attachment conditions and spontaneously aggregate within a free-floating medium; (3) 

hanging drop methods, akin to the methods used to form embryoid bodies; and (4) scaffold-assisted 

culture70. The appropriate method for 3D tumor spheroid formation is often dependent on the 

intended downstream uses of the multicellular aggregates70. Specifically, in the setting of 

metastasis, a common measure of cell invasion potential involves the imaging of gel-embedded 

tumor spheroids71. Importantly, the composition of the gel can contribute significantly towards the 

ability of the cell to invade. For example, the embedding of breast cancer cell lines within a mixture 

of collagen I and Matrigel has helped provide greater clarity on the differences between trailblazer 

and opportunist cells in collective invasion25. In another study, highly invasive glioblastoma 

multiforme cells embedded within a graded collagen I-agarose scaffold demonstrated reduced 

invasion at high agarose concentrations72. 

 

1.5.5 Microfluidics in metastasis 

 In some cases, microfluidic devices have been combined with 3D culture methods to 

provide added context to metastasis-focused studies60. Using a two-chamber microfluidic assay 

enabling real-time imaging in 3D, Zervantonakis and colleagues investigated the molecular basis 

by which macrophages improve tumor cell invasion73. In their study, TNF-α secreted by 

macrophages increased endothelial barrier permeability by nearly three-fold, resulting in a nine-

fold increase in tumor cell intravasation73. In one particularly interesting design by Shin et al., one 

microfluidic device combined two assays to investigate both intravasation—through 3D culture of 

cancer cells using a Matrigel matrix—and the downstream metastatic step of endothelial cell 

adhesion—through detection of E-selectin binding with a cultured HUVEC cell layer74. Validation 

with colon cancer cell lines demonstrated a sensitivity of the device to metastatic behavior74. Some 

microfluidic designs have also begun incorporating microvasculature networks75,76. In a time-lapse 

of transmigratory MDA-MB-231 cells through a HUVEC layer, Chen and colleagues depicted the 

physical movement of a cancer cell as it migrated paracellularly through gaps as small as 1-2 µm 

between the endothelial cell barrier76. It is, therefore, a natural expectation that advancements in 

microfluidic devices and their ability to combine cell-autologous processes in addition to external 

stimuli will drive in vitro study of metastasis in the coming decades. 
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1.5.6 Injections in immunocompromised mice 

 By far, the gold standard model for studying cancers is the laboratory mouse61. The 

development of genetically engineered immunodeficient strains of mice has certainly propelled 

researchers’ ability to successfully study human carcinogenesis and metastasis61. In studies 

regarding metastasis, the most common method for introducing human cancers to mice involves 

the direct injection of tumor cells into the systemic circulation 61. Based upon the site of injection, 

tumor cells will preferentially seed various organs of the mouse 61. Injection into the tail vein 

primarily results in pulmonary metastases45, whereas intrasplenic or portal vein injections will seed 

the liver77 and intracardiac injections will preferentially seed the bone78. In one of his earlier 

studies, Fidler demonstrated that reinjection of B16 melanoma cells derived from pulmonary 

metastases into the tail vein of successive mice resulted in increased formation of pulmonary 

nodules 11. In another seminal work, Minn, Massagué, and colleagues identified a set of genes 

highly associated with breast cancer metastasis specifically to the lungs45. To establish this profile, 

the group used the serial injection of tail-vein or intracardiac injected MDA-MB-231 and 1834 

sub-line cells to establish lung or bone metastatic nodules, respectively45. Similar study designs 

have been utilized to identify organ-specific metastases in a variety of tumor types61.  

 

1.5.7 Spontaneous development of metastases in mice 

 Experimental injection of tumor cells directly into circulation results in consistent and 

predictable seeding of metastases, while also combining the importance of the in vivo 

environment61. However, a common complaint regarding these direct injection models is that they 

circumvent the early stages of metastasis61. Only < 0.1% of cells are expected to progress through 

each successive step of metastasis—direct injection of tumor cells assumes that all the cells 

introduced to circulation would be likely to invade24,61. Thus, direct injection models risk over-

estimating the capabilities of cancer cells, potentially masking drivers with false-positive results 

61. An alternative method for establishing metastases in immunocompromised mice relies on the 

spontaneous development of metastatic nodules following subcutaneous or orthotopic 

transplantation of cells 79. Historically, subcutaneous tumor xenografts were performed due to the 

relative ease by which operations could be performed61,79. However, spontaneous metastasis to 

distant sites was uncommon, likely due to the added difficulties encountered by tumor cells that 

would be required for hematogenous spread. For example, in many reported CTC-derived 

xenografts (CDXs), subcutaneous injection of harvested epithelial CTCs fails to result in 
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metastasis, despite the ability to intravasate being a key feature of all CTCs80. I argue that the 

failure to develop metastases in most CDXs is due in part to the injection of an incomplete 

population of CTCs. Indeed, in my work, I observed that injection of an unbiased collection of 

both mesenchymal and epithelial CTCs improves primary tumor as well as metastatic nodule 

formation across multiple cancer types (see Chapter III). 

Another method of spontaneous development of metastases involves orthotopic 

transplantations, which deliver cancer cells to the organ from which the tumor was derived 61. 

Orthotopically transplanted tumors result in cancers that faithfully replicate histopathology and 

metastatic biology61. In one study, the orthotopic introduction of patient tumor tissue from triple-

negative breast cancer into the mammary fat pads of NOD/SCID immunocompromised mice 

resulted in the formation of lung and lymph nodes in all the transplanted models81. In these models, 

CD44+ breast cancer stem cells identified in the metastatic nodules were more tumorigenic upon 

serial reimplantation than CD44- cells81. In a different orthotopic pancreatic model, administration 

of therapeutic antibodies blocking connective tissue growth factor significantly decreased tumor 

growth, metastasis, angiogenesis, and proliferation82.  

 

1.5.8 Zebrafish models of the metastatic cascade 

 Beyond laboratory mice, other comparative models of metastasis also exist. One common 

system used is the Danio Rerio, aka Zebrafish83–85. Grafting of human cancers into zebrafish 

consistently results in the formation of cancers with histopathological similarities to their human 

counterparts84. Zebrafish are particularly suited to cancer studies due to a (1) high scalability, (2) 

naturally immunocompromised state during the first 10-14 days of development, and (3) existence 

of a naturally transparent, melanin-deficient strain known as casper 84,86. The casper strain can 

subsequently be further combined with genetically engineered strains resulting in zebrafish with 

vasculature outlined by GFP/RFP and/or tagged cancer cells to provide real-time intravital 

imaging87. Zebrafish metastasis models have subsequently been used to explore several different 

stages of the metastatic cascade. For example, in one study, Yan and colleagues engrafted a patient-

derived human rhabdomyosarcoma cell into adult SCID-analogous zebrafish to reveal that 

proliferative and migratory potential of rhabdomyosarcoma cells were largely mutually 

exclusive88. In another study, disruption of specific integrins in cancer cells significantly reduces 

their ability to extravasate through zebrafish circulation89. In my work, I utilized zebrafish embryos 
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to isolate progressively migratory subpopulations of MDA-MB-231 cells, demonstrating that the 

subpopulations exhibit distinct transcriptomic profiles (see Chapter II).  

 

1.5.9 Circulating tumor cell culture and xenografts 

 Not confined to any one technique but equally important is the crucial role that CTCs and 

CTC-derived xenografts have in studying metastasis32. Our ability to leverage CTCs—the 

intermediary population of cells that has completed early-stage metastasis—is relatively nascent. 

Cancerous epithelial cells were only first confirmed to exist within the circulatory system by Racila 

and colleagues in 199890. The FDA would later approve the use of CellSearch, a semi-automatic 

platform for counting the number of CTCs in human blood, in 200891. Recently, the discovery of 

hybrid EMT state CTCs has forced a reconsideration of the definition of CTCs26. Furthermore, 

efforts to characterize CTCs beyond enumeration are still young, with few studies demonstrating 

successful propagation of CTCs ex vivo92. Additionally, attempts at establishing CTC-derived 

xenografts to perform in vivo drug screens and studies have been burdened by considerable 

difficultues, due in large part to the rarity of CTCs32. In my own work, I sought to develop and 

characterize a novel platform for isolating not just all CTCs regardless of EMT state, but also 

important cancer-associated immune populations (see Chapter III). 

 Once collected, CTC characterization studies have the potential to uncover genetic events 

critical to the ability of the cancer cell to progress through the metastatic cascade32. For example, 

the common appearance of tumor-associated macrophages and neutrophils within harvested CTC 

clusters supports a novel role by which immune cells assist metastasis93. Single-cell transcriptome 

analysis of CTCs across human pancreatic, breast, and prostate cancers identified enrichment of 

ECM genes SPARC, MGP, and SPON2, among others94. Knockdown of SPARC by small hairpin 

RNA (shRNA) in two pancreatic adenocarcinoma cell lines and evaluation through Boyden 

chamber assays and tail vein injection further validated the migratory role of SPARC in pancreatic 

cancer94. In a clinically oriented study, discordant expression of hormone receptors in CTCs from 

metastatic breast cancer patients provides a rationale for why primary tumor response may not 

necessarily associate with metastatic nodule response32,95,96. Circumventing the limiting factor of 

CTC rarity, some studies opt to investigate spontaneous CTCs shed from xenografted primary 

tumors in mice have further provided useful information regarding metastasis-associated kinetics97 

and genetic events98. 
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1.6 THE STATE OF METASTASIS STUDY 

 Despite a lengthy resume of studies investigating the metastatic cascade, the inability of 

researchers to home in on a consensus pathway or genetic event that drives cancer cell spread is 

indicative of the complexity of the cascade. Still, the high clinical burden of metastasis is a 

sobering reminder of the importance of studying metastasis. In the nearly century and a half since 

Paget first proposed the cascade, researchers have chipped away at the mysteries9. Due to 

pioneering work by Fidler, we now know that hidden amongst the relatively more harmless cancer 

cells within the primary tumor exists highly aggressive clones. These clones may lie in wait for 

the right signals and genetic hits to occur before beginning their journey through the circulatory 

system. Arguments from James Ewing highlighted the role of the anatomy of the circulatory 

system and its many capillary beds in arresting cells, opening the discussion to exploring other 

external factors that may affect a cell’s ability to spread and colonize distant organs. Similarly, the 

EMT program, once adapted to cancers, has become a cornerstone of metastatic study99. The 

existence of hybrid EMT states, as shown in CTC studies, raises questions for future generations 

to study26. Knowing more about the mechanisms governing a cell’s existence along the EMT 

spectrum will fuel efforts at reducing the ability of a cancer cell to invade through the extracellular 

matrix and endothelia. On the other end of metastasis, increasing evidence of a premetastatic niche 

suggests that metastasis is a highly coordinated production, rather than simply the result of a few 

isolated actors38.  

Based on these studies, it becomes clear that existing models for studying metastasis, which 

often observe the cancer cell in isolation, inadequately model the cascade. In the beginning, simple 

models are critical to establishing the first few branches of study within any field. However, 

without appropriate tools that capture the full nature of metastasis, it is unsurprising that most 

preclinical studies have led to clinical failure. It is time to reassess the applicability of the models 

we use to investigate metastasis. Future models will need to study more representative populations 

of metastasis. Conventional cancer cell lines, which can be passaged easily again and again at the 

risk of diverging from their true clinical phenotypes over time, should be replaced by patient-

derived samples. The combination of high-resolution single-cell RNA and DNA sequencing with 

the study of previously difficult to study populations like CTCs can provide greater clarity 

regarding genetic machinery underlying metastasis100. In vitro, the development of microfluidic 

devices that enable the observation of cancer cell intravasation and extravasation in the presence 

of secreted inflammatory cytokines as a proxy of cancer-associated immune players is a step in the 
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right direction73. In vivo, the expansion of available models would take advantage of comparative 

biology and potentially serve as an additional screen for therapeutic compounds. For example, the 

high scalability of zebrafish in addition to their ability to undergo human cancer xenografts would 

make them a particularly useful preclinical model for drug screens84. 

In their pursuit, every study regarding metastasis should strive to answer the question: how 

does this study help identify a druggable target for preventing cancer cell spread? Some studies 

may opt to address cancer cell dormancy/colonization at the distant site, while others may adopt 

the viewpoint of preventing metastasis in the earlier stages such as intravasation49. Depending on 

the stage of metastasis studied, the importance of governing mechanisms will likely be different, 

and potentially unique to the stage. Regardless of therapeutic strategy, any step taken towards 

limiting the spread of metastasis would greatly impact the nearly 9 million individuals globally 

lost to cancer each year101.  

 

1.7 THESIS WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO METASTASIS 

The following chapters describe my studies of the process of metastasis. Subpopulations 

of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells that exhibit progressively invasive phenotypes were isolated 

from xenografted zebrafish embryos (Chapter II). Comparing these subpopulations, a few target 

genes were identified whose expression is associated with poorer prognosis in metastatic breast 

cancer and are upregulated in highly invasive subpopulations. Knockdown of these genes 

subsequently reduced in vitro invasive behavior to varying extents. Future studies expanding this 

work to include patient-derived samples as well as other conventional cancer cell lines could allow 

for the rapid analysis of matched primary tumor and invasive subpopulations. 

Simultaneously, a novel platform for isolating and culturing CTCs from the blood of 

patients diagnosed with metastatic breast, pancreatic, colorectal, cholangiocarcinoma, and lung 

adenocarcinomas was developed (Chapter III). Comparison of this platform, which utilizes a non-

biased method for capturing all CTCs as well as potentially critical CD45+ cancer-associated 

immune populations from blood, resulted in a high success rate. Furthermore, cultured CTCs, 

when injected subcutaneously into immunocompromised mice, resulted in a high percentage of 

tumor formation. RNA and whole-exome sequencing of a pilot group of cultured CTCs and CDXs 

demonstrated differential expression as well as discordant mutations, suggesting potential genetic 

drivers that are associated with a CTC’s ability to colonize and metastasize within mice. In addition 

to these completed studies, foundational work has also been laid down for (a) the exploration of 
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cultured CTCs collected from longitudinal patient samples, (b) the first-ever reported development 

of cultured CTCs and CDXs derived from patients diagnosed with cholangiocarcinoma, and (c) a 

comparative analysis of patient-matched circulating nucleic acids with cultured CTCs.  

All-in-all, these works seek to address a key limiting factor currently affecting the study of 

metastasis—the absence of robust, suitable, representative models. These technologies expand the 

toolbox, providing cost-efficient and accurate models of metastasis. Future works should strive to 

capitalize on the groundwork laid here, scaling these tools up and applying them to the study of 

increasing numbers of samples. With each added cell line and patient sample studied, we improve 

the ability to identify significant genes or pathways involved in the metastatic cascade. Once 

validated for their functional significance, therapeutic compounds targeting those identified genes 

could be put to the test, with an end goal of finally providing relief to the millions affected by 

metastatic cancer each year.  
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CHAPTER II: ZEBRAFISH MODELS OF CELLULAR INVASION 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Nearly fifty years ago, George Streisinger introduced the world to the potential of Danio 

rerio, aka Zebrafish, as a vertebrate model system84. Zebrafish, Streisinger reasoned, had several 

attractive traits for laboratory research, such as a predictable reproductive cycle in a controlled 

environment and large, naturally transparent embryos that enabled the study of developing tissues 

through simple microscopy84. Due in large part to Streisinger’s persistence, zebrafish research 

would expand beyond his lab at the University of Oregon, eventually culminating in the 

establishment of the Zebrafish Information Network (ZFIN) and several other publicly shared 

resources cataloging genetic and genomic data for zebrafish. Belief in zebrafish as a versatile 

vertebrate laboratory model would hit a new peak following the seminal publication of a special 

issue in Development in December of 1996102. Led by the Nusslein-Volhard, Driever, and 

Bonhoeffer labs, these papers performed large allelic screens across zebrafish, identifying nearly 

1500 mutations across 372 new genes involved in developmental and organogenesis processes102. 

In 2013, the publication of the complete zebrafish reference genome encompassing more than 

26,000 protein-coding genes revealed that nearly 70% of all human genes have at least one 

zebrafish ortholog103. Furthermore, 82% of all disease-related human genes annotated in the 

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database have at least one zebrafish ortholog.  

 

2.1.1 Zebrafish mutagenesis in syngeneic models 

The first reported studies of cancer in zebrafish came in 2000 and involved the exposure of 

fish to mutagenic compounds such as ethylnitrosourea (ENU) or N-methyl-nitrosoguanidine 

(MNNG)104,105. ENU-exposure induced the formation of epidermal papillomas in 18/18 fish 

compared to no changes in untreated controls104 while MNNG dietary exposure to zebrafish 

embryos resulted in a variety of neoplasms across all organs105. Targeted mutagenic screens in 

ENU-treated zebrafish later identified a homozygous mutation tp53M214K critical for zebrafish 

mutagenesis that was orthologous to mutations found in human cancer cells106. Zebrafish mutants 

have subsequently been developed to model a variety of cancers, including leukemias, 

rhabdomyosarcoma, melanoma, hepatocellular, pancreatic, gastrointestinal (GI), and thyroid 

cancers107. Zebrafish melanoma models are the most studied of these cancer models107. 
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2.1.2 Human xenografts in zebrafish 

 While syngeneic models of cancer are a useful first step in downstream studies such as 

evaluating anti-tumor effects, they remain one step removed from clinically translatable results in 

humans108. Using zebrafish-human xenografts—which allow for labeling of viable cells prior to 

injection and real-time monitoring—cancer phenomena such as tumor growth, angiogenesis, 

immune/stroma interactions, and metastasis could be explored84. The contributions of zebrafish 

models to investigating tumorigenesis, angiogenesis, and immune/stroma interactions are outside 

the scope of this dissertation, but elegantly summarized elsewhere89,107,109.  Generally, zebrafish 

human xenograft studies have been conducted in both adult and larval zebrafish84. 

 

2.1.3 Larval xenografts 

In 2006, the first reported publication of xenografted human cancer cells in zebrafish was 

published in the journal Angiogenesis110. The study involved injection of ~50-100 cells each of 

WM-266-4, a metastatic melanoma cell line, colorectal cell line SW620, and pancreatic cell line 

FG CAS/Crk into the yolk sac of 2 days post fertilized (dpf) zebrafish embryos110. By day 7, at 

which point the yolk sac had been consumed, transiently labeled cancer cells proliferated 

approximately 5-fold within zebrafish and were present in the intestine, pancreas, and liver110.  

 Zebrafish larval stages encompass a period from fertilization to day 30 (Figure 2)111. At 

the time of hatching, the zebrafish embryo lacks functional immune organs112. Adaptive lymphoid 

cells do not become immunocompetent until approximately 3-4 weeks post-fertilization, at which 

point Rag-1 expressing lymphocyte populations begin to be observed in the head kidney112. On 

the other hand, innate immune components such as natural killer cells are active upon birth113. This 

period, in which innate immune system components are active while adaptive function is 

deprecated, provides a unique window during which engraftment of tumor cells can occur with 

Figure 2: Zebrafish development. 
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relatively minimal risk of graft rejection110. In larval zebrafish xenografts, cells are introduced into 

the zebrafish around 2 dpf, at which point embryos have completed early embryogenesis stages 

and begin to hatch111. In 2 dpf embryos, cancer cells are typically introduced into the yolk sac close 

to the duct of Cuvier, although successful engraftment has been reported in the perivitelline cavity 

and posterior cardinal veins as well109. In an early report evaluating metastatic capability of human 

cancers in zebrafish larva, sister human pancreatic tumor cell lines PaTu-S and PaTu-T, which 

differ by their E-Cadherin expression and migratory capabilities, were injected114. Cells of the 

more migratory line PaTu-T were observed to have already invaded the embryo on average 12 

hours post-injection, with micrometastatic formation observed at 24 hours and systemic metastasis 

observed at 7 days post-injection (dpi)114. On the other hand, PaTu-S cells did not leave the yolk, 

even after 7 dpi114. A follow-up study by the same authors identified miR-10a as a key mediator 

of metastatic behavior in the PaTu-T cell line115. 

 Unlike mouse xenografts, larval zebrafish xenografts enable the visualization of tumor cell 

behavior at cellular resolutions within a short 5-day period. This short time, in addition to the lower 

homeostatic temperature at which zebrafish are bred and maintained (typically 28°C), limits the 

number of cell divisions between injection and analysis. Furthermore, larval zebrafish are well 

suited for high-throughput 96-well format drug screens, since fish are typically less than 4.5 mm 

long 2 weeks post fertilization111. For instance, a validation drug screen of regorafenib, a multi-

kinase small molecular inhibitor targeting VEGFR2 and TIE2, in human adenoid cystic carcinoma-

grafted zebrafish resulted in a significant reduction in the numbers of cells present within the tails 

at 24- and 48-hours post injection116. Thus, in cases of highly aggressive cancers where patient 

survival may only be a matter of months, zebrafish larval xenografts are uniquely suited for 

personalized medicine applications. 

 

2.1.4 Adult zebrafish xenografts 

 Though less studied, human-zebrafish xenografts have also been successfully performed 

in adult zebrafish84. Under classical developmental stages, zebrafish are generally considered 

juveniles at 30 dpf and adults at 90 dpf, defined by their size (12 mm and 18 mm total body length, 

respectively)111,117. At their adult stages, zebrafish have mature hematopoietic tissue, spleen, 

thymus, heart, thyroid, gills, kidneys, GI tracts, reproductive tracts, brain and endocrine organs, 

eyes, skin, and musculoskeletal system118. Thus, an advantage of adult zebrafish is that xenografted 

human cancers will enter a tissue environment that more closely resembles their native 
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surroundings84. However, due to the presence of a functional adaptive immune state, adult 

zebrafish xenografts are subject to higher rates of graft rejection119. In response, irradiation or 

dexamethasone treatment are commonly employed to prevent rejection84. Successful 

transplantation into adult zebrafish using 1,000 to 3,000,000 cells have been reported119. Once 

engrafted, labeled cells can be visualized within adult zebrafish as early as 5 days post 

transplantation119. Additionally, the development of a transparent zebrafish mutant named casper 

has further enabled easy real-time monitoring of transplanted cells120. For example, researchers 

observed complete extravasation of intravenously injected allogenic ZMEL1 cells in young adult 

immunocompetent casper zebrafish within 6 dpi87. Unfortunately, engraftment with human cell 

lines by the same group resulted in immune-mediated rejection of grafts within 2 days of injection 

87. 

 New genetically engineered zebrafish strains with modifications to immune cell function 

are continuously being developed. Recently, the development of a transparent prkdc-/-, il2rga-/- 

zebrafish that lacks both adaptive and natural killer immune cells has significantly propelled adult 

xenograft efforts88. Parallel engraftment of 50,000 cells/animal in both immunocompromised 

zebrafish and NSG mice resulted in comparable relative growth kinetics, histopathology, and 

transcriptomic profiling 88. Additionally, rhabdomyosarcoma xenografted zebrafish and NSG mice 

demonstrated similar dose-response and kinetics to combinatorial therapy with temozolomide and 

olaparib88. In an alternative approach to solving immune-rejection, transgenic humanized zebrafish 

have also recently been reported121,122. Humanized zebrafish express human hematopoietic-

specific cytokines GM-CSF, SCF, and SDF1α and have their fish hematopoietic system replaced 

with human hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells121. How these systems will be leveraged for 

the study of the metastatic cascade is highly anticipated. 

 

2.1.5 Identifying subpopulations of metastatic cells in zebrafish embryos 

Currently, a considerable limiting factor for the study of metastasis is the inability to 

adequately isolate and study metastatic cell populations. Comparison of molecular profiles of 

matched metastatic and non-metastatic populations of cells would be beneficial to identify genetic 

drivers of metastasis. Unfortunately, in vivo models dependent on engraftment in 

immunocompromised mice are limited by the long latency period during which tumors take hold 

and spread61. During this time, information regarding transcriptomic, epigenetic, and genomic 

changes taking place from the cancers is limited.  
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In recent years, zebrafish have emerged as a viable alternative animal model for studying 

metastatic behavior84. For example, human breast, prostate, colorectal, and pancreatic cancer cells 

injected into the perivitelline space of 2 dpf embryos can be observed throughout the body of fish 

as soon as 24-48 hours after injection85. In zebrafish, cells injected into the yolk sac may intravasate 

into the circulation and subsequently arrest within the caudal capillary beds of the zebrafish, which 

also serve as embryonic hematopoietic tissues123. Based on these intravasation observations, a host 

of studies evaluating anti-metastatic effects of candidate drugs in zebrafish have been 

reported84,124.  

To date, no studies of zebrafish-metastasis study have attempted to isolate and characterize 

the specific population of cells arresting within the tails. By principle, cells successfully migrating 

through the yolk sac and intravasate into the zebrafish circulatory system are analogous to 

circulating tumor cells84. In this thesis work, a heterogeneous parental population of cultured 

MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells was xenografted into the yolk sac of 2 dpf zebrafish embryos. 

Separation of cells that arrested within the tails of zebrafish and serial reimplantation resulted in 

two subpopulations of MDA-MB-231 cells that exhibited a stable long-term mesenchymal 

morphology and were progressively invasive in vitro. Seeking to identify a reason for this 

phenotype, bulk RNA-sequencing was conducted. Transcriptomic profiling of the more invasive 

F2 population indicated activation of the EMT program and increased expression of cancer stem 

cell markers. Furthermore, RNA-splice variant analysis identified differential expression of 

BIRC5, a commonly implicated gene with variants specifically associated with breast cancer 

metastasis. Finally, short hairpin RNA (shRNA)-mediated knockdown of several target genes of 

interest revealed a role for DNA Damage Inducible Transcript 4 (DDIT4) and Metallothionein 1X 

(MT1X) in breast cancer metastasis. This study is the first to isolate and characterize the tail-

arrested metastatic subpopulation of xenografted cells from zebrafish. 
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2.2 METHODS 

2.2.1 Cell culture 

 MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 cells were ordered through ATCC. MDA-MB-231 cells and 

subsequent subpopulations were plated in medium composed of 3:1 (v/v) complete DMEM:F12 

nutrient mix supplemented with insulin (final concentration 2.5 µg/mL), gentamicin (10 mg/mL), 

cholera toxin (0.05 nM), EGF (0.125 ng/mL), hydro-cortisone (25 ng/mL), adenine (25 µg/mL) 

and ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (10 mM). All cultures were maintained at 37°C or 34°C (for 

temperature-controlled experimentation) in 5% CO2 in a humidified chamber. Cells were 

enzymatically split at 1-to-6 ratios every five days using a 5-minute 37°C incubation of Accutase.  

 

2.2.2 Zebrafish husbandry, injections, and isolation  

All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with NIH guidelines for the care and 

use of laboratory animals and approved all experimental protocols with zebrafish by the 

Georgetown University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, Protocol #2017-0078. For 

the evaluation of metastasis, cells were first labeled with the lipophilic dye CM-dil (Thermo Fisher, 

V22885) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Zebrafish embryos were injected with 100-

200 labeled tumor cells into the yolk sac at 2-day post fertilization (2dpf). Tg(kdrl:grcfp) zebrafish 

express green reef coral fluorescent protein in the vascular endothelium were used125. Invasion 

into the vasculature was monitored on a day-to-day basis via an Olympus IX-71 inverted 

microscope. Embryos were evaluated daily for tumor cell migration and health. On days of harvest, 

zebrafish were rinsed twice in autoclaved water followed by a brief exposure to ethanol to sterilize 

zebrafish.  Zebrafish were then washed twice in 1x PBS containing primocin. Zebrafish were then 

incubated for 30 minutes in PBS mixed with 1x primocin, 1x plasmocin and Y-compound (1 µM). 

Tails and heads were cut using a scalpel and collected in cell culture medium supplemented with 

primocin and Y-compound (5µM). Tails were rinsed three times in PBS supplemented with 

primocin and Y-compound and subsequently spun in a centrifuge at 300g for 5 minutes at 4℃ and 

digested in a mixture of 500 µl of PBS and Liberase at 37℃ for 20 minutes. After 20 minutes, the 

digestion was stopped by adding 5 ml of complete DMEM and spun in a centrifuge at 300g for 5 

minutes at 4℃ and washed once more with PBS supplemented with primocin and Y-compound. 

Cells were subsequently plated in culture dishes with M-2D medium supplemented with primocin 

and plasmocin. Cell medium supplemented with primocin and plasmocin was changed daily for a 

week then every two days for additional two weeks. 
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2.2.3 RNA extraction and qRT-PCR 

Total RNA of all cell lines was isolated using Monarch Total RNA miniprep kits (#T2010S, 

New England Biolabs) according to manufacturer’s protocol. RNA was extracted and measured 

via Nanodrop-1000. RNA was subsequently sent for either library preparation and RNA-

sequencing to Genewiz or cDNA preparation via a two-step process beginning with Lunascript RT 

Supermix Kit (#E3010, New England Biolabs). qRT-PCR was performed on cDNA from samples 

for genes of interest using the Luna Universal qPCR Master Mix (#M3003, New England Biolabs) 

according to manufacturer’s specifications. qPCR was performed on a BioRad CFX96 Touch 

Real-Time detection system with 60 seconds at 95°C followed by 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 95°C 

and 30 seconds with plate read followed by a melting curve analysis. GAPDH was measured as a 

reference gene. The relative mRNA expression level was normalized to reference genes and 

determined using the 2-ΔΔCT method. 

 

2.2.4 RNA-sequencing and pathway analysis 

Library preparation and RNA-sequencing from isolated RNA samples was conducted by 

Genewiz, Massachusetts, USA using an Illumina sequencing platform. Only those RNA-samples 

that yielded a RIN score > 7.0 and sufficient RNA quantity were prepped and sequenced. 

Experimental design was determined in consultation with Genewiz. Read files were trimmed using 

Trimmomatic126 and aligned to the human genome (GRCh38.p13) using the STAR aligner127. 

Aligned reads were quantified using featureCounts128 and differential expression analysis was 

performed in R using DESeq2129. Normalized feature counts were used for Gene Set Enrichment 

Analysis (GSEA, Broad institute). GSEA and KEGG analyses were performed using open-source 

R packages Fgsea (version 1.20.0) and clusterProfiler (version 4.2.1). Reactome analysis was 

performed using NetworkAnalyst (accessed via https://www.networkanalyst.ca). Matlab R2021a 

and R (version 4.1) was used to generate figures.  

 

2.2.5 Differential RNA-splicing 

Reads were aligned using STAR (v2.7.1a) to human genome (hg38) using iGenomes GTF 

annotations. MISO (v0.5.4) was then used to compare alternative splicing of skipped exons (paired 

end mode with fragment lengths of 219.4 (53.7) and 210.3 (52.0), for parental and derived lines 

respectively). Rstudio packages ggbio and ggplot2 were used to map differential splicing events 

and various other plots presented here. 
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2.2.6 shRNA-mediated knockdown  

shRNAs targeting the genes of interest were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, including 

shRNAs targeting S100A11 (TRCN0000289926), SERPINE1 (TRCN0000370107), SRGN 

(TRCN0000007987), DDIT4 (TRCN0000062421), CTSD (TRCN0000003660), and MT1X 

(TRCN0000155121). shRNAs targeting SNRPA1 were gifted by Hani Goodarzi from the 

University of California, San Francisco. shRNA constructs were packaged in HEK 293T cells 

using FuGENE 6 Transfection Reagent (Promega E2691) according to manufacturer’s protocol. 

MDA-MB-231 F2 cells were then infected with shRNA packaged within lentiviruses in Opti-

MEM (Invitrogen 51985034) supplemented with 8µg/mL polybrene (Millipore TR-1003-G). Once 

infected, cells were selected using increasing concentrations of puromycin up to 5µg/mL as 

needed. Once selected, cells were kept in culture medium supplemented with basal level 

puromycin (0.5µg/mL). 

 

2.2.7 3-dimensional invasion assay  

 Cells were dissociated into single cells using mechanical and enzymatic dissociation via 

Accutase (Innovative Cell Technologies #AT 104). Once dissociated, 1000 cells/well were 

pipetted within a 96-well U-bottom ultra-low attachment plate (Thermo Fisher #174925) followed 

by a quick centrifugation step at 1200 rpm for 4 minutes. Cells were supplemented with 250 uL of 

medium and allowed to cluster undisturbed for 4 days. After 4 days, individual clusters were 

collected and centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 4 minutes at 4°C. Once spun down, the supernatant was 

aspirated, and cell clusters were gently resuspended in neutralized rat tail Collagen I/BM mix (2.4 

mg/mL Collagen I (Corning #354236) and 2 mg/mL Cultrex (BioTechne #3533-005-02), plated 

on 20 uL of a base layer of Collagen I/Cultrex, overlayed with serum free media, and allowed to 

invade for 24 hours. After 24 hours, embedded clusters were fixed for 1 hour at room temperature 

using 4% formaldehyde, followed by an additional 1-hour incubation step in 0.5% Triton X-100 

diluted in PBS (v/v). Embedded clusters were stained for Phalloidin (Invitrogen, #A22283) and 

cell nuclei using Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen #H3570) for 1 hour at room temperature. 

Immunofluorescence images were captured using a ZEISS LSM800 Laser Scanning Confocal. 

Finally, ImageJ analysis was used to quantify cellular invasion. 
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2.2.8 Scratch assay 

 Cells were seeded in 6-well culture dishes at 3.00E5 cells/well and allowed to grow to 

confluency (100% coverage). Once confluent, a pipette tip attached to an aspirator was used to 

create a 3 x 3 plot of artificial scratches. A semi-automatic scan profile was set-up using an EVOS 

FL auto imaging microscope such that phase images of scratches could be taken automatically at 

every 12-hour time point. Data consist of 4 wound healing assays: 7-9 replicates for each of the 

conditions evaluated. The imaged region size was 500 x 500 µm2. ImageJ analysis was used to 

quantify the area of wound remaining at each time-point, and all points were normalized to day 0 

(100% relative area remaining). 

 

2.2.9 Kaplan-Meier survival curves and clinical data 

 Clinical and mRNA expression data from the METABRIC study were downloaded from 

cbioportal.org. Expression data, clinical vital status, and clinical overall survival in months were 

extracted using Matlab R2019b. X-tile software was provided online by the Rimm laboratory and 

accessed via https://medicine.yale.edu/lab/rimm/research/software/. To assess a suitable cut point 

for high/low expression data for each gene we used 700/1904 patient samples selected in un-biased 

fashion and used it as a “discovery cohort”.  Cut points for each gene were determined using a 

dead of disease censor and 20-year cutoff for overall survival in X-tile 130. Kaplan-Meier analysis 

and plots were subsequently performed in Matlab R2019b using all 1904 patient samples and the 

respective cut point for each gene. 
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2.3 RESULTS 

2.3.1 Zebrafish xenografts are sensitive to metastatic propensity 

 The protocol for zebrafish xenografts for studying invasive populations through yolk sac 

injections has been reported previously110. To evaluate whether the protocol would be suitable for 

our applications, we utilized two human epithelial breast cancer cell lines that vary in their 

metastatic potential131. The MDA-MB-231 cell line, derived from the pleural effusion of a patient 

with invasive ductal carcinoma, is a highly aggressive ER, PR, and ECAD negative breast cancer 

cell line commonly used to model late-stage cancer131. By comparison, the MCF7 cell line is a 

luminal breast carcinoma cell line that is frequently characterized to have low metastatic 

potential132. When injected orthotopically into the mammary fat pad of NSG mice, MDA-MB-231 

cells form fast-growing primary tumors and metastases in the lymph nodes, lungs, liver, and other 

organs131. On the other hand, MCF7 cells introduced through similar protocol developed slow 

forming tumors (58 days to achieve ~2.7 cm3 tumors for MDA-MB-231 vs ~180 days to achieve 

0.65 cm3 tumors for MCF7 cells) and limited metastatic nodules131. In addition, flk:gfp transgenic 

zebrafish were selected as hosts for their GFP-outlined vasculature.  

 Referencing previously reported protocols, ~150 cells were injected into the yolk sac of 2 

days post-fertilized zebrafish embryos110. MCF7 cells failed to migrate out of the yolk sac even 

after 5 days post-injection while a considerable number of labeled MDA-MB-231 cells could be 

visualized within the caudal tail region of hatched zebrafish (Fig. 3a). To increase statistical power, 

75 zebrafish were injected with either cell line and scored every 24 hours post-injection for the 

appearance of at least 1 cell within the tail region (Fig. 3b). Three days post-injection, more 

zebrafish with MCF7 cells in their tails were observed than MDA-MB-231 cells (4 vs 2 zebrafish, 

respectively). Five days post-injection, MDA-MB-231 cells overtook MCF7 cells by more than 

two-fold (50 vs 19 zebrafish, respectively). When cells were observed within the tails of zebrafish, 

25-75 MDA-MB-231 and 1-10 MCF7 cells were identified (data not shown). Based on this 

optimization, we determined that ~ 50 cells could be collected from harvested zebrafish. 

 Given this preliminary experiment, we designed a study involving the serial engraftment 

and isolation of cells that metastasized from the yolk sac (Fig. 3c). Conditionally reprogrammed 

cell conditions enable the long-term growth and expansion of tumor cells from human 

biospecimens such as fine needle aspirations, which can reliably contain as little as 10,000 viable 

cells133,134. Therefore, we designed an experiment in which we would process ~ 200 zebrafish per 
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cell line, beginning with a parental population of MDA-MB-231 cells and yielding an “F1” and 

“F2” subpopulation. 

 

2.3.2 Cells collected from the tail of zebrafish are progressively invasive 

 Beginning from an unselected, “parental” population of cultured MDA-MB-231 cells in 

conditionally reprogrammed conditions, we injected cells into the yolk sac of 2 dpf zebrafish and 

scored fish at 24-hour time-points for up to 5 dpi. During all experiments, we utilized MCF7 cells 

as a non-metastatic control.  

At 5 dpi, 192/491 (39.1%) of MDA-MB-231 injected zebrafish were positive for cells in 

the tail, compared to 44/262 (16.8%) of MCF7-injected zebrafish (Fig. 4a). Following a period of 

Figure 3: Two-days post fertilized (dpf) zebrafish are sensitive to the metastatic potential of 

MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines. (a) Fluorescent microscopy of anesthetized 

zebrafish indicating the presence of CM-dil labeled MDA-MB-231 cells within zebrafish tails 5 

days post-injection, but absence of MCF7 cells. (b) Respective cell lines were injected into 75 

zebrafish each and scored for the presence of > 1 cell in the tail up to 5 days post-injection. (c) A 

visual representation of the proposed experimental design for capturing migratory subpopulations 

of MDA-MB-231 cells.
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culture and expansion, “F1” cells were reinjected into the yolk sac. Surprisingly, we observed that 

F1 cells achieved rapid invasion by only 3 dpi (142/214 (66.3%) of all zebrafish injected) (Fig. 

4a). Prolonged observation of F1-injected zebrafish after 3 dpi resulted in significant zebrafish 

death due to metastatic burden. F2-injected zebrafish achieved rapid invasion even faster at only 

24 hours post-injection (115/227 (50.7%) of all zebrafish injected) (Fig. 4a). Similar to F1-injected 

Figure 4: Isolation of progressively invasive subpopulations of MDA-MB-231 cells. (a) Bar 

graph depicting the proportion of zebrafish observed to have cells within their tails, by time post 

injection. (b) Phase microscopy and immunofluorescence imaging of adherent parental, F1, and 

F2 cultured cells. Mesenchymal marker vimentin (VIM) was increasingly expressed in more 

invasive subpopulations. (c) A line plot depicting the # of cells after four consecutive passages in 

culture. The data suggest that F2 cells grew slower than their parental counterparts. (d) Embedded 

clusters of MCF7, parental, F1, and F2 MDA-MB-231 cells were quantified for invasive potential. 

Representative ImageJ masks (top row), and phalloidin (red) and DAPI (white) stained clusters 

(middle row) along with magnified insets (bottom row) are provided. (e) Co-clustered GFP-

labeled parental and RFP-labeled F2 cells were embedded and visualized after 24 hours. F2 cells 

serve as trailblazers for parental cells to follow. (f) Parental (green) and F2 (purple) cells were co-

injected into the brain of zebrafish and visualized. After 24 hours, F2 cells lead the parental cells. 
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zebrafish, prolonged observation of F2-injected zebrafish beyond 24 hours resulted in significant 

zebrafish death due to metastatic burden. 

To establish cell lines, all zebrafish scored to have cells within the caudal tail region were 

harvested. Human cells were collected and cultured in modified conditionally reprogrammed 

culture conditions, demonstrating successful long-term expansion. Upon culture, phase 

microscopy demonstrated distinct morphological differences between the subpopulations (Fig. 

4b). Parental cells, which did not undergo selection in zebrafish, exhibited round, highly 

compacted cobblestone-like appearance typically associated with an epithelial cell, while F1 and 

F2 cells exhibited a spindle-like morphology associated with more migratory mesenchymal cells 

(Fig. 4b). Increased immunofluorescence (IF) staining of the subpopulations for classical 

mesenchymal marker vimentin (VIM) and decreased staining for the epithelial marker pan-

cytokeratin (PanCK) were consistent with the morphological changes (Fig. 4b). Notably, these 

morphological changes were retained even after a year in culture. 

Under similar culture conditions, parental cells (doubling time of 38.0 ± 10.6 hours) 

proliferate faster than F2 cells (doubling time of 54.7 ± 20.9 hours) (Fig. 4c). Finally, clusters of 

~ 1000 cells/cell line were embedded within a mixture of Matrigel and Collagen I and observed 

for 24 hours for invasion (Fig. 4d). MCF7 (0.00% ± 0.00% relative area of invasion, n = 9 clusters) 

and parental (3.87% ± 2.77%, n = 26) clusters demonstrated significantly lower invasion than F1 

(8.58% ± 9.77%, n = 15), and F2 (18.9% ± 13.0%, n = 23) clusters.  

Finally, we sought to determine whether F2 or parental cells would consistently adopt the 

trailblazer/leading edge phenotype. Fluorescently labeled F2 and parental cells were co-clustered 

and embedded in ECM (Fig. 4e) or co-injected into zebrafish (Fig. 4f) and monitored for their 

invasive phenotype after 24 hours. In both in vitro and in vivo cases, F2 cells formed protrusions 

and appeared at the leading edge of invasion/metastasis in all cases visualized. 

 

2.3.3 The MDA-MB-231 subpopulations are transcriptionally distinct  

 Following long-term culture, all three subpopulations were prepped and sequenced using 

bulk RNA-sequencing. On principal component analysis, MDA-MB-231 parental cells separated 

along both component axes from the F1 and F2 populations (Fig. 5a). For statistical power, F1 and 

F2 transcriptomic profiles were considered as biological replicates. Differential gene analysis 

identifying statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) and highly variable genes (|log 2-fold-change| 

> 2.0) in the F1/F2 populations relative to the parental population revealed an up- and down-
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regulation in 842 and 875 genes, respectively (Fig. 5b). Among the genes with the highest -log10(p-

adjusted) values were known breast cancer metastasis drivers such as CSF3135, G0S2136, 

COL7A1137, IL16138, and DNER139, as well novel candidates for metastasis including 

SPANXB1140, SAA2141, and C15orf48142 (Fig. 5c). 

 

2.3.4 F1 and F2 subpopulations undergo activation of an EMT program 

 Given the observed phenotypic changes in the F1/F2 subpopulations, activation of an EMT 

program was suspected. qRT-PCR amplification of a panel of epithelial (CK7, CK8, CK20, 

EpCAM), mesenchymal (VIM), EMT-TFs (SLUG, SNAIL), and cancer stem cell markers (ZEB1, 

L1CAM) confirmed these suspicions (Fig. 6a). F1 and F2 expression of VIM was 3.35- and 6.14-

fold higher than parental cells, respectively. Furthermore, SLUG and SNAIL were on average 

9.31- and 6.73-fold higher, respectively, in the F1/F2 subpopulations than in the parental 

population. Additionally, F1/F2 cells exhibited a 7.31-fold increase in ZEB1 expression compared 

to parental cells. Expansion of the epithelial and mesenchymal gene panels to include bulk RNA-

sequencing results further confirmed a loss of epithelial marker expression in F1/F2 

subpopulations with a concordant increase in mesenchymal markers (Fig. 6b). Furthermore, Gene 

Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), a computational model for determining differences in gene-set 

expression between biological states143,144, revealed a significant enrichment in the hallmark EMT 

geneset (normalized enrichment score (NES) = 1.59, p-value = 0.028) (Fig. 6c). 

Figure 5: Bulk RNA-sequencing of MDA-MB-231 subpopulations. (a) Principal component 

analysis reveals separation along both component axis between all three subpopulations. (b) 

Clustergram depicting all significantly up- and down-regulated genes between all three 

populations following DESEQ2 differential gene analysis. For statistical power, F1/F2 populations 

were treated as biological replicates in downstream analyses. P-value cutoff = 0.05. (c) Volcano 

plot with the top 10 highest -log10(p-adjusted) genes between the parental population and the F1/F2 

subpopulations. 
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2.3.5 Pathway analysis reveals a role for TNF-α in breast cancer metastasis 

 Next, pathway analysis using two different computational pipelines was performed (Fig. 

7a,b). The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) is a comprehensive curated 

collection of signaling pathways associated with biological functions145. Using the parental 

population as a common control, KEGG analysis revealed enrichment of several signaling 

pathways, including TNF signaling (hsa04668, p-value = 1.85E-10), transcriptional misregulation 

in cancer (hsa05202, p-value = 5.75E-8), and pathways in cancer (hsa05200, p-value = 2.16E7), 

MAPK signaling (hsa04010, p-value = 4.50E-7), IL-17 signaling (hsa04657, p-value = 5.34E-7), 

ErbB signaling (hsa04012, p-value = 1.09E-4), HIF-1 signaling (hsa04066, p-value = 1.35E-4), 

RAS signaling (hsa04014, p-value=2.96E-4), Rap1 signaling (hsa04015, p-value = 2.99E-3), 

PI3K-Akt signaling (hsa04151, p-value = 6.22E-3), and mTOR signaling (hsa04150, p-value = 

7.06E-3) (Fig. 7a).  

 The hallmarks collection of gene sets represents specific, well-defined biological states or 

processes with consistent expression, and is curated from over 4,000 original overlapping gene 

sets. Among the 50 hallmark gene sets designated, 15 gene sets were determined to be statistically 

significant (p-adjusted < 0.05) by GSEA analysis (Fig. 7b). Notably, overlapping biological 

processes involving TNFα signaling via NF-kB were discovered by both KEGG and GSEA 

analysis. In addition to signaling pathways, GSEA analysis also uncovered enrichment of IL6 

JAK/STAT signaling (NES = 2.29), KRAS signaling (NES = 2.00), and EMT (NES = 1.94) (Fig. 

6c and 7b). 

Figure 6: F1/F2 subpopulations undergo activation of an EMT program. (a) qRT-PCR 

amplification of the three subpopulations in a panel of epithelial, mesenchymal, EMT, and cancer 

stem cell markers. All amplifications were performed in triplicate. (b) Bulk RNA-sequencing 

validates the trend in epithelial and mesenchymal gene expression within the subpopulations. (c) 

GSEA enrichment analysis of the hallmark EMT geneset reveals a statistically significant 

enrichment in the F1/F2 populations relative to the parental population. P-value cutoff = 0.05. 
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2.3.6 Alternative splicing of BIRC5 may contribute to invasive behavior 

 Recently, there has been a growing interest in the importance of mRNA transcript splicing 

variants in oncogenesis146. In this study, 526 differentially spliced mRNA variants spanning 424 

unique genes were identified (Fig. 8a). No correlation was determined when comparing genes 

identified in both differential gene expression and differential RNA splicing (Pearson correlation 

= -0.0778, p-value = 0.4257, data not shown). Among the differentially spliced variants identified, 

14 genes had multiple variants detected (Fig. 8b). Notably, splicing analysis identified three 

BIRC5 mRNA variants (diff = 0.06, -0.33, -0.51). BIRC5 variants have been previously implicated 

in a wide range of cancer roles, including both anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic effects147. BIRC5 

splicing is frequently identified enough in several cancers studied that it has been suggested as a 

potential chemotherapeutic target in cancer148. The three BIRC5 variants identified in this analysis 

include a variant with a 32 bp intronic insertion after exon 3 (diff = 0.06), a second variant missing 

exon 3 (AKA ΔEx3) (diff = -0.33), and a third variant that retains intron 3 (diff = -0.51)147,149 (Fig. 

8c). Other genes with multiple splice variants include AP1G1, CHD8, COPB2, IMPDH1, IRAK1, 

LIPA, MICAL2, NR1H3, PTK2, SEPTIN2, SERPINA1, SLC41A3, AND TNIP1 (Fig. 8b). 

Finally, Reactome pathway analysis of all genes with differentially spliced variants revealed a high 

Figure 7: Pathway Analysis of 231 F1/F2 populations compared to common control. (a) 

KEGG analysis identified several signaling pathways enriched in the 231 F1/F2 populations. (b) 

GSEA analysis confined to the 50 hallmark gene sets revealed statistically significant enrichment 

of 15 gene sets, including TNFα signaling via NF-kB and EMT. (c) Representative GSEA 

enrichment plots of TNFα signaling via NF-kB, IL6 JAK/STAT signaling, and KRAS signaling, 

up gene sets. P-value cutoff = 0.05. 
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overlap in genes involved in signaling by nerve growth factor (NGF) (n = 31 genes, p-value = 

8.63E-17) (Fig. 8d). 

 

2.3.7 Knockdown of target genes of interest significantly reduces cell invasion 

 We next sought to determine whether the increased invasiveness of the F1 and F2 

populations could be inhibited through an in vitro functional study. Target genes that (a) spanned 

a variety of cellular functions and (b) were upregulated in the F2 population relative to parental 

were identified. We settled upon seven target genes: SNRPA1, MT1X, SRGN, CTSD, S100A11, 

SERPINE1, and DDIT4, based on their higher expressions in the F2 relative to the parental 

populations (Fig. 9a). To verify successful knockdown by short hairpin RNA (shRNA), we used  

Figure 8: Differential splicing occurs between F1/F2 and Parental. (a) Volcano plot 

depicting Bayes Factor against scaled differential expression (-1 to 1). A Bayes factor > 10 

is indicative of a statistically significant result (blue dots). Each dot represents a unique 

transcript. (b) Genes with multiple differentially expressed splice variants are plotted with 

the difference. (c) visualization of the three BIRC5 variants identified that were differentially 

spliced between the F1/F2 and parental populations. (d) Reactome pathway analysis of genes 

with spliced variants reveals an enrichment in signaling by nerve growth factor (NGF). 
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Figure 9: A functional assay identifying potential drivers of invasion was performed. (a) Seven 

target genes, each with different cellular functions, were targeted for shRNA-knockdown in the F2 

population. (b) qRT-PCR validated knockdowns in the F2 population. Expression of all genes was 

reduced to near parental expression. (c) Clusters of wildtype or shRNA-knockdown cell lines were 

embedded within a 3-dimensional extracellular matrix and allowed to invade for 24 hours. Clusters 

were subsequently stained with Hoechst (blue) and Phalloidin (red) and (d) quantified for cellular 

invasion via ImageJ analysis.  (e) Kaplan-meier survival curves analyzing gene expression with 

overall patient survival using the METABRIC dataset revealed statistically significant associations in 

5/7 genes targeted. Scale bars = 100 µm. 
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qRT-PCR amplification comparing gene expression in the parental, and F1, F2 knockdowns, 

demonstrating successful reduction to levels consistent with parental expression in all genes (Fig. 

9b). 

Next, we embedded clusters of each cell line into a 3-dimensional ECM analog and 

evaluated their invasion after a 24-hour period (Fig. 4c). Within each cluster, cells were deemed 

to be invading if a cellular body was identified distinct from the primary cluster body using 

Hoechst staining. Clusters of F2 cells (18.9% ± 13.0%, p-value = 0.426) and F1 (8.57% ± 9.77%, 

p-value = 0.098) clusters demonstrated statistically increased invasion relative to the MCF7 

(0.00% ± 0.00%, p-value = 0.022) and parental (3.87% ± 2.77%, p-value = 0.003) clusters, 

consistent with their derived zebrafish phenotypes (Fig. 9d). shRNA-mediated knockdown of 

DDIT4 (2.11% ± 1.72%, p-value = 0.045), MT1X (4.34% ± 2.78%, p-value = 0.026), and 

S100A11 (2.35% ± 2.14%, p-value = 0.013) generated statistically significant decreases in 

invasion compared to the scramble while SRGN (18.3% ± 7.85%, p-value = 0.473), SNRPA1 

(14.0% ± 4.05%, p-value = 0.2954), and SERPINE1 (12.0% ± 7.43%, p-value = 0.152) 

knockdown did not significantly decrease the invasion (Fig. 9d). 

Finally, we sought to determine whether the genes we targeted exhibited clinical relevance 

in metastatic breast cancer. Using publicly available clinical and gene expression data from the 

METABRIC study150, we first employed the computational tool X-tile to determine an appropriate 

cut-off z-score value on a training set of 500 patients130. Based on this cut-off value, we allocated 

all 1904 subjects with both clinical and genomic data into either a high- or low- expression pool 

to perform Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. Of the seven 

genes, increased expression of all but SNRPA1 and 

S100A11 exhibited a statistically significant association 

with poorer overall survival over 240 months (Fig. 9e).  

 

2.3.8 Changes in EMT are unlikely to be due to temperature 

 One of the pitfalls of zebrafish in vivo studies is the 

differences in ambient temperature between zebrafish and 

human cells. While zebrafish prefer to be bred and 

maintained at 28°C, recent studies have shown that 

zebrafish development can occur unharmed at 34°C84. On 

the other hand, MDA-MB-231 and other conventional cell 

Figure 10: EMT genes were 

probed. (a) Parental and F2 cells 

were cultured at 34°C and 37°C to 

determine if temperature exerted any 

effect on gene expression.  
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lines are frequently cultured in vitro at 37°C. To determine whether changes between 34°C and 

37°C could influence gene expression, a panel of 12 genes was evaluated, revealing no overall 

statistical changes between parental cells (p-value = 0.081) or F2 cells (p-value = 0.785) when 

comparing 34°C vs 37°C culture. (Fig. 10a).  
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2.4 DISCUSSION 

 In this work, we have harvested and characterized three subpopulations derived from an 

initially heterogeneous pool of MDA-MB-231 cells. These subpopulations differ based on their 

invasive behavior when engrafted into the yolk sac of 2dpf zebrafish embryos. While previous 

studies have demonstrated use of zebrafish embryos in investigating metastatic behavior, those 

studies stopped short of harvesting and characterizing the resulting invasive cells123. To our 

knowledge, this is the first report that characterizes the tail region-arrested cell population from 

zebrafish. Consistent with previous invasive assays performed, it is clear that zebrafish embryos 

were suitable for differentiating between low and high-propensity metastatic cells (Fig. 3). 

Following optimization, serially engrafted MDA-MB-231 into zebrafish embryos resulted in the 

selection of progressively invasive subpopulations from the initial heterogeneous pool (Fig. 4). 

Bulk RNA-sequencing of the three resulting populations revealed distinct transcriptomic profiles 

(Fig. 5), likely associated with activation of an EMT program (Fig. 6). Furthermore, pathway 

analysis involving the differentially expressed genes between F1/F2 and parental cells heavily 

implicate TNFα signaling as well as other key cancer-associated pathways (Fig. 7). In addition to 

differential gene expression, F1/F2 cells also exhibited patterns of alternative splicing in genes 

such as BIRC5, which is frequently associated with poorer overall survival in metastatic breast 

cancer (Fig. 8)147. Finally, based on an increased expression in the invasive F1/F2 populations, 

several genes of interest were targeted for functional study of their invasive role in metastatic 

breast cancer. shRNA-mediated knockdown in association with clinical significance in the 

METABRIC dataset identified DDIT4 and MT1X as candidate therapeutic targets for inhibiting 

metastasis in breast cancer (Fig. 9). Overall, this work serves as a pilot demonstration of the vast 

information that could be generated from studying invasive cells using zebrafish embryo 

xenografts. 

This study was designed with inspiration from many seminal works before it. In 1977, 

Fidler and Kripke engrafted several clones of cultured B16 melanoma cells into syngeneic 

C57BL/6 mice, concluding that the initial heterogeneous population contained preexisting clones 

with a variable ability to form metastatic pulmonary nodules11. In 2005, Minn, Massague, and 

colleagues sequenced serially engrafted MDA-MB-231 populations that formed pulmonary 

nodules into immunodeficient mice, generating first (“LM1”) and second-generation (“LM2”) 

populations of the MDA-MB-231 cells. From these populations, the group identified a set of 95 
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genes that were uniquely associated with lung-specific metastatic activity in MDA-MB-231 

cells45. This latter study is perhaps the most apt comparison to the work described here.  

In this thesis, serial selection of cells that invaded and arrested within the caudal region of 

zebrafish over two generations was enough to isolate a population that invaded nearly 5-fold faster 

than their parental counterparts (Fig. 4a). Somewhat surprisingly, the cultured subpopulations 

were visibly more mesenchymal than their parental counterparts, which was reaffirmed by 

immunofluorescence staining, RNA-sequencing, and pathway analysis (Fig. 4b, 6). However, this 

work stops short of defining a gene set associated with increased invasion due to a lack of statistical 

power across two generations. However, examination of the top five absolute differentially 

expressed genes between the F1/F2 and parental populations identifies both old and new 

candidates in breast cancer metastasis (Fig. 5). For example, the most overexpressed gene in the 

F1/F2 populations, FPR1 (l2fc = 10.5), is frequently associated with an unfavorable prognosis in 

colorectal cancers but is rarely studied in breast cancer metastasis151. On the other hand, 

SPANXB1 (l2fc = 10.2)152, GALNT14 (l2fc = 9.95)153, and CSF3 (l2fc = 9.54)154 already have 

mechanistic-level understanding of their roles in breast cancer metastasis. Lastly, the appearance 

of an unnamed novel long non-coding RNA transcript (ENSG00000256001, l2fc = 9.59) is likely 

a precursor to identifying its role in metastasis.  

Pathway analysis of the differentially expressed genes between the F1/F2 and parental 

populations further identifies enrichment of signaling pathways known to be involved in breast 

cancer metastasis (Fig. 7). For example, TNFα inhibition via neutralizing antibody reduces MDA-

MB-231 invasiveness by 41-60%155 as well as bone metastasis formation in immunodeficient mice 

by nearly 2 times156. Similarly, MAPK, ErbB, HIF-1, RAS, Rap1, PI3K-AKT, mTOR, KRAS, and 

estrogen signaling pathways all have preclinical evidence supporting their role in breast cancer 

metastasis (Table 2). Whether there exists a hierarchical importance of each signaling pathway in 

breast cancer metastasis remains to be seen. Furthermore, future studies should seek to replicate 

the drug screens from these preclinical studies in zebrafish.  

Recently, the role of alternative splicing—the process by which multiple functionally 

distinct transcripts can be encoded from a single gene—plays in breast cancer metastasis has come 

under the spotlight166. In-depth studies have identified global alternative splicing signatures 

associated with epithelial-mesenchymal transition167 and breast cancer metastases168, among other 

canonical pathways important to cancer metastasis. In this study, 526 variant transcripts 

spanning424 unique genes were differentially expressed between F1/F2 and parental populations  
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Table 2: Preclinical studies investigating signaling pathways in breast cancer metastasis. 

Signaling Pathway Reference Conclusion 

TNFα via NF-kB 156
 Inhibition of TNFα via Infliximab reduces bone metastasis formation (47.5% 

vs 19.4%, control vs treated) and size (34.3% vs 13.3%). 

MAPK 157,158 MEK inhibition has pro-migratory effects on MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells 

via increased nuclear β-catenin. 

ErbB 159 Activation of ErbB via epidermal growth factor (EGF) induces EMT in breast 

cancer. Targeting of ErbB has variable anti-cancer effect in breast cancer. 

HIF-1 160 HIF-1 inhibition by digoxin reduced metastatic foci formation in 

immunodeficient mice by ~2-3 fold. 

RAS 161 50% of RAS(G12D) mutant mice form mammary tumors with lung 

metastases.  

Rap1 162 Pharmacologic inhibition of Rap1 in MCF7 cells reduced migration by ~2 

fold. 

PI3K-AKT/mTOR 163 Everolimus is approved for treatment of HR+, HER2- breast cancer, but 

evidence indicates that benefits may be variable in certain subpopulations. 

KRAS 164 Knockdown of KRAS in MDA-MB-231 cells resulted in 2-3 reduction in 

metastatic lung nodule formation in mice. 

Estrogen 165 MCF7-engrafted mice developed estrogen-dependent metastatic nodules. 

 

(Fig. 8). Of those genes, several genes with identified roles in breast cancer metastasis exhibited 

multiple splice variants. In particular, BIRC5 was especially interesting due to the relative 

abundance of studies devoted to evaluating anti-cancer effects of BIRC5-targeted therapeutics169. 

A variety of roles for the splice variants of BIRC5 been proposed, ranging from pro-apoptotic 

effects of variant survivin-2b149 to the high expression of survivin-ΔEx3 in nodal metastases170. In 

this work, we identified three variants, survivin-2b+32, survivin-ΔEx3, and an unnamed, 105 

amino-acid variant that retains intron 3 (Fig. 8c). At present, it remains unclear how alternative 

splicing of survivin exerts its cancer-associated effects171. However, the presence of these variants 

in this work further adds to the growing list of roles that alternative splicing of survivin has in 

breast cancer. Moving forward, alternative RNA-splicing analysis should be combined with high-

throughput zebrafish xenografts to improve upon our understanding of the role of alternative 

splicing in cancer invasion and metastasis. 

In addition to identifying novel metastasis-associated roles for genes as well as alternative 

splice variants, RNA-sequencing data from zebrafish xenografts can be leveraged in functional 
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assays evaluating invasive behavior. In this study, seven unique genes with minimal overlap in 

cellular responsibility were targeted, with the intention of demonstrating the versatility of the 

zebrafish system (Fig. 9). High expression of DDIT4 is prognostic for poorer overall survival in 

gastric cancers172. Variable expression of metallothionein isoforms (of which MT1X is a member) 

has also been documented in advanced prostate cancers173. To our knowledge, neither candidate 

has been studied in the context of metastatic breast cancer. Once scaled, it is expected that this 

functional assay can be used to identify many candidate genes involved in metastasis with relative 

ease. Further works could improve the preclinical power of these studies by subjecting zebrafish 

xenografts and patient-derived mouse models to small molecule inhibitors targeting the identified 

candidates prior to phase I clinical trials. 

Despite the promising results reported here, there are admittedly some acute limitations to 

this study and the highlighted zebrafish model. In cancer metastasis, not all cells that intravasate 

successfully will become metastatic nodes24. In the zebrafish embryo model, experiments 

evaluating invasion are stopped 5 days after injection due to a variety of reasons, including (a) the 

transient nature of the caudal venous plexus as a hematopoietic organ analogous to the bone 

marrow/fetal liver117 and (b) activation of the adaptive immune system resulting in graft rejection 

110. Because of the limited time frame in which experimentation can occur, grafted cells are 

unlikely to complete the full metastatic cascade. Recently, adult genetically engineered 

immunodeficient zebrafish analogous to severe combined immune deficiency (SCID) mice have 

been reported88. Future iterations of the model should expand this work in adult prkdc-/-, il2rga-/- 

transgenic fish to allow observation of the later stages of metastasis. Despite lacking sites of 

secondary metastasis for breast cancer such as the brain, liver, and bone, adult zebrafish would 

allow the study of lung metastases, which is a major secondary site (~60% incidence) in breast 

cancer physiology174. Another variable that needs to be acknowledged involves differences in 

physiological temperature between zebrafish, which are bred and maintained at 26-28°C, and 

humans. Recent studies have concluded that zebrafish larva can be maintained at 34°C for the 

duration of the xenograft with minimal effects on zebrafish viability or xenograft behavior175,176. 

In this thesis, culturing of cells at either 34°C or 37°C also did not induce morphological changes 

or significant changes in a select panel of genes (Fig. 10).  

Another cause for concern involves the cell lines utilized in this study, which is limited to 

a single immortalized cancer cell line. Conventional cancer cell lines such as MDA-MB-231 have 

undergone numerous rounds of propagation and ex vivo manipulation which may cause the cell 
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line to not truly replicate the phenotype and behavior of the patient tumor from which they were 

initially derived. Given the small number of cells required for zebrafish xenografts, injection of 

patient-derived samples such as small tissue biopsies or even CTCs collected during liquid biopsy 

could be viable, thereby providing a matched patient-based approach to verify metastatic potential. 

Finally, in this study, we focused on investigating differences in the transcriptome of parental, F1, 

and F2 populations that may lead to their variable invasiveness. However, there is an equal 

possibility that changes at the genomic or proteomic levels could prove to be as vital to the abilities 

of these cells to invade through stroma and endothelia. Future studies could seek to expand the 

level of -omics study to provide a more integrated and deep understanding of the complex networks 

involved in cancer metastasis. 

This study involving zebrafish xenografts is the first to harvest and propagate invasive tail-

arrested cancer cells. In addition to demonstrating a high accuracy by replicating expected 

phenotypes of metastatic breast cancer, the data presented here provide a framework that, when 

expanded to include multiple cancer cell lines or patient-derived lines, can be used to identify 

drivers of cancer metastasis. In combination with existing in vitro and in vivo mouse metastasis 

models, the zebrafish embryo is well-suited to serve as another preclinical screening model for 

probing the mechanisms of metastasis and ultimately identifying appropriate therapeutic 

compounds for clinical trials. 
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CHAPTER III: CIRCULATING TUMOR CELLS 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 For personalized medicine to be effective in cancer, the clinician must have a suitable 

understanding of the identity of each patients’ unique tumor177. Historically, cancer genomics in 

solid tumors is often performed via characterization of solid tissue biopsies, in which tissue is 

taken directly from a small area of the tumor178. Unfortunately, solid biopsies are subject to biases 

based on the physical boundaries of the site of collection, which may not accurately represent the 

entire tumor. Additionally, solid biopsies are a relatively invasive procedure for the patient. 

Recently, liquid biopsies, in which a patient’s tumor is characterized by evaluating the various 

cancer components within the patient’s blood, have become an attractive alternative for monitoring 

tumor progression in patients178. Relative to solid biopsies, liquid biopsies are easier to perform, 

more likely to capture a broad snapshot of invading cells from the tumor, and significantly less 

invasive to the patient by requiring only a simple blood draw. Within the cancer field, one 

component of liquid biopsies that has been prominently studied is circulating tumor cells (CTCs). 

 

3.1.1 The discovery of circulating tumor cells 

 Even before Stephen Paget proposed the stages of the metastatic cascade in 18899, an 

observation made 30 years earlier by Thomas Ashworth, an Australian physician, in 1869, would 

fundamentally alter our understanding of metastasis179. In his landmark work, Ashworth wrote that 

“the fact of cells identical with those of the cancer itself being seen in the blood may tend to throw 

some light upon the mode of origin of multiple tumours existing in the same person”179. These 

cells would later become known as CTCs. 

With the advent of immunohistochemistry and PCR technologies, Emilian Racila would 

finally characterize Ashworth’s cells in 1998 by using ferrofluid coated with anti-EpCAM 

antibodies to separate nucleated, EpCAM-positive cells from the blood of patients with breast 

cancer90. Using this method, Racila found significant numbers of epithelial cells, defined by their 

epithelial marker EpCAM-positivity, within the blood of breast cancer patients with distant 

metastases (122 ± 140 cells), lymph node involvement (47.4 ± 52.3 cells), and even organ-confined 

breast cancer (15.9 ± 17.4 cells)90. Racila’s work ignited a fervor among CTC researchers, as 

evidenced by the increase in publications regarding CTCs (121 publications in 1998 compared to 

1,817 publications in 2021). Following countless publications establishing the prognostic utility 
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of CTCs, the FDA would approve CellSearch as the first and so-far only platform cleared for the 

capture and counting of CTCs for prognostic purposes in patients with metastatic breast, colorectal, 

or prostate cancer91.  

Ultimately, the study of CTCs is rooted in the belief that this unique cell population 

represents a key intermediary step of metastasis. For any cancer cell to grow and become a 

metastatic nodule, it must, at one point, have been a CTC. By nature of their definition, CTCs are 

the most easily obtainable population to study within the metastatic cascade. While most 

researchers would agree that there is a pressing need to understand CTCs, several different guiding 

principles for identifying, isolating, and capturing CTCs have been proposed.  

 

3.1.2 Principles of CTC isolation 

In theory, patients with active metastatic disease should all present with at least a few CTCs 

within their bloodstream. In practice, this 100% theoretical yield in all metastatic cancer patients 

is hardly ever achieved. For example, CellSearch-based enumeration of CTCs identified EpCAM-

positive cells in 45-90% of patients diagnosed with metastatic cancers180. In chase of the elusive 

100%, several novel platforms for identifying, isolating, and counting CTCs from blood have been 

developed in the past two decades. For the most part, the principles employed by these platforms 

fall into one of the following three categories: (1) antibody-based capture, (2) physical trait-based 

capture, and (3) identification of secreted nucleic acid/proteins. 

 

3.1.2.1 Antibody-based capture 

 Antibody-based capture techniques generally involve the mixture of conjugated antibodies 

targeting cancer-cell specific markers with patient blood. In the first report of CTC capture, Racila 

mixed 10-20 mL of blood from EDTA vacutainer tubes with a ferrofluid conjugated with anti-

EpCAM antibodies90. Once cells were bound to the ferrofluid, a magnetic field was introduced, 

capturing live EpCAM-positive cells from remaining blood contaminants such as red blood cells, 

platelets, and white blood cells. EpCAM-positive cells were then subjected to a second flow 

cytometry-based purification step to isolate pan-cytokeratin positive and common leukocyte 

marker CD45 negative nucleated cells90. CD45 is a receptor-linked protein tyrosine phosphatase 

that is expressed on all leukocytes, and in particular plays a crucial role in T cell activation181. 

When applied to breast cancer, Racila’s protocol yielded an average of 56.9 ± 98.2 cells in 29/30 

patients90. Importantly, EpCAM-positive cells were observed in only 7/13 healthy individuals with 
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an average of 1.5 ± 1.8 cells observed90. In some cases, EpCAM-positive cells can be 

unintentionally introduced within healthy blood via skin puncture. To account for incidental 

EpCAM-positive cells in healthy individuals, most antibody-based protocols employ a cut-off 

number such that individuals with disease are considered “CTC positive” only if cells greater than 

or equal to the cut-off are observed. Under FDA guidance, CellSearch defines a “CTC positive” 

individual as having ≥ 5 CTCs/7.5 mL of blood91. 

 Racila’s method, like CellSearch and many others, employ antibodies conjugated with 

ferrous elements to perform magnet-based separation32. Alternatively, several platforms recently 

published utilize immobilized antibodies conjugated to the surface of microfluidic platforms. In 

microfluidic devices, channels can be designed such that elements of flow can be manipulated to 

improve antibody binding with CTCs while allowing contaminant RBCs and immune cells to flow 

freely past. For example, one of the first microfluidic devices for enumerating CTCs was the CTC-

chip182. Using precisely controlled laminar flow, CTC-chip identified EpCAM-positive CTCs in 

the peripheral blood of 115/116 (99.1%) of patients diagnosed with metastatic lung, prostate, 

pancreatic, breast, or colorectal cancer182. A later iteration of the CTC-chip, termed the 

herringbone chip (HB-chip), improved the channel design, yielding an average of 63 CTCs/mL in 

14/15 patients with metastatic disease183. Other microfluidic CTC enumeration platforms have also 

utilized immobilized antibodies to varying degrees of success184. 

Critically, the ability of antibody-based platforms to capture CTCs is highly dependent on 

the exact cocktail of antibodies used32. In general, the overreliance on a single cell surface marker 

target such as EpCAM is subject to a selection bias185. In the EORTC TREAT-CTC trial which 

evaluated the effects of trastuzumab on patients with HER2-negative primary tumor but HER2-

positive CTCs, the researchers postulated that unexpectedly low counts of CTCs within the 

enrolled patients may have affected the accurate tracking of treatment response186,187. Concerns 

about the use of anti-EpCAM positive selection were further amplified following work from Dan 

Haber’s lab, who employed a dual-colorimetric RNA-in situ hybridization (ISH) assay to evaluate 

captured CTCs from breast cancer patients26. This work represented one of the first to demonstrate 

EMT phenotypic plasticity among CTCs, concluding that mesenchymal-predominant CTCs both 

(1) associated with increased numbers of multicellular clusters and (2) became the major surviving 

CTC population in patients after therapy26. A later study would demonstrate that CTC clusters 

generated increased metastatic lung foci in immunodeficient mice compared to single CTCs188. To 

overcome the single-cell marker positive selection criterion, negative-selection methods, in which 
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antibodies are used to capture and trap non-CTC cells and allow CTCs to pass freely, were 

developed185. Some common commercialized platforms employing negative selection are the 

RosetteSepTM system and EasySepTM, both of which use CD45 as the main marker185. Following 

depletion, both systems utilize CTC-specific antibody cocktails to identify the captured cells. 

Subtraction enrichment and immunostaining-FISH (SE-iFISH) is another method that leverages a 

variety of WBC surface markers to deplete non-CTC populations189. In one study, SE-iFISH 

selection identified CTCs in 72/73 blood samples spanning 33 patients with SCLC190. 

Rather than deploy negative selection, which frequently results in lower purity of CTCs as 

well as significant loss, others have opted to proceed with positive selection using multiple cell 

surface markers185. While the most common antibody target remains EpCAM, other reported 

antibody targets include cancer-specific targets such as EGFR, HER2, PMSA, and PSA184. 

Expansion of the criteria for isolating cells beyond EpCAM can increase the capture rate of 

CTCs185. In one study evaluating samples from 52 PDAC patients, anti-Plectin-1 antibodies 

isolated up to 127 additional cells/3 mL of blood that were not EpCAM or cytokeratin positive, 

representing 19.8% of the total cell population191. In another, combination of a herringbone 

microfluidic chip with multiplexed antibodies targeting EpCAM, PMSA, and PSA identified 6-

280 CTCs/mL in all nine stage-2+ localized or metastatic prostate cancer patients184. While multi-

target antibody-dependent protocols do expand the likelihood of capturing the full spectrum of 

CTCs, they still remain dependent on the identification of appropriate cell surface markers, thereby 

weakening the generalizability of the platforms. For example, in a study comparing “unicapture” 

(single antibody-target capture) versus “quadcapture” (multi antibody-target capture) of CTCs via 

targeting of MUC-1, EGFR, HER2, and EpCAM, the quadcapture cocktail overperformed in 

detecting CTCs from NSCLC samples (8/10 patients positive, range 0-3810 CTCs) but 

significantly underperformed in SCLC samples (2/10 patients positive, range 0-1 CTC)192. By 

comparison, the unicapture protocol performed better in SCLC samples (6/10 patients positive, 

range 0-4007 CTCs) and poorer in NSCLC samples (4/10 patients positive, range 0-84 CTCs)192.  

Ultimately, the use of any antibody-dependent protocol is still subject to biases depending 

on the cell surface targets selected. In most cases, antibody cocktails are formulated based on 

extrapolation of primary tumor characteristics. However, there is substantial evidence indicating 

that CTCs frequently do not exhibit similar characteristics to their primary tumor counterparts. For 

example, in the GeparQuattro prospective study evaluating neoadjuvant therapy of patients with 

metastatic breast cancer (mBC), HER2-overexpressing CTCs were observed in 8 patients with 
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HER2-negative primary tumors193. Similarly, androgen-receptor (AR) expression discordance 

between primary tumor and extracted CTCs occurred in 52/128 (40.6%) of CTCs derived from 

metastatic breast cancer patients95. Furthermore, observations of tumor re-seeding by CTCs—a 

process in which metastatic nodules shed CTCs into the bloodstream that then return and colonize 

the primary tumor—complicates the reliance on primary tumor characteristics194.  Antibody 

cocktails must be carefully selected to cast a net—not too narrow a criterion such that aberrant, 

altered CTCs may escape detection but not too broad to result in false-positivity—to properly 

detect CTCs. While circulating EpCAM-positive cells may capture a majority of all circulating 

CTCs, it is the importance of the metastatic potential of the EpCAM-negative CTCs that drives 

continued development of these antibody-dependent platforms. 

 

3.1.2.2 Physical characteristics-based capture 

 Antibody-dependent capture and detection of CTCs requires the user to have a pre-defined 

understanding of the characteristics of their target population. This is particularly difficult to 

achieve given the highly heterogeneous nature of cancer26,95,193. Therefore, dissociating CTC 

definitions from intrinsic cellular processes such as protein expression and transcriptomics could 

potentially lead to higher capture rates from whole blood samples. CTCs have subsequently been 

isolated based on physical traits such as cell size, density, deformability, and electrical 

impedance32.  

Attempts to capture cancer cells from whole blood based on differences in cell size were 

reported as early as 1964195. In most cases, size-based isolation platforms achieve separation via 

the processing of blood through microfilters with pre-defined pores, typically ranging from 5-10 

µm in size180,196. Normal human RBCs and WBCs typically have an average diameter of 7-9 µm 

while CTCs have an average cited size of 15-30 µm32. Two commonly used commercial platforms 

for CTC isolation include the ParsortixTM PR1 system as well as ScreenCell®, both of which utilize 

6.5 µm pores. Size-based filters are particularly useful when considering the presence of 

multicellular CTC clusters. In one comparative study, simultaneous processing of blood from 

metastatic breast cancer patients using CellSearchTM or the size based CellSieve filter yielded CTC 

clusters in 10/19 (52.6%) and 15/19 (78.9%) of samples processed, respectively197. In yet another 

comparative study, size-based filtering using isolation by size of epithelial tumour cells (ISET) 

outperformed CellSearch detection of CTCs by 35% in metastatic breast cancer, prostate, and lung 

samples180. 
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Another common characteristic used for isolating CTCs is density. Through high-

definition optimization imaging, researchers observed a decreased dry mass density in CTCs 

compared to patient-derived leukocytes198. Density-gradient separation of CTCs from whole blood 

typically involves the mixture of whole blood with a known density solution—typically FiColl-

Paque® or OncoQuick®) followed by a series of high-speed centrifugation steps to physically 

separate RBCs from plasma and buffy coat32. Once separated, mononuclear cells such as CTCs 

would be expected to appear within the plasma and buffy coat layers199. Isolation of CTCs from 

human blood via density had been reported as early as 2002199. In a comparative study, OncoQuick 

captured CTCs in 18/26 (69.2%) patients compared to 11/26 (43.2%) patients by immunomagnetic 

anti-EpCAM selection200. Furthermore, nearly 50% of CTCs isolated by OncoQuick were 

EpCAM-negative, a population that was entirely missed by anti-EpCAM selection200.  

 Other reports separating CTCs from whole blood based on physical traits such as cell 

membrane conductance, deformability, flow parameters, and even acoustic properties have also 

been demonstrated32. Unlike antibody-dependent methods, which strive to remove contaminant 

leukocytes using anti-CD45 negative selection, physical trait-based separation of CTCs typically 

results in significant leukocyte contamination. Therefore, these methods are typically augmented 

with PCR-based or other negative-selection platforms to result in purer CTC yields201. On the other 

hand, isolation of CTCs by size or density-gradient centrifugation can typically result in the 

collection of viable cells32. Therefore, physical trait-based separations are typically favored by 

researchers seeking to perform downstream experimentation such as CTC culture32. 

 

3.1.2.3 CTC identification via EPISPOT and AdnaTest 

 While antibody-dependent and physical trait-based approaches focus on the isolation of 

cancer cells from blood, two additional platforms have been developed that focus on the 

identification of these cells: (1) EPIthelial ImmunoSpot (EPISPOT)202–205 and (2) AdnaTest® 

(manufactured by Qiagen)206–208. 

 Led largely by work from Alix-Panabieres, EPISPOT involves the secretion of proteins by 

CTCs onto nitrocellulose membranes coated with antibodies against specific protein markers, such 

as S100, CK19, MUC-1, and PSA202. Viable cells can subsequently be washed off the membranes 

and enriched via favored isolation platform while fluorophore-conjugated antibodies targeting 

secreted proteins can be applied to detect presence of CTCs. Using EPISPOT, CTC positivity can 

be determined based on the size of the fluorescent spot formed205. EPISPOT demonstrated a 60% 
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improvement in detecting CK19+ CTCs from metastatic breast cancer patients203 but 29% 

reduction in detecting S100+ CTCs in melanoma patients204 compared to CellSearch. In the former 

study, only 33.7% of tested samples were positive in both CTC and CK19+ EPISPOT, reiterating 

the need for broader CTC-specifying targets203. 

 AdnaTest combines immunomagnetic positive cell selection followed by a highly sensitive 

multiplexed RT-PCR to enable the immediate detection and characterization of CTCs208. As a 

trade-off, AdnaTest isolated CTCs cannot be used for downstream applications requiring viable 

cells. Samples processed using AdnaTest are subsequently identified as positive if at least one of 

the multiplexed cancer-specific transcripts are amplified, such as KLK3, PSMA, and EGFR (for 

mCRPC); EGFR, CEA, and EpCAM (for CRC), or MUC-1, HER2, and GA733-2 (for mBC)208. 

Unlike other platforms, AdnaTest outputs a dichotomous positive-negative result as opposed to a 

quantifiable number of CTCs present208. On the other hand, AdnaTest amplification of specific 

transcripts may provide additional information useful for therapeutic management. For instance, a 

modified version of the AdnaTest detecting AR splice variants was proposed in a phase III trial 

(NCT02438007) evaluating efficacy of galeterone versus enzalutamide for patients with Arv7-

positive CTCs. The trial was ultimately discontinued based on recommendations from the data 

monitoring committee determining that it was unlikely to meet its primary endpoint of improving 

radiographic progression-free survival, though no fundamental concerns were raised regarding the 

AR-variant detecting AdnaTest employed208. Like EPISPOT, comparison of AdnaTest sensitivity 

to CellSearch has been variable depending on tumor type tested and patient population, with 

reports ranging from a 25% decrease in mBC patients to near equivalent detection in mCRPC 

patients206,208. 

 

3.1.2.4 Future of CTC technologies 

 Despite CellSearch® being the only FDA-approved device for clinical prognosis, there 

exists a large variety of platforms for isolating and detecting CTCs from whole blood (Table 3). 

In theory, CTCs should be present in 100% of patients diagnosed with active metastatic disease. 

In chase of the elusive 100% yield, researchers have iterated and developed multiple creative 

methods for capturing CTCs.  
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Table 3: A non-comprehensive list of studies investigating CTCs. 

Study 
Author 

Enumeration 
Principle 

Enumeration 
Method 

CTC Phenotype CTCs Detected Patient Pool 

Racila, 
199890 

Antibody Flow cytometry 
Nucleic Acid+, CD45-, 

Cytokeratin+ 

15.9 ± 17.4 with 
no spread 

47.4 ± 52.3 with 
nodal 

involvement 
122 ± 140 with 

distant 
metastases 

30 patients with 
breast cancer 

16 ± 4 with no 
spread 

3 patients with 
prostate 

1.5 ± 1.8 13 healthy patients  

Allard, 
2004209 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CD45-, 

nucleated 

60 ± 693 
CTCs/7.5 mL 

964 metastatic 
carcinoma pts 

1/344 had >= 2 
CTCs/7.5 mL 

344 healthy pts 

Cristofanilli, 
2004210 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CD45-, 

nucleated 

61/177 patients 
with >= 2 CTCs 

177 metastatic breast 
cancer 

0.1 ± 0.2 
cells/sample 

145 normal 

Balic, 2005211 
Physical Trait 

& Antibody 

OncoQuick (Density 
Gradient) or 
CellSearch 

CK+, CD45-, nucleated 

>= 1 CTC in 
14/61 patients 

(OncoQuick) vs 
33/61 

(CellSearch); 
mean 20 

CTCs/7.5mL 
(CellSearch) vs 

mean 3 CTCs/7.5 
mL (Oncoquick) 

14 breast, 11 colon, 6 
rectal, 6 gastric, 5 

ovarian, 5 prostate, 2 
liver, 2 esophageal, 2 
lung, 2 testicular, 2 

pancreatic, 2 
unknown primary, 1 

kidney, 1 uterine 

Catherine 
Alix-

Panabieres , 
2005205 

Protein 
Secretion 

CTSD-EPISPOT CTSD+ or MUC-1+ 
15/16 CTSD+ 
16/16 MUC-1+ 

16 mBC patients 

Cohen, 
2006212 

Antibody 
Flow-cytometry (anti-

EpCAM) 
EpCAM+, CK+, 

nucleated, CD45- 
30/119 patients > 
5 CTCs/7.5 mL 

50 patients with CRC 
cancer 

Tewes, 
2008207 

RT-PCR 
AdnaTest Breast 

Cancer 
MUC1+, HER2 +-, 

EpCAM+ 
22/42 patients 
CTC positive 

42 mBC patients 

Jin Tan, 
2010213 

Physical Trait 
Microdevice (size-

based) 
Cells > 18-20 µm  

Average of 50 
CTCs/2 mL of 

blood 

5 metastatic lung 
cancer 

Lin, 2010214 Antibody 
CellSearch or novel 
size-based exclusion 

10um filtered cells 

Range 0-182 
overall; Prostate 
(96 ± 47), Breast 
(25 ± 15); Colon 
(10 ± 9); Bladder 
(10 ± 18)/ 7.5 mL 

of blood 

57 patients spanning 
mProstate, breast, 
colon, or bladder 

cancers 

Van der 
Auwera, 
2010215 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CD45-, 

nucleated 

45/76 patients 
had ≥ one 

CTC/7.5 mL 

76 mBC patients RT-PCR CK19/Mammaglobin 
CK19 or MAM 
amplification 

20/76 were 
CK19+ 

41/76 were 
MAM+ 

Antibody + 
RT-PCR 

AdnaTest 
MUC-1 or GA733-2 or 

HER2 amplification 

23/76 patients 
had at least 1+ 
blood sample 

Farace, 
2011180 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CD45-, 

nucleated 

15/20 mBC 
patients (range 0-
25500 CTCs/7.5 

mL blood) 
18/20 prostate 

(range 0-
16121/7.5 mL 

blood) 

20 patients each with 
mBC, prostate, or 

lung 
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9/20 lung (range 
0-13500/7.5 mL) 

Physical Trait ISET (Size-based) Cell ≥ 16 µm 

17/20 mBC 
patients (range 0-
20 CTCs/7.5 mL 

blood) 
20/20 prostate 

(range 1-248/7.5 
mL blood) 

20/20 lung (range 
1 - >100/7.5 mL 

blood) 

Konigsberg, 
2011200 

Physical Trait 
OncoQuick (density-

based) 
EpCAM +/- 

18/26 patients 
positive (range 0-

2895) 
26 mBC patients 

Antibody 
MACS anti-EpCAM 

beads 
EpCAM+ 

11/26 patients 
positive (range 0-

3459 CTCs) 

Muller, 
2012206 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+/CD45-

/nucleated 

122/245 patients 
CTC positive (≥5 

CTCs) 254 mBC patients 

RT-PCR 
AdnaTest Breast 

Cancer 
MUC1+, HER2 +-, 

EpCAM+ 
88/221 patients 
CTC positive 

Hou, 2013216 Physical Trait 
Spiral Microchanel 

(Size-based) 
CK+, CD45-, nucleated 

39 ± 24.8 
CTCs/mL (range 

5-88 CTCs/mL) of 
blood 

20 lung patients 

Zhang, 
2013217 

Antibody Flow Cytometry  
EpCAM+/-

/ALDH1+/CD45- 
8/38 patients 

38 breast cancer 
patients 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CD45-, 

nucleated 
23/38 patients 

Friedlander, 
2014218 

Antibody Vitatex or CellSearch 
Cell adhesion matrix 

(CAM) uptake, 
nucleated, CD45- 

Median 27 (range 
0-800) CTCs/mL 

by ICC 

23 metastatic 
castration-resistant 

prostate cancer 

Ramirez, 
2014203 

Protein 
Secretion 

CK19-EPISPOT CK19+ 
194/254 patients 

positive 
254 mBC patients 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CD45-, 
CD34-, nucleated 

122/254 patients 
positive 

Sheng, 
2014219 

Antibody GEM chip CK+, CD45-, nucleated 

Average of 2 cells 
(range 0-7) in 1 

mL of blood 
processed 

18 pancreatic 
samples 

De Wit, 
2015220 

Antibody 
CellSearch + 
Additional CK 

antibodies 

EpCAM+/-, CK+, CD45-
, nucleated 

0 – 43 
CTCs/sample 

27 metastatic lung 
carcinoma pts 

Li, 2015221 Physical Trait 
Acoustic-based 

separation 
DAPI+/CK8,18+/CD45- 

8 or 59 CTCs/2 
mL blood 

3 mBC patients 

Qin, 2015222 Physical Trait 
Resettable Cell Trap 

chip (size + 
deformability) 

CK+, EpCAM±, CD45-, 
nucleated 

>= 5 CTCs in 
18/22 patients, 
mean count of 

257 CTCs/7.5 mL 

22 mCRPC patients 

Sarioglu, 
201593 

Physical Trait Cluster Chip Clusters > 12 µm 

11/27 mBC 
patients, 6/20 

melanoma, 4/13 
prostate with 

clusters. 

27 mBC, 20 
melanoma, 13 
prostate cancer 

patients 

Danila, 
2016208 

RT-PCR 
AdnaTest Prostate 

Cancer 
KLK3, PSMA, EGFR+ 

34/55 patients 
positive 

55 samples across 
47 mCRPC patients 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CD45-, 

nucleated 

35/55 patients 
positive (≥ 1 

CTC) 

RT-PCR ddPCR Assay 
KLK3, KLK2, HOXB13, 

GRHL2, FOXA1+ 
38/55 patients 

positive 

Jansson, 
2016223 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CK+, CD45-, 

nucleated 

Mean 45 (range 
0-668) at 

baseline; 4 (0-
263) at 1-3 

months; 1 (0-765) 
at 6 months. 

52 mBC patients with 
baseline >= 5 

CTCs/7.5mL blood 
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Chen, 
2017224 

Physical Trait 
Size-based 
microfilter 

CK+, CD45-, nucleated 
CTCs detected in 
all samples, 4 pts 
had >= 20 CTCs 

4 mBC & 9 NSCLC 

Dandachi, 
2017196 

Physical Trait 
Size-based 
microfilter 

Cells > 8 um 
1-44 cells in 

15/40 patients 

40 patients with non-
metastatic lung 

adenocarcinoma 

Beck, 2019192 

Antibody CellSearch EpCAM+ 

4/10 (range 0-84) 
NSCLC 

6/10 (range 0-
4007) SCLC 

10 patients 
metastatic NSCLC 
and SCLC each; 4 
healthy volunteers 

Antibody 
Quadcapture 

(MUC1, EGFR, 
HER2, EpCAM) 

EpCAM+, MUC1+, 
EGFR+, or HER2+ 

2/10 (range 0-1) 
NSCLC 

8/10 (range 0-
3810) SCLC 

Cayrefourcq, 
2019204 

Protein 
Secretion 

S100-EPISPOT S100+ 

34/50 patients 
CTC-positive 
(range 0-450 
CTCs/7.5 mL 

blood) 50 melanoma 
patients 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CD45-, 
CD34-, nucleated 

44/50 patients 
CTC-positive 
(range 0-4937 
CTCs/7.5 mL 

blood) 

de Kruijff, 
201995 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CD45-, 
nucleated, AR+ 

52/128 samples 
were CTC 
positive 

128 samples from 
124 mBC patients 

Zhou, 
2019225 

Physical Trait 
Microfluidic (size 

based) 
DAPI+/CD45-/CK+, 

nucleated 

6/8 patients 
positive, 0-78 

CTCs/mL of blod 

8 metastatic lung 
cancer (stage IV) 

Cho, 2020226 

Antibody + 
RT-PCR 

AdnaTest Prostate  
1.56 CTCs/mL in 

9/10 patients 14 prostate cancer 
patients 

Antibody 
CTC-µChip (lateral 
magnetophoretic) 

EpCAM+ 
17.67 CTCs/mL 
in 14/14 patients 

Reduzzi, 
2021197 

Antibody CellSearch 
EpCAM+, CK+, CD45-, 

nucleated 

10/19 samples 
positive for ≥ 1 
CTC cluster; 
range 0-108 19 blood samples 

from mBC 

Physical Trait 
CellSieve filter (size 

based) 
CK+/- clusters; Cell ≥ 7 

µm 

15/19 samples 
positive for ≥ 1 
CTC cluster; 

range = 0-112 

Physical Trait ScreenCell Cell ≥ 6.5 µm 

26/37 EBC 
patients ≥ 1 CTC 
cluster (range 0-

20) 
4/19 mBC 

samples ≥ 1 CTC 
cluster (range 0-

15) 

37 early breast 
cancer + 23 mBC 

patients 

Glia, 2021184 Antibody 
Herringbone 

microfluidic probe 
(HB-MFP)  

EpCAM+, PSA+, 
PSMA+, nucleated 

6 - 280 CTCs/mL 
9 prostate patients (3 

localized, 6 
metastatic) 

Song, 
2021227 

Antibody 
Microfabricated 

porous filter 
DAPI+/CD45-/EpCAM+ 

or PLEC1+ 

EpCAM+ = 20/32 
portal blood, 

22/32 peripheral 
blood (range 0-

100) 
PLEC1+ = 14/32 

portal blood, 
16/32 peripheral 
blood (range 0-

100) 

32 patients with 
PDAC 

Zhu, 2021190 Antibody SE-iFISH CD45-  
CTCs positive in 
72/73 samples 

Range 0-98 cells 

33 patients with 
SCLC 

Kim, 2022191 Antibody 
CD-PRIME (size-
based centrifugal 

microfluidic) 

CD45-, EpCAM/CK+, 
PLEC1+ 

EpCAM/CK+ = 0-
631/3 mL 

Plec1+ = 0-123/3 
mL 

52 patients with 
PDAC 
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Both+ = 0-
127/3mL 

44/52 PDAC 
patients ≥ 1 CTC 

 

Antibody-based methods, rooted in historical precedent, remain the gold-standard principle 

for their ability to be highly selective for CTCs. On the other hand, physical trait-based approaches 

enable researchers to capture a broader population of cells from whole blood, trading off CTC 

purity for comprehensiveness. Furthermore, physical trait-based approaches are uniquely suited to 

the isolation of viable CTCs for downstream analyses. Finally, EPISPOT and AdnaTest operate in 

conjunction with both principles by integrating cellular processes such as gene expression or CTC 

proteomics. Given the highly complex nature of CTCs, it is possible that these and future 

technologies may never truly achieve 100% yield from actively metastatic disease. However, our 

evolving understanding of CTCs and the role that certain cellular phenomenon might hold, such 

as the importance of mesenchymal-exclusive CTCs in multicellular clusters, continues to 

encourage the broadening of CTC definitions.  

  

3.1.3 CTCs in the clinic 

 While the exact definitions employed to capture CTCs remains an evolving field, ample 

evidence has already been provided to support the independent prognostic ability of CTCs. 

Through enumeration and/or longitudinal monitoring and profiling, researchers have carved out a 

clear and consistent clinical role featuring CTCs. 

 

3.1.3.1 Enumeration and clinical prognosis 

 From the beginning, there was strong evidence that the simple presence of CTCs could be 

predictive of poorer overall survival (OS) as well as progression-free survival (PFS)91. In one of 

the first papers to come out after the FDA approval of CellSearch, presence of an unfavorable (≥ 

5) number of CTCs in mCRPC patients at baseline resulted in lower median OS compared to 

favorable classification (11.5 vs 21.7 months, respectively)91. Similarly, CTC enumeration taken 

two to five weeks after treatment also revealed lower median OS in unfavorable patients (9.5 

months vs 20.7 months, respectively)91. Univariate and multivariate cox proportional hazards 

regression analyses revealed that baseline and posttreatment CTC enumeration were independently 

prognostic and even superior to PSA measurement in predicting OS. Similar clinical correlative 

studies evaluating OS and PFS against CTC enumeration also revealed poorer OS in unfavorable 
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CTC measurements in metastatic breast, colorectal, pancreatic, lung, melanoma, prostate, and 

gynecological cancers32. In a 2019 international expert consensus paper analyzing data from 2436 

mBC patients, patients were stratified as stage IVaggressive (≥ 5 CTCs/7.5 mL blood) and stage 

IVindolent (< 5 CTCs/7.5 mL blood)228. Surprisingly, when considering patient age, tumor grade, 

subtype, sites of metastasis, treatment lines, type of metastatic onset (de novo vs relapsed), and 

CTC status, stage IVaggressive versus stage IVindolent status was the most significant predictor of OS 

(HR 2.71, 95% CI 2.35-3.12)228. 

 One of the benefits of liquid biopsies is the ease with which multiple samples can be taken 

from the same patient. Just like single-time point monitoring, longitudinal monitoring of CTC 

status is also useful for predicting OS and PFS229,230. In a pooled study combining 2761 cases of 

mBC across 32 data sets, patients with CTC negativity across multiple time points (median OS = 

45.6 months) performed better compared to patients who had converted from negative to positive 

(median OS = 26.1) or were positive at both times (median OS = 17.6 months) across all breast 

cancer subtypes229. These results can also be expanded to include not only EpCAM+ CTCs, but 

other CTC subtypes. In HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer, patients with ≥ 1 CTC with strong 

HER2 staining exhibited significantly shorter OS (median OS = 9.7 months) compared to patients 

with weak-to-moderate HER2 staining in CTCs (median OS = 16.5 months)231. In CRPC, CTC-

PSMA-positivity also predicted shorter overall survival (HR = 7.62, 95% CI = 1.08 – 153)232. In 

another study evaluating multigene methylation status of CTCs, CTCs exhibiting methylation of 

CST6, ITIH5, or RASSF1 showed significantly shorter PFS compared to patients without 

methylation233. 

 

3.1.3.2 CTC-guided treatment and clinical trials 

 As the number of studies linking CTCs to clinical disease progression and survival have 

increased, so too has their presence in clinical trials. In December 2021, the U.S. National Library 

of Medicine Clinical Trials website listed over 332 completed and 369 active or recruiting globally 

registered studies evaluating CTCs. Presently, the majority of published clinical trials utilize CTCs 

as a method for monitoring or predicting tumor response to therapy (Table 4)32. For example, in 

one of the earliest studies implementing CTC enumeration, a phase II trial of Belagenpumatucel-

L in advanced NSCLC patients used CTC counts at baseline and week 16 after treatment to 

demonstrate that (a) median survival for patients with ≥ 2 CTCs at baseline was dramatically lower 

and (b) that patients with elevated CTCs (≥ 1 CTC) 16 weeks post-treatment also exhibited lower 
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Table 4: Clinical trials involving CTC enumeration or monitoring. 

Study 
Study 

Population 
Study Treatment CTC Measurement Results 

Nemunaitis et al., 2009 
234 

Advanced 

NSCLC 

Belagenpumatucel-

L 

CTC enumeration 

every 4 weeks 

• Median OS was significantly 

shorter in patients with ≥ 2 

CTCs/7.5 mL 

Scher et al., 2009237 

“IMMC38” 

Advanced 

CRPC 

First-line 

chemotherapy 

CTC enumeration at 

baseline and post-

treatment 

• At 4, 8, and 12 weeks after 

treatment, changes in CTC 

number are strongly associated 

with risk. 

Riethdorf et al., 2010 
193 

“GEPARQuattro” 

mBC 
Neoadjuvant 

therapy 
CTC enumeration 

• No association between tumor 

response and CTC detection 

Punnoose et al., 2012 
238 

Advanced 

NSCLC 

Erlotinib + 

Pertuzumab 

CTC enumeration, 

EGFR expression/ 

mutations 

• Higher baseline CTC counts 

were associated with treatment 

response 

• Larger CTC count decreases at 

days 14, 28, 56 associated with 

treatment response 

Goldkorn et al., 2014 
235 

“SWOG S0421” 

mCRPC 

Docetaxel + 

Prednisone with or 

without Atrasentan 

CTC enumeration at 

baseline and day 21 

post-treatment 

• Median OS was significantly 

shorter in patients with ≥ 5 

CTCs/7.5 mL of blood at day 0 

• Rising CTC counts from day 0 

to day 21 were associated with 

shorter OS 

Agelaki et al., 2015 236 

“DETECT III” 
mBC Lapatinib 

IF stained for 

HER2/EGFR/CK 

• “Effective in decreasing HER2-

positive CTCs… irrespective of 

HER2 status” 

Fleisher et al., 2015239 

“AFFIRM” 

Advanced 

CRPC 
Enzalutamide 

CTC enumeration at 

baseline and post-

treatment 

• CTC conversion from 

unfavorable to favorable counts 

were predictive of increased 

OS. 

Krebs et al., 2015 

“eSCOUT”240 

Advanced 

CRC 

Irinotecan, 

oxaliplatin, 

tegafur-uracil w/ 

leucovorin and 

cetuximab 

CTC enumeration 
• Patients with high CTC counts 

(≥ 3) would benefit from 

intensive four-drug regimen 

Heller et al., 2017241 mCRPC 

Post-hoc analysis 

on five-prospective 

randomized phase 

III trials 

CTC enumeration at 

baseline and week 

13 

• CTC conversion (≥ 5 CTCs at 

baseline, ≤ 4 CTCs at 13 

weeks) had the highest 

discriminatory power for 

predicting OS.  

Ignatiadis et al., 2018 
186,187 

“EORTC” 

High risk, 

HER2 

nonamplified, 

early BC 

Trastuzumab 

CTC enumeration at 

baseline and week 

18 

• Trastuzumab did not decrease 

rate of CTC detection 

Goodman et al., 2018242 

pT1 to pT2 and 

pN0 to pN1 

BC 

Radiotherapy CTC enumeration 
• CTC status was predictive of a 

benefit from radiotherapy for 

OS 

Tan et al., 2018 243 CRC 
Chemotherapy 

(broad) 
CTC enumeration 

• CTC count trends can be used 

in place of uninformative CEA 

for monitoring patient response 

Bidard et al., 2021 244 

“STIC-CTC” 

HR-positive, 

ERBB2-

negative mBC 

CTC count-driven 

vs Clinician-driven 

first line therapy 

CTC enumeration  

• Median PFS was slightly 

longer in CTC-driven treatment 

compared to clinician-driven 

treatment 

Bonvini et al., 2021 245 

Inflammatory 

myofibroblasti

c tumor 

Entrectinib 

Longitudinal CTC 

enumeration during 

treatment (up to 24 

months post 

treatment) 

• Antitumor activity was 

associated with elimination of 

CTCs from blood 
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survival234.  In the phase III SWOG S0421 trial, CTC counts were associated with baseline PSA, 

patient-reported bone pain, liver disease, alkaline phosphatase, and Response Evaluation Criteria 

in Solid Tumors (RECIST) response scores in docetaxel-treated CRPC235. In several other non-

randomized trials, variation in CTC positivity has been linked to treatment response190,191,207. In 

the 2015 DETECT III trial evaluating lapatinib in therapy-resistant mBC, increases in the ratio of 

EGFR-positive CTCs/total CTCs was predictive of disease progression (37.6% at progression vs 

17.1% at baseline)236. 

 One of the key findings in CTC-involved clinical trials is the observation of subtype 

switching in metastatic breast cancer. Receptor switching in mBC is particularly important given 

that multiple therapeutic compounds have been designed with the express intent of targeting these 

receptors (e.g. trastuzumab). The 2010 GEPARQuattro trial concluded that the presence of HER2-

overexpressing CTCs was associated with higher tumor stage, irrespective of HER2 primary tumor 

or treatment status193. A reevaluation of the GEPARQuattro cohort using CellSearch and AdnaTest 

identification of HER2-positivity in CTCs revealed that 53/135 (39.3%) cancer patients exhibited 

HER2-negative primary tumors but HER2-positive CTCs250. In the 2016 SUCCESS-B trial, 42.3% 

of HER2-positive primary tumor mBC patients did not have any HER2-positive CTC present251. 

Furthermore, 18.8% of patients sampled had both HER2-negative and HER2-positive CTCs, 

indicative of a high within-patient variability and raising concerns about sampling bias251. 

Discordant expression of receptors between CTC and primary tumor have been suggested as a 

means for disease relapse after therapy236. In the phase II EORTC trial, which evaluated 

Sperger et al., 2021 246 
Metastatic 

prostate cancer 

Enzalutamide or 

abiraterone 

CTC androgen-

receptor (AR) gene 

expression 

• CTCs clustered according to 

AR-gene expression 

• Presence of CTCs enriched for 

AR-gene transcripts associated 

with shorter OS 

Pang et al., 2021 247 mBC 
Surgery or 

Adjuvant Therapy 
CTC enumeration 

• CTC counts will increase in the 

perioperative period for up to 

14 days 

• CTC positivity associated with 

shorter OS and PFS following 

adjuvant therapy 

Cabel et al., 2021248 

“CirCe01” 

mBC after two 

systemic CT 

3rd/4th line 

chemotherapy 

CTC enumeration 

following 3rd and 4th 

line CT 

• CTC status failed to 

demonstrate clinical utility due 

to limited recruitment 

Parson et al., 2021249 

HER2-negative 

mBC with 

HER2+ CTCs 

Trastuzumab + 

Vinorelbine 

Presence of HER2+ 

CTCs 

• Objective response rate was 5% 

with only 1/20 patients 

experiencing partial response. 

• Functional significance of 

HER2-positive CTCs in HER2-

negative mBC remains 

uncertain. 
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trastuzumab treatment in HER2-nonamplified early breast cancer, researchers identified HER2-

positive CTCs exclusively in 6 patients from the treatment arm187. Unfortunately in this study, 

trastuzumab treatment did not affect the detection of HER2-positive CTCs, suggesting that CTCs 

may escape treatment via currently unknown mechanisms187. In another study evaluating CTC 

status before and after systemic treatment, HER2-negative CTCs were still detectable in patients 

with HER2-positive tumors despite undergoing systemic treatment, suggesting that a small 

proportion of CTCs had escaped therapy252. In another study, the emergence of androgen receptor 

point mutations or splice variants in mCRPC patients revealed a ~94% positive predictive value 

for response and non-response to therapy96. 

 As of this writing, there has only been one reported trial that implemented CTC status as a 

criterion for therapeutic management. The 2021 STIC-CTC trial enrolled 755 hormone receptor-

positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer patients244. Enrolled patients were then 

randomized to either a clinician-driven choice for first-line treatment, or a CTC count-driven 

choice of either endocrine therapy (if < 5 CTCs/7.5 mL blood) or chemotherapy244. While no 

differences in PFS were identified when both clinician and CTC-count agreed on therapeutic 

strategy, significant findings were observed when the two disagreed. In patients where the clinician 

would have opted to use endocrine therapy, but the CTC-count dictated first-line chemotherapy, 

PFS was significantly higher244. While the STIC-CTC trial admittedly has some limitations, such 

as the reliance on CellSearch and its biased EpCAM-positive CTC selection, the trial is the first of 

its kind to demonstrate that CTC enumeration could be a valid objective measurement for dictating 

therapeutic management244.  

 CTCs deserve some recognition as a useful clinical tool. However, how CTC counts and 

information can be best leveraged to deliver improved patient outcomes remains to be seen. Will 

CTC-driven therapeutic strategies be broadly applicable to different tumor types? Several post-

hoc analyses have demonstrated that CTCs are highly predictive of treatment response. Combined 

with their relative ease for collection, CTCs could be a viable objective measure for pseudo-real 

time monitoring. How might the different subpopulations of CTCs that exist effect their clinical 

importance? Presently, most studies capture EpCAM-positive CTCs, as CellSearch remains the 

only FDA-approved CTC enumeration platform. However, studies expanding CTC 

characterization to evaluate hormone receptors or EGFR status in mBC suggest that additional 

information could be extracted by focusing on specific subpopulations. Many questions regarding 
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how best to implement CTCs within the clinical setting exist. However, it is abundantly clear that 

CTCs should be applied sooner rather than later. 

 

3.1.4 What are circulating tumor cells? 

 Close examination of CTCs reveals a rich background for this unique cellular population. 

In the next few sections, some frequently discussed phenomena and observations surrounding 

CTCs will be discussed, setting the stage for the discoveries involved in this thesis work.  

 

3.1.4.1 CTC clusters vs single cells 

 Presently, preclinical evidence evaluating CTC clusters has linked the presence of multi-

cellular clusters to enhanced metastatic spread. In immunodeficient mice, subcutaneous injection 

of CTC clusters was calculated to be ~50 times more likely to give rise to a metastatic deposit than 

single CTCs188. In one study, collective dissemination of polyclonal CTC clusters was estimated 

to be responsible for as much as 97% of observed metastases253.  As clusters, CTCs can benefit 

from cell-cell adhesions, which are hypothesized to protect cells from anoikis, enhance survival, 

and improve colony-forming potential254. Furthermore, within these multicellular clusters, CTCs 

can interact with other major circulating immune components such as tumor-associated neutrophils 

and macrophages, both of which have proposed roles in CTC immune surveillance escape as well 

as improved endothelial transmigration and colonization254. CTC-platelet interactions have also 

been shown to effect CTC EMT plasticity, enhance survival within circulation, and participate in 

immune escape255. For example, single-cell RNA-sequencing of PDAC CTCs identified three 

distinct transcriptomic profiles via unsupervised clustering: (1) predominantly epithelial CTCs, (2) 

CTCs enriched for platelet markers such as CD41 and CD61, and (3) CTCs with prominent cellular 

proliferation gene expression94. CTC clusters have also been associated with a variety of pro-tumor 

roles such as improved treatment resistance and faster clearance from circulation254. 

In the clinic, researchers have begun including observations of single CTCs as well as CTC 

clusters in a variety of solid tumors, including breast, prostate, kidney, lung, and melanoma 

cancers254. In many of these studies, the presence of CTC clusters has been associated with poorer 

prognosis and increased number of metastases254. In SCLC, patients with CTC clusters at baseline 

survived on average half as long as patients without clusters256. On the other hand, a re-reading of 

CTC slides from the SWOG0500 trial concluded that the presence of CTC doublets or clusters 

was not prognostic of overall survival257. In almost all studies, the number of clusters is directly 
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correlated to increasing numbers of CTCs254. As future studies continue to study CTC clusters, it 

may be pertinent to employ additional criterion beyond their simple presence in blood to fully 

evaluate the clinical promise of these multicellular clusters. 

Despite the broad acknowledgment that CTC clusters appear to be more metastatic than 

single CTCs, there still exists pressing questions surrounding these clusters254. At present it has 

not been determined whether CTC clusters are the result of the aggregation of groups of 

individually actively invading cells or via the shedding of complete tumor clumps into the 

vasculature254. If the former, then what mechanisms are employed by invading cells to elicit 

aggregation? If the latter, then do the theories of collective migration involving distinct trailblazer 

and opportunistic cells apply18? Furthermore, most CTC isolation platforms are not specifically 

designed to isolate and detect multicellular clusters, raising concerns about the underestimation of 

the prevalence of CTC clusters within clinical samples254. Even with the limited available studies 

to date, it is clear that CTCs in clusters represent a distinct population from single CTCs that a 

more specific characterization of CTCs from clusters is warranted. While the macroscopic 

importance of CTC clusters in metastasis is already appreciated, there remains a significant gap in 

knowledge before these findings can be translated into clinical applications. 

 

3.1.4.2 The CTC transcriptome and heterogeneity 

 Interest in identifying a specific gene signature associated with CTCs has been the driving 

force for most studies seeking to characterize this unique population. RNA-sequencing of 

circulating tumor cells has implicated a wide-ranging number of pathways in tumorigenesis and 

metastasis, typically dependent on tumor type studied. In pancreatic CTCs, WNT258 and MAPK259 

signaling pathways are commonly blamed for tumorigenesis. In breast cancers, TGF-β, mTORC1, 

and PI3K/AKT signaling have been found enriched in CTCs92,260. Targeted single-cell RNA-

sequencing of 67 CTCs from prostate cancer patients implicated G2/M DNA damage checkpoint 

regulation261. A recent study observed that CTCs can even exhibit heterogeneity depending on 

which vessel CTCs were extracted from262. In the same work, CCL5 expression by CTCs within 

circulation was also linked to immune evasion in localized hepatocellular carcinoma262. A cancer-

agnostic meta-analysis integrating sequencing data from 98 CTC studies further identified high 

enrichment of a leukocyte extravasation pathway involving chemokine and cytokine-mediated 

receptors such as SDF1/CXCL12 and SOCS1 as well as EMT program activation263.   
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CTCs, like all cancers, are a highly heterogeneous population32. In one of the earliest 

reports evaluating single-cell transcriptomics in CTCs, Powell and colleagues used targeted 

microfluidic-based profiling to evaluate 87 cancer-associated and reference genes264. Among the 

510 mBC CTCs evaluated, high intra-patient heterogeneity in the expression of metastasis-

associated genes such as NPTN, S100A4, S100A9, and EMT genes TGF-β1, FOXC1, CXCR4, 

VIM, ZEB2, and NFKB1 was observed264. In breast cancers, EMT plasticity in mBC CTCs from 

patients adds a temporal element to CTC heterogeneity, with CTCs altering their EMT gene 

expression based on treatment course26. In fact, intra-patient and inter-patient CTC heterogeneity 

in a variety of epithelial/mesenchymal markers, as well as in cancer stem cell markers such as 

ALDH1 and CD133, are perhaps the most frequently reported finding involving CTCs265.  

The dreams of identifying a gene or gene pathway that is uniquely and critically involved 

in the metastatic cascade has been the driving force of most studies characterizing CTCs. On the 

other hand, abundant evidence of CTC heterogeneity actively argues against the existence of a 

single, all-encompassing genetic driver. Metastasis is a highly complex phenomenon that requires 

the execution of numerous genes and pathways. If anything, these studies are sobering reminders 

of what little we understand about CTCs and metastasis. 

 

3.1.4.3 CTC-exclusive mutations and copy-number variation 

 CTCs also exhibit a high genomic heterogeneity32. Using array-comparative genomic 

hybridization (CGH) technologies, evaluation of CTCs from advanced colorectal carcinoma 

identified CTC-exclusive copy number changes affecting cancer associated genes such as KRAS 

and PIK3CA across several unique patients266. In another study employing targeted sequencing, 

CTC-primary tumor discordant mutations were observed in KRAS, BRAF, CD133, and PLS3 in 

5-12% of all patients267. Other studies have identified high mutational discordance in up to 50% 

in a variety of tumors29,268,269.  

In addition to existing genomic discordance, acquisition of therapy-resistant mutations in 

CTCs in response to treatment have also been reported. In a study of NSCLC patients, genotyping 

of CTCs identified the de novo acquisition of EGFR mutations in 7/26 patients undergoing tyrosine 

kinase inhibitor treatment270. In one study, a constellation of CTC-exclusive mutations was 

discovered (BRAF G466E, HRAS G13V, and loss-of-function RB1 mutation) that presented a 

particularly difficult therapeutic challenge271. Based on these mutations, treatment of a PDX model 

derived from this patient resulted in treatment sensitivity to combinatorial paclitaxel/trametinib 
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treatment271. Unfortunately, the patient succumbed to disease prior to discovery, preventing a 

clinical evaluation of this therapy271. 

 

3.1.5 CTC in vivo and in vitro propagation 

Recently, commercialization of several platforms with the purpose of isolating viable 

CTCs from whole blood have occurred (e.g. Parsortix PR1®, ScreenCell®). Only by capturing live 

cells could certain downstream analyses such as molecular profiling, expansion, and personalized 

drug screens be performed. CTC expansion efforts can be broadly categorized under two efforts 

differing in the preferred site of expansion: (1) in vitro tissue culture and (2) in vivo CTC-derived 

xenografts (CDXs).  

 

3.1.5.1 CTC cultures 

 In general, the protocol for establishing CTC cultures follows the same general formula: 

using whole blood collected from patients diagnosed with metastatic cancer, blood is (1) processed 

for viable cells through various isolation platforms; (2) cultured using optimized culture conditions 

and medium; and (3) harvested for downstream analyses. 

 In 2013, Lixin Zhang, Dario Marchetti, and colleagues reported the first-ever cultures of 

three CTC lines from patients diagnosed with breast cancer metastatic to the brain217. Employing 

multiparametric fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) targeting EpCAMambiguous/CD45-

/ALDH1+ cells from patient whole blood, viable CTCs were harvested from 3 patients and cultured 

for a one-week period in stem cell culture medium followed by prolonged culture in medium 

formulated for epithelial cells at 5% CO2 and 37°C217. Interestingly, EpCAM+ CTCs in culture 

failed to survive longer than 14 days while EpCAM- CTCs grew for > 20 passages. When injected 

into the tail vein of immunodeficient mice, this subpopulation of EpCAM- brain-metastatic breast 

cancer CTCs resulted in metastasis to the lungs and brain in ~80% of mice by 6 weeks after 

injection. Despite these results, it should be noted that only 1 out of the three respective patients 

developed symptomatic brain metastases. Zhang’s work not only represented the first-ever report 

of CTC survival ex vivo but also rebuffed the EpCAM+ criterion that was being employed by many 

antibody-based CTC isolation platforms.   

 Following the publication of Zhang’s seminal work, the first attempts at CTC culture in 

other cancers such as pancreatic 219, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) 272, prostate 273, and 

colorectal 274 were all reported within the next two years. In culture, NSCLC CTCs expanded from 
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as little as 1-11 CTCs/mL on day 0 to 7-385 CTCs/mL by day 14, representing an average of a 54-

fold increase in cell numbers272. In another study utilizing negative-selection and 3D organoid 

cultures, Gao and colleagues successfully generated a cell line from a patient prostate cancer and 

high CTC count (>100 cells/8mL of blood)273. Months later, CTCs would also be cultured from 

two patients with colorectal cancer, both of which had CTC counts > 300 CTCs/7.5 mL274. One of 

the resulting CTC lines was capable of growth beyond 2 months in standard media and culture 

conditions, doubling every 20 hours274. Unfortunately, the patient from which the CTC line was 

established was non-responsive to administered treatments and died 6 months after diagnosis due 

to metastasis to the peritoneal and pulmonary sites274. A major goal of CTC cultures in 

personalized medicine is to be able to perform drug screens in CTCs to predict patient response to 

therapy. 

 Despite the initial fervor for expanding CTCs, difficulties in keeping CTCs viable in 

culture as well as a generally low success rate resulted in a lull in reported CTC cultures between 

2017 to 2020 (Table 5). During this time, reports of CTC heterogeneity shifted interest away from 

antibody-dependent isolation methods towards more unbiased platforms32. Finally in 2020, Brungs 

and colleagues established cultures from two patients with (1) a distal esophageal high-grade 

neuroendocrine carcinoma with a low CTC count (3 CTCs/7.5 mL) and (2) a treatment-naïve and 

less aggressive gastric adenocarcinoma with high CTC count (109 CTCs/7.5 mL)275. Compared to 

prior CTC culture studies, the authors utilized a negative-selection antibody cocktail-based 

approach that excluded cells expressing CD36275. The resulting gastric carcinoma CTC cultures 

expanded rapidly and were passaged for longer than 12 months275. Following expansion, 

researchers were not only able to demonstrate tumor formation by cultured CTCs in 

immunocompromised mice but also tested drug sensitivity to etoposide and carboplatin 275. Using 

a size-based label-free microfluidic device, pancreatic CTCs were cultured in hanging drops over 

a period of 14 days 282. The resulting spheroids exhibited a shift in epithelial and EMT expression 

on IF consistent with previous observations of mesenchymal-like states in CTC clusters 282. 

Additionally, pancreatic CTC cultures exhibited drug sensitivity to gemcitabine and 5-fluorouracil 

consistent with their respective patient responses 282. In another study, a long-term CTC culture 

(CTC-ITB-01) from a patient with bilateral mammary carcinoma with lymph node and bone 

metastases was also established 283. Surprisingly, CTC-ITB-01 was able to grow in culture without 

estrogen supplementation, indicating a decoupling of estrogen signaling and cell survival283. 

Treatment of the patient’s respective cell line CTC-ITB-01 with CDK4/6 inhibitors demonstrated  
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Table 5: Existing reports of CTC culture. 

 

significant reductions in cell growth, signaling that the patient might have benefited from treatment 

had they not succumb to disease283.  

Finally, two studies varying the culture medium or extracellular matrix of CTC cultures 

were also reported recently286,287. Using conditionally cell reprogrammed (CCR) technology, 

clusters of human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) and melanoma antigen-encoding 

gene (MAGE) expressing CTCs were observed in 38/81 samples attempted 287. In another study, 

HCC CTCs were embedded within a 3-dimensional Matrigel system, enabling growth as tightly 

Paper Cancer Cell Lines Established Time in Culture Isolation Method 

Zhang et al., 2013 
217 

Breast 3 21 days FACS 

(Antibody-Dependent) 

Sheng et al., 2013 
219 

Pancreatic 12 4+ months Microfluidic Chip 

(Antibody-dependent) 

Zhang et al., 2014 
272 

NSCLC 14 14 days Microfluidic Chip 

(Antibody-dependent) 

Yu et al., 2014 276 Breast 6 6+ months CTC-iChip 

(Antibody-dependent) 

Gao et al., 2014 273 Prostate 1 6+ months RosetteSep 

(Antibody-dependent) 

Cayrefourcq et al., 

2015 274 

Colon 2 1+ year RosetteSep 

(Antibody-dependent) 

Khoo et al., 2015 277 Breast 39 2-8 weeks RBC Lysis Only 

Kolostova et al., 

2015 278 

Ovarian 

Endometrial 

Cervical 

1 

1 

1 

3+ days MetaCell 

(Size filtration) 

Hamilton et al., 

2015279 

SCLC 30 4+ months FiColl-Hypaque 

(Density filtration) 

Lim et al., 2016280 CRPC 4 7 days FiColl-based 

(Density filtration) 

Grillet et al., 

2017281 

Colorectal 3 Several months RosetteSep 

(Antibody-dependent) 

Brungs et al., 2020 
275 

Gastroesopha

geal 

2 1+ year RosetteSep 

(Antibody-dependent) 

Rivera-Baez et al., 

2020 282 

Pancreatic 3 14 days Labyrinth Microfluidic 

(Size filtration) 

Koch et al., 2020 283 Breast 1 4+ years Not stated 

Xiao et al., 2020 92 Breast 12 30+ days FiColl-Paque 

(Density filtration) 

Kapeleris et al., 

2020284 

NSCLC 9 40 days RosetteSep 

(Antibody-dependent) 

Carmona-ule et al., 

2021 285 

Breast 36 23+ days RosetteSep 

(Antibody-dependent) 

Hu et al., 2021 286 HCC 55 14 days Antibody-dependent + 

Density-filtration 

Yang et al., 2021 287 Colorectal 

Gastric 

23 

15 

 RBC Lysis Only 
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packed spheroids for up to 14 days. Due to the limited data present, it remains to be seen whether 

these alterations will have dramatic effects on CTC culture efficiency. 

In our work (described later), we reported the short-term culture of CTCs derived from 

12/12 patients diagnosed with stage III/IV metastatic breast cancer92. This work has subsequently 

been expanded to include a variety of solid tumors, including pancreatic, lung, colorectal, and bile 

duct cancers. Employing a density-centrifugation isolation method, we suggested that co-culture 

of CTCs with CD45-positive cells may improve culture viability92. Months later, our suspicions 

would be independently corroborated in short-term CTC cultures from 36 patients with metastatic 

breast cancer285. In these cultures, immunofluorescence staining identified co-cultured CD45-

positive cells, as well as CD36-overexpressing CTCs285. This latter population is particularly 

intriguing, as fusion of CD36-expressing myeloid cells with CTCs has been shown to promote 

metastasis288. 

 In general, the ability to establish short- or long-term cultures of CTCs has been highly 

dependent on an ability to capture many viable cells. In many studies, success in culturing CTCs 

only occurs when patients exhibit > 500 CTCs/7.5 mL of blood274. Improvements to CTC isolation 

techniques have mitigated some of these dependencies (Table 5). However, an evolving 

understanding of the different populations of CTCs that exist bring up concerns regarding the 

ability of cultures to adequately model CTC heterogeneity. Indeed, longstanding concerns about 

in vivo versus in vitro conditions in conventional cancer cell lines are equally applicable in CTC 

cultures—will long-term culture of CTCs result in an artificial selection of clones irrelevant to 

metastasis289? Presently, most CTC culture studies report standard culture conditions (e.g., 5% 

CO2, normoxia, 37°C). As technologies for simulating in vivo environments in in vitro settings 

become more widely available, such as microfluidic-based organs-on-a-chip290, so too will our 

ability to replicate CTC phenotypes. Furthermore, the translational potential of CTC cultures 

remains to be seen. In limited instances, the capture and proliferation of viable cells in the culture 

itself has already shown potential as a proxy marker for predicting patient prognosis285. Future 

correlative studies evaluating associations between CTC culture dynamics such as surviving 

clones or growth rate and patient overall and progression-free survival are warranted.   

 

3.1.5.2 CTC-derived xenografts  

 As an alternative to in vitro tissue culture, CTC-derived xenografts (CDXs) have also 

become an increasingly popular method for expanding CTCs ex vivo (Table 6). Mouse xenografts 
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have been used for evaluating tumorigenesis and metastasis from the very beginning11. Compared 

to CTC cultures, implantation of CTCs in immunodeficient mice generates data regarding the 

metastatic capability of injected CTCs. This additional information is particularly important, as it 

is frequently argued that the cellular machinery for improving cell proliferation and survival is 

different from those governing cellular invasion, migration, and metastasis291. Taken to the 

extreme, these concerns could manifest in the propagation of a less important CTC phenotype 

within cultures. By comparison, CTCs that form tumors and/or metastatic nodules when injected 

into mice would demonstrate the ability to not only proliferate at primary sites but also complete 

the metastatic cascade. 

 In 2013, Irene Baccelli and colleagues reported the first instance of CDX formation292. 

Intending to evaluate the metastasis-initiating capability of CTCs, researchers depleted 

hematopoietic cells from the blood of 110 patients with progressive metastatic breast cancer before 

engraftment into the femoral medullar cavity of NSG mice292. Out of the initial 110 attempts, only 

six recipient mice successfully formed metastases292. Importantly, the researchers noted that 

successful engraftment and metastasis formation was highly dependent on the presence of many 

CTCs in blood, with the lowest reported case of successful CDX formation occurring in a patient 

with a CTC count of 1,109292. All six successful CDX models developed multiple bone, lung, and 

liver metastases and exhibited similar hormone receptor status as the patient primary tumors292. In 

addition, one subpopulation of CD44+CD47+MET+ CTCs was detected with increased frequency 

in patients with disease progression292. In another early CDX study, implantation of CTCs 

derived from patients undergoing curative resection from hepatocellular carcinomas in 

NOD/SCID mice also demonstrated primary tumor formation in 3/10 evaluated models 293. 

 While demonstration of primary tumor or distant nodule formation is an important step in 

addressing the tumorigenic and metastatic potential of injected CTCs, an unfortunately common 

phenomenon observed in some CDXs is the inability to form either. For instance, subcutaneous 

injection of ~50 EpCAM+/CD45- CTCs from metastatic prostate and breast cancer patients 

observed no evidence of primary tumor formation at the injection site despite up to 12 months 

of follow-up 294. However, in the same murine models, cytokeratin-positive human CTCs were 

detected in the peripheral blood of all mice, as well as 6/8 spleens 294. In this case, it is possible 

that the injection of such little numbers of EpCAM+ CTCs by this group simply did not capture 

a metastasis-initiating proportion. In another study exploring SCLC CDXs, primary tumors 

could be serially reimplanted across several generations without altering genetic fidelity of the  
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Table 6: Reported CDX models to date, December 2021. 

 

transplanted cells297. However, no metastases were observed despite following CDXs over a 

minimum of 6 months297. These studies and others with similar results fuel concerns about 

researchers’ ability to identify a metastasis-relevant population of CTCs (Table 6). 

 Like longitudinal cultures, CDXs have also been created via the injection of CTCs 

derived from multiple time points of a patient’s history. In one of the first studies demonstrating 

the reproducible passaging of CTCs through CDXs, researchers obtained longitudinal blood 

samples from six patients with either chemosensitive or chemorefractory high-stage small-cell 

lung cancer (SCLC)295. Injection of an estimated 600-2100 CTCs into the flank of NSG mice 

resulted in palpable tumors within 4 months of implantation in 4/6 patients, with tumor doubling 

Paper Cancer Primary Tumor 

Formation 

Time to Follow-up  

(Months) 

Patient CTC count Metastasis 

Formation 

Baccelli et al., 

2013 292 

Breast 6 / 118 (5.1%) 6 – 12 >1,109 CTCs Bone, Liver, 

Lung 

Sun et al., 2013 293 HCC 3 / 10 (30%) Not reported ~300 CTCs None Reported 

Rossi et al., 2013 

294 

Breast 

Prostate 

0 / 8 (0%) 6.5 – 12 51 – 2866 CTC/7.5 mL Spleen 

Hodgkinson et al., 

2014 295 

SCLC 4 / 6 (66.7%) 3 – 5 438 – 1605 CTC/7.5 

mL 

Lung, Brain 

Girotti et al., 2016 

271 

Melanoma 6 / 47 (12.8%) 2.5 – 5 Not reported Liver, Lungs, 

Kidneys, LN, 

Brain 

Morrow et al., 

2016 296 

NSCLC 1 / 34 (2.9%) 95 days > 400 CTC/7.5 mL None Reported 

Drapkin et al., 

2018 297 

SCLC 17 / 42 (40.5%) 115 days > 400 CTCs/7.5 mL None Reported 

Pereira-Veiga et 

al., 2018 298 

Breast 1 / 32 (3.1%) 5 969 CTC/7.5 mL None Reported 

Vishnoi et al., 

2019 299 

Breast 3 / 3 (100%) Not reported Not reported Liver 

Faugeroux et al., 

2020 300 

Prostate 1 / 22 (4.5%) 165 days 19,988 CTC None Reported 

Rivera-Baez et al., 

2020 282 

Pancreatic 1 / 10 (10%) Not reported 7 – 51 CTC/7.5 mL Liver, 

Peritoneum, 

Pancreas 

Stewart et al., 

2020 301 

SCLC 8 / 8 (100%) Not reported Not reported Leptomeningeal 
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times ranging from 5 to 21 days 295. While no macrometastases were observed, micrometastases 

were detected via qRT-PCR in the lungs as well as brain of one of the CDX models295. Serial 

passaging of CDX primary tumors through as many as four generations of mice also did not alter 

therapeutic sensitivity. Passage-4 CDXs treated with cisplatin and etoposide also resulted in 

reduction in tumors, mirroring the corresponding patient response 295. Copy number variations also 

remained consistent through all generations of CDXs, suggesting that longitudinal passaging via 

CDXs is a feasible method for maintaining CTCs ex vivo 295. Two years later, the same group 

would report the characterization of a CDX from a patient with treatment-naïve NSCLC 296. While 

the patient ultimate succumbed to disease before the CDX could be established, treatment of the 

CDX with cisplatin and pemetrexed, which the patient discontinued due to the development of 

progressive neurological symptoms, resulted in no impact on CDX tumor growth, suggesting that 

continued treatment would likely not have improved patient outcome 296. Regardless, both studies 

demonstrate the powerful potential that CDX models hold in personalized medicine applications. 

 CDX studies have also been useful for querying potential drivers of metastasis. 

Subcutaneous injection into a NSG mouse using a blood sample from a patient with advanced 

TNBC presenting with a high baseline CTC count of 969 CTCs/7.5 mL blood resulted in primary 

tumor formation after 5 months298. Subsequently, pathway analysis comparing CDX tissues with 

the patient primary tumor revealed a marked enrichment of the WNT pathway, which had 

previously been suggested as a biomarker of TNBC disease associated with fibronectin-directed 

migration and invasion302,303. Due to a limited number of metastasis models available for study, 

the direct molecular mechanisms by which WNT signaling affects TNBC metastasis have yet to 

be determined. Thus, a TNBC CDX model would be perfectly suited to provide researchers with 

a renewable, patient-derived source of material for evaluation of the WNT pathway. In a different 

study focusing on the comparison of CDX metastases versus the primary tumor, TNBC CDXs 

were generated from the injection of CD45-/CD105-/CD90-/CD34-/CD73- CTCs from 3 

patients299. Surpisingly, liver metastases were formed in only the two TNBC patients diagnosed 

without liver metastasis, but not the TNBC patient diagnosed with liver metastases299. RNA-

sequencing of the HLA+/CK+/CD44+/CD24- from these CDXs identified a gene signature for 

liver-honing TNBC CTCs consisting of 597 gene transcripts (394 coding and 203 non-coding 

genes) 299. Broadly speaking, once standardized methods for establishing CDXs become widely 

available, large-scale screening for organ-specific metastasis signatures could take place using 

patient-derived CDX models to generate vital data to understanding organotropism.  
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Methods for proliferating CTCs ex vivo have also incorporated both CDX and CDX-

derived cell culture. In a recent paper, patient-derived mCRPC CTCs were expanded via CDXs300. 

Following the injection of ~20,000 CTCs, a palpable primary tumor was detected within 165 

days after injection with a doubling time of 6 days 300. From these first-generation CDX models, 

researchers established a new CDX-derived cell line with a doubling time of about 4 days 300. 

Interestingly, comparative genomic analysis of 8 distinct specimens of the patient primary tumor 

and CDX tissues revealed significant mutational heterogeneity, with only 32/205 mutations from 

the patient primary tumor present in the CDX-derived tissues and cell line300. By comparison, 

173 mutations were primary tumor exclusive versus 48 mutations in the CDX-derived tissues 

and cell lines300. Phylogenetic analysis of these mutations identified that mutations arose from 

two main truncal mutations300. Primary tumor samples contained nine mutations including a 

FOXA1 driver mutation and loss of chromosome 17 fragments including TP53 and MAP2K4, 

while CTC and CDX samples were characterized by 5 mutations and 10 copy number alterations 

including gain of the anti-apoptotic MCL1 and P53 inhibitor MDM4 genes300. Treatment of both 

the CDXs and CDX-derived cell line with docetaxel and enzalutamide also mirrored patient 

sensitivity300. Taken together, this report strongly supports the creation of CDX-derived cell lines 

for drug assays.  

Finally, a common obstacle encountered when establishing CDXs is the rarity of CTCs. 

One method that may improve CDX success involves an initial culture stage prior to injection 

282. Using a short 14-day culture period, researchers expanded CTCs from a single patient with 

advanced pancreatic cancer to yield ~106 CTCs for injection 282. Palpable tumors were detected 

in CDXs within 3-4 weeks post-injection, a faster time to palpation than most previous reports 

282. Additionally, evidence of macro metastases characteristic of a desmoplastic reaction was 

observed in the liver and pancreas in all mice 282.  

 

3.1.5.3 In vitro or in vivo expansion? 

Ultimately, the decision to pursue either method of CTC expansion ex vivo comes down to 

a few considerations. Compared to CDX models, CTC cultures are more easily maintained, 

requiring considerably fewer technical challenges beyond the initial isolation stage to expand and 

proliferate. Additionally, CTC cultures are more cost-efficient to maintain than CDX models, 

which require not only monetary investment for host animals, but also labor and effort for animal 

husbandry and procedures. Furthermore, CTC cultures have been established from as few as 1 
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cell/7.5 mL of blood while CDXs typically require > 400 cells/7.5 mL for injection (Tables 5 & 

6). Typically, patients undergo blood draws for both laboratory and research use—in these cases, 

researchers cannot rely on large blood volumes to gather additional CTCs. Another benefit of CTC 

cultures is the shorter time required for cells to be prepared for downstream analysis (~14-30 days 

after collection of a blood sample for CTC cultures versus upwards of 3-6 months for CDXs)92. 

Finally, in vitro cultures are amenable to rapid and relatively easy-to-perform high throughput 

assays for drug sensitivity. 

On the other hand, there are a few reasons that CDX models would be preferred over CTCs. 

The long latency period between injection and euthanasia of CDXs suggests that CDXs are perhaps 

more suited for investigation of early-stage cancer, when the expected survival would be 

significantly longer, as opposed to late-stage disease. In addition, our understanding of the players 

involved in the metastatic cascade is frequently changing. In in vitro cultures, few, if any, of the 

role players in metastasis can be accurately modeled. For example, CD45+ leukocytes and their 

role in supporting CTC growth have only recently been demonstrated in vitro, despite previous 

evidence of CD45+ cells interacting with CTCs in vivo 92,304–306. In CDX models, xenografted cells 

can freely exist within a microenvironment that would be better suited to mimic the natural setting 

of CTCs. This host microenvironment could perhaps be further improved through the development 

of humanized mice, which has rapidly progressed within the past decade 307. Furthermore, CTCs 

isolated from metastatic nodules could be compared against the population that did not escape 

from the primary tumor to identify key genetic drivers of metastasis. Similar methods injecting 

conventional cancer cell lines and comparing metastatic nodules have been used to broadly identify 

organ-specific metastasis signatures45,308.  

The ability to expand CTCs ex vivo would be a critical tool for personalized medicine. As 

previewed by early reports, successful expansion of CTCs would enable researchers to perform 

drug screens to test therapeutic compounds targeting metastatic cell populations. If combined with 

CTC detection at early-stage cancer, CTC cultures and/or CDX models could be used 

prospectively to identify therapeutic regimens that would most likely benefit individual patients 

296.  

 Great strides have been made towards the development of robust and efficient methods for 

the expansion of CTCs within the past decade. Movements towards accurately replicating CTC 

heterogeneity within culture have allowed for the discovery of pathways and genes that have 

previously not been associated with metastasis80. As CTC expansion protocols are standardized, 
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researchers will finally gain access to this population of cells that is unlike any other previously 

studied; existing as a highly progressed population that has completed the earlier stages of 

metastasis. The work laid down by studies evaluating these expansion platforms will hopefully 

allow the future identification of the genetic drivers of metastasis. 

 

3.1.6 Introduction to thesis work 

 Building from the foundation of studies that has just been discussed, this thesis work has 

focused on developing a CTC expansion platform that leverages a density-gradient isolation 

method to capture a broad category of viable cells, including CTCs and associated immune cells, 

from a variety of solid epithelial cancers encompassing breast, lung, colorectal, pancreatic, and 

bile duct carcinomas. By utilizing an unbiased isolation protocol, this generalizable platform 

consistently results in the creation of short-term CTC cultures. Furthermore, a pilot study 

combining the highly efficient culture platform with a standardized CDX protocol has resulted in 

the development and characterization of four patient-derived CDXs spanning patients diagnosed 

with either pancreatic, lung, or colorectal cancers. RNA-sequencing of matched patient-specific 

primary tumor, CTCs, and CDX models in a cancer-agnostic analysis identifies a set of genes that 

could be critically important for CTC survival and metastasis. In addition, whole exome 

sequencing of CTCs and patient derived tissue further highlights mutational discordance. 

Ultimately, the platform as developed and reported here is uniquely suited for personalized 

medicine applications in cancer metastasis. 
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3.2 METHODS 

3.2.1 Patient enrollment 

 Patients were recruited, consented, and enrolled at the Medstar Georgetown University 

Hospital Medical Oncology clinics in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPAA) and Georgetown University Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

procedures (approval ID: MODCR00001156), managed through the Survey, Recruitment, and 

Biospecimen Collection shared resource (SRBSR) of the Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer 

Center. All patients provided written informed consent for the study. Inclusion criteria for patient 

enrollment included adult patients (> 18 years old), male or female, with metastatic disease and 

primary lung, colorectal, cholangiocarcinoma, pancreatic, and breast cancers, with no limit of prior 

treatment lines. Exclusion criteria included any one or more of the following: (1) use of 

chemotherapy and/or antibody-based therapy within the past week; (2) use of radiotherapy in the 

past 2 weeks unless there exist metastatic lesions beyond the radiated lesion. Healthy donors with 

no known health conditions at the time of consent were also enrolled. In all patients, 2 to 4 tubes 

of blood (~7-8 mL/tube) were drawn. When applicable and available, blood was drawn from 

existing IV ports; if blood draws required skin puncture, an initial waste tube was disposed prior 

to processing. After a one-year data embargo, deidentified pathology reports regarding patient 

tumors were provided by the SRBSR. 

 

3.2.2 CTC isolation from whole blood using FiColl-Paque or RosetteSep® 

 All patient peripheral blood samples were processed within 90 minutes of collection from 

patients. FiColl-Paque (Cytiva Life Sciences cat. no. 17-440-02) based separation of CTCs was 

performed as previously reported, with slight downstream modifications92. Prior to processing, in 

samples with > 40 mL of whole blood, ~6 mL of blood was set aside for RosetteSep processing. 

The remainder of the blood was processed via FiColl-Paque. Briefly, samples were mixed with 1x 

Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) at 1:1 volume/volume ratio with whole blood at room 

temperature.  6 mL of the HBSS:blood sample was then split evenly into two 15 mL tubes 

containing 3 mL FiColl-Paque each, being careful not to mix samples with FiColl-Paque. The 

remaining HBSS:blood volume was split evenly into two 50 mL tubes containing 15 mL FiColl-

Paque each. Samples were spun at 400x g for 40 minutes at 4°C with minimal acceleration and 

deceleration. The resulting plasma and buffy coat layers were harvested, combined, and mixed 

with 1X HBSS to tube limit (15 mL or 50 mL) before centrifugation at 400x g for 20 minutes at 
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room temperature. Steps taken after this were done under sterile conditions. Once centrifugation 

was complete, the supernatant was aspirated and two additional washes using 1x phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) were performed via centrifugation at 400x g for 10 minutes at 4°C with 

moderate acceleration and deceleration. Upon completion of the final wash, cell pellets from 50 

mL tubes were resuspended in 1 mL culture medium/tube. Cells were resuspended via gentle 

pipetting, and 10 uL of each sample was mixed with 2X Trypan Blue dye for cell viability assays. 

The remainder of the cell pellets were plated for short-term cultures. Cell pellets from the two 15 

mL tubes were stored on ice until ready for DNA/RNA extraction. 

 In cases where > 40 mL of whole blood was available from the patient, RosetteSep® CTC 

isolation was performed. RosetteSep® isolation of CTCs combined targeted antibody-based 

enrichment of CTCs via the RosetteSep® Human Circulating Epithelial Tumor Cell Enrichment 

Cocktail (StemCell Technologies) combined with a Ficoll-Paque gradient centrifugation. Briefly, 

the antibody cocktail was incubated at 50 µL/mL of whole blood for 20 minutes at room 

temperature. Following incubation, blood samples were diluted at 1:1 volume/volume ratio with 

1X PBS supplemented with 2% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) and mixed gently via 

pipetting. ~ 15 mL of Ficoll-Paque was added to the provided SepMate tubes. Mixed whole blood 

was subsequently layered on top of the density gradient medium and centrifuged for 20 minutes at 

1200x g at room temperature with the brake off. Enriched cells were subsequently removed from 

the density gradient medium:plasma interface and washed with 1X PBS supplemented with 2% 

FBS twice. Resulting cells were resuspended in 1 mL of culture medium and plated. 10 µL of cell 

suspension was reserved for cell viability assays using Trypan blue staining. 

 Blood processing for healthy donor blood proceeded in the same manner as isolation from 

enrolled patients. In healthy donors, two tubes of 7.5 mL blood each were drawn and processed 

via FiColl-Paque. Following all centrifugation and wash steps, cell pellets for healthy donors were 

reserved for RNA/DNA extraction, and not plating. 

During this study, ScreenCell® Cyto kits were also used. for CTC enumeration and 

cytomorphological analysis. CTC enrichment using ScreenCell® devices was performed 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In cases where ScreenCell was applied, ~2 mL of blood 

was used for processing. 
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3.2.3 CTC cultures 

 Cells were resuspended in culture medium and plated for short-term cultures at 37°C for 

14+ days. The culture medium consisted of Advanced DMEM/F12 supplemented with B27 

supplement (1X; Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 17504044), N2 supplement (1X; Thermo Fisher, cat. 

no.17502-048), epidermal growth factor (final concentration 10 ng/mL; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. 

E9644), heparin (final concentration 10 ug/mL; Sigma-Aldrich cat. no. H3149), Y-27632 (final 

concentration 10 uM; Enzo Life Sciences, cat. no. ALX-270-333), adenine (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. 

no. A2786), L-glutamine (final concentration 2mM; Thermo Fisher cat. no. 25030149), and 

antibiotic-antimycotic (1X; Thermo Fisher cat. no. 15240062). Cultures were supplemented with 

fresh medium every 3 days and washed every 6 days with 1X PBS by centrifugation at 100x g for 

4 minutes at 4°C. Every 6-10 days, cells were harvested via manual pipetting and resuspended in 

1 mL of culture medium for automated trypan blue viability assays using the Thermo Scientific 

Invitrogen Countess II (AMQAX1000 cell counter). Phase microscopy images were taken using 

the EVOS FL Auto Imaging System (Thermo Fisher) at 20X and 40X zoom. 

 

3.2.4 RNA/DNA extraction 

 RNA and DNA were isolated immediately from whole blood samples (“WBM”), healthy 

donor whole blood (“HD”), patient FFPE tissue biopsy cores (“FFPE”), CTC cultures (“TC”), and 

CDX organs. All RNA and DNA extraction kits were used following manufacturer’s protocols. 

All RNA samples were treated with RNAse-free DNAse provided by manufacturer’s kits or with 

RNase-Free DNase Set (Qiagen, cat. No. 79254). All DNA samples were treated with RNAse 

provided by manufacturers to remove contaminant RNAs. FFPE Tissue cores of patient primary 

tumors or metastases were collected by the SRBSR, sectioned at the HTSR, and collected in 

microcentrifuge tubes. RNA and DNA were extracted from FFPE tissues via QIAamp DNA FFPE 

Tissue Kit (Qiagen, cat. no. 73504) or RNeasy FFPE Kit (Qiagen, cat. no. 56404). For TC samples, 

cultured cells were detached from culture plates by gently pipetting plates with 1X PBS or via 

mechanical removal with a cell scraper. Cells were pelleted via centrifugation (400x g for 4 

minutes at 4°C) and washed one time with 1X PBS prior to RNA/DNA extraction. For TC samples, 

RNA was extracted using RNAqueous-Micro Total RNA Isolation Kits (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 

AM1931) with added DNAse treatment. Resulting RNA was eluted in 13.5 µL of provided elution 

buffer. DNA from TC samples was extracted using either Qiagen DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kits 
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(Qiagen, cat. no. 69504) or Monarch Genomic DNA Purification Kit (NEB, cat. no. T3010). 

Regardless of kit used, DNA was eluted in 40 µL of ddH2O. 

 For CDX tissues, flash frozen tissue samples that had been prepared at the time of 

euthanasia were used. Tissues were first ground into a powder under liquid nitrogen freezing in 

mortar and pestles. RNA and DNA extraction proceeded immediately following grinding of CDX 

tissues. For DNA and RNA extraction, three kits were used: (1) Qiagen DNeasy Blood & Tissue 

Kits (Qiagen, cat. no. 69504) for DNA extraction, (2) RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, cat. no. 74104) 

for RNA, or (3) AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, cat. no. 80204) for simultaneous 

DNA/RNA collection in CDX tissues that had minimal tissue availability. All three extraction kits 

were performed with slight modifications to volumes used of lysis solution and wash buffers to 

allow for the larger surface area of mortar and pestles. 

 All DNA and RNA samples underwent an initial round of quality control via spectroscopy 

using a NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Scientific). DNA samples were considered high quality with 

260/280 ratios of ≥ 1.80 and 260/230 ratios of ≥ 1.80. RNA samples were considered high quality 

with 260/280 ratios of ≥ 2.00 and ≥ 260/230 ratios of ≥ 1.80. All DNA and RNA samples were 

immediately stored in -20°C for short-term storage (≤ 1 week) or -80°C for long-term storage. 

Minimal freeze-thaw cycles were allowed to limit degradation.  

 

3.2.5 Quantitative RT-PCR 

 Following RNA extraction, RNA was converted to cDNA using LunaScript RT SuperMix 

Kit (NEB, cat. no. E3010) according to manufacturer specifications. For all reactions, a minimum 

of 25 µg and maximum of 100 µg of RNA was used as input, with a final reaction volume of 20 

µL. A Bio-Rad T100 thermal cycler was used to incubate reactions using the following program: 

25°C for 2 minutes; 55°C for 10 minutes; 95°C for 1 minute; 4°C hold. All cDNA reactions were 

subsequently diluted with ddH2O to a final concentration of 25 µg initial input RNA/20 µL. All 

cDNA were stored at -20°C for long-term storage, with minimal freeze-thaw cycles allowed to 

limit degradation. 

 For quantitative RT-PCR, Luna Universal qPCR MasterMix (NEB, cat. no. M3003) was 

used according to manufacturer’s specifications. Briefly, 20 µL reactions were mixed using 10 µL 

of Luna Universal qPCR Master Mix, 0.5 µL per Forward and Reverse Primer (diluted to 10 µM), 

1 µL of cDNA template, and nuclease-free water to final reaction volume. PCR primers (provided 

in 5’ to 3’ format) used in this study include: (1) CK5: Forward = 
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TCAGACCAAGTATGAGGAGC, Reverse = GACAACAGAGATGTTGACTG; (2) CK8: 

Forward = CATAGACAAGGTACGGTTCC, Reverse = CTTCATCCACATCCTTCTTG; (3) 

EpCAM: Forward = gtgagaacctactggatcatc, Reverse = TCAGCTATGTCCACATCATTC; (4) 

SNAI1: Forward = ACCCCAATCGGAAGCCTAAC, Reverse = 

AGCCTTTCCCACTGTCCTCA; (5) CD45: Forward = GTACAGCCAGCACCTTTC, Reverse = 

GTGCAGGTAAGGCAGCA; (6) MAM: Forward = GCAATGTTGAGGTGTTTATGCAAT, 

Reverse = TGGTTTCTCACCATACCCTGC. All qRT-PCR reactions were run in a Bio-Rad CFX 

96 well thermal cycler with Thermo Scientific PCR 96-well plates (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. AB-

0800). The following program was used: 95°C for 1 minute; 45 repeats of 95°C for 15 seconds 

followed by 60°C for 30 seconds with a plate read; and a final automated melt-curve step of 60-

95°C. Samples were held at 4°C until removal from thermal cycler. All qRT-PCR reactions were 

analyzed using the 2-ΔΔCt method. All qRT-PCR samples were run through gel electrophoresis 

using in-house made 1.5% agarose gels run at 95V for 35 minutes prior to imaging. All 

electrophoresis images were taken using a GE AI600 RGB Gel imaging system. 

 

3.2.6 Next-generation sequencing library preparation and sequencing 

 All next generation sequencing library preparation and sequencing was performed with the 

support of established third-party commercial companies. For initial breast cancer CTC RNA-

sequencing, library preparation and RNA-sequencing was conducted by Genewiz (Frederick, MD) 

using an Illumina Sequencing platform. Only those RNA samples that yielded a RIN score > 7.0 

and sufficient RNA quantity proceeded forward with library preparation. For RNA-sequencing of 

second phase CTC and CDX tissues, library preparation and RNA-sequencing was conducted by 

Psomagen (Rockville, MD). Libraries were created using TruSeq stranded mRNA sample 

preparation, and paired-end reads with a targeted read-length of 151 bp were performed on a 

NovaSeq 6000 S4 sequencing platform. Low-input RNA-sequencing was performed, requiring a 

minimum of 50 ng of RNA for processing. For each sample, 60M total minimum reads was 

targeted; for CDX samples with potential for mouse cell contamination, 100M total reads was 

targeted. For whole exome sequencing, libraries were created using SureSelect V5-post library 

preparation kits and paired-end reads with a targeted read-length of 151 bp were sequenced on a 

NovaSeq 6000 S4 sequencing platform. A minimum of 500 ng of high-quality DNA was required 

for library preparation and sequencing. For each sample, 100X raw depth coverage was targeted. 
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3.2.7 Bulk RNA-sequencing bioinformatics analysis 

 For breast cancer CTC RNA-sequencing, read files were trimmed using Trimmomatic126 

and aligned to the human genome (GRCh38.p13) using the STAR aligner 127. Aligned reads were 

quantified using featureCounts 128 and differential expression analysis was performed in R using 

DESeq2 129. Normalized feature counts were used w/ the gene set enrichment analysis, GSEA 

software and Molecular Signature Database (MSigDB), available at 

http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/144. Matlab R2020a was used to generate heatmaps for figures. 

Colors were scaled by row according to normalized feature counts. Non normalized featured 

counts were converted to reads per million and input into EPIC (available at 

https://www.epic.gfellerlab.org/)309. CIBERSORT was accessed via 

https://www.cibersort.stanford.edu/ and non-normalized feature counts were input following 

developer instructions310. A R package for ImSig was accessed at https: 

//www.github.com/ajitjohnson/imsig/, and data was input following developer instructions 311. 

 For second phase lung, colorectal, and pancreatic CTC and CDX RNA-sequencing, paired-

end read files were trimmed using Trimmomatic and aligned to the human genome (GRCh38.p13) 

using the Bowtie (v 1.3.1) aligner312. Aligned reads were quantified using featureCounts 128 and 

differential expression analysis was performed in R using DESeq2 129. GSEA analysis was 

performed in R using the open-source package fgsea (version 1.20.1)313. Genesets for fgsea input 

were downloaded from the MSigDB database144. KEGG analysis was performed in R using the 

open-source package clusterProfiler (Release 4.2.1)314. Other R source packages used for figure 

development include but are not limited to ggsci and gplots as well as Matlab R2021a/b. 

CIBERSORT was accessed via https://www.cibersort.stanford.edu/ and non-normalized feature 

counts were input following developer instructions310. 

 

3.2.8 Whole Exome-sequencing bioinformatics analysis 

 To identify mutations and genetic alterations associated with metastatic phenotypes, whole 

exome sequencing of cultured CTCs and corresponding patient FFPE tissue and healthy donors 

was performed by Psomagen (Rockville, MD). Bioinformatics analysis of resulting raw FASTQ 

files was performed with support from collaborators Dr. Valsamo Anagnostou and Dr. Hani 

Goodarzi. Briefly, deep sequencing and exome capture was performed using SureSelect V5-post 

and Illumina platform with 200X coverage. Mutant-allele tumor heterogeneity (MATH) scores 

were generated for CTC models and compared to patient’s FFPE. Somatic mutations, consisting 
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of point mutations, insertions, and deletions across the exome were identified using the VariantDx 

custom software, as previously described 315. Somatic mutations were annotated against the set of 

mutations in COSMIC (v.84) database. Revel scores for missense mutations were calculated to 

determine mutation potential as cancer drivers by CHASMplus316. CTC or FFPE exclusive 

mutations were defined based on a MAF ≥ 0.5 and ≤ 0.25 in the opposing corresponding sample 

type from the same patient. Shared mutations were defined based on a MAF ≥ 0.5 in all samples. 

Only SNVs with a mutation count ≥ 4 were considered real and included within the differential 

enrichment analysis. 

 

3.2.9 TCGA data extraction 

 TCGA data was extracted from the TCGA PanCancer Atlas and retrieved from 

cbioportal.org. Targeted gene lists were queried for mutations in the Lung Adenocarcinoma and 

Lung Squamous Cell Carcinoma or Colorectal Adenocarcinoma TCGA PanCancer Atlas 

databases. Data on alteration frequency were collected from patients with structural variant, 

mutation, and CNA data and filtered by cancer type and studied gene. Data were plotted using 

open source R packages. 

 

3.2.10 CTC-derived xenograft models 

 All animal protocols and procedures for this study were approved by the Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Georgetown University (Protocol 2020-0033). 

Briefly, 3–5-week-old female NOD.Cg-prkdcscid-IL2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) mice were purchased from 

Jackson Laboratory (JAX stock #005557) and housed at the Georgetown University animal 

facility. Mice were housed in a standard 12-h light-dark cycle and fed standard mouse feed and 

water ad libitum. Prior to xenografts, all mice were acclimated in standard housing conditions for 

a minimum of one week after delivery. For CDX first-generation studies, ~10,000 - 50,000 

cells/injection were harvested, washed with 1X PBS, and pelleted via centrifugation at 300x g for 

4 minutes. Cells were resuspended in a 1:1 volume/volume solution of 1X PBS and growth factor 

reduced Matrigel (BD bioscience) up to a final total volume of 100 µl/injection. For second-

generation CDX transplantation, cryopreserved 1mm3 tumor chunks in a 10% DMSO/90% FBS 

solution were thawed at room temperature and washed in 1X PBS twice prior to transplantation. 

Both first-generation injections and second-generation transplants were introduced subcutaneously 

in the unilateral dorsal flank of mice. Baseline weights were recorded for each animal, and the 
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surgical site was depilated with fur clippers. During the procedure, animals were anesthetized 

using an isoflurane manifold designed to supply 2-3% isoflurane. Animals were monitored for 

anesthetic depth during the surgical procedure via a lack of response to pain stimulus as well as 

respiratory rate. During surgery, animals were removed from their housing singly and placed onto 

a clean surgical surface with a small mask/nose cone to continue delivery of isoflurane anesthesia 

during procedure. All surgical sites and surrounding areas were cleaned three times with 

alternating wipes of PVP Iodine Prep Swabsticks (PDI Healthcare, cat. no. S41125) and ethanol 

prior to subcutaneous transplantation. For second-generation CDXs, a shallow incision no larger 

than 5 mm in length was made, and pieces of first-generation CDX primary tumor no larger than 

1mm3 were implanted. The incision was closed via sutures and wound clips as a secondary measure 

and the animal was placed in a warmed recovery cage for monitoring. Following surgical 

procedures, 0.1 – 0.5 mg/kg buprenorphine was administered subcutaneously every 8 hours during 

the first postoperative day or until needed. After two weeks, sutures and wound clips were removed 

following incision healing. Following surgical procedure, animals were monitored weekly for the 

development of palpable tumors. Following palpable tumor formation, animals were monitored 

twice weekly and tumor size was measured via calipers. Body weight and tumor growth of mice 

were monitored, and tumor volume was calculated by the following formula: volume = 0.5 x L x 

W2 (where L is the length/longer dimension; W is the width/shorter dimension). Tumor-bearing 

mice were euthanized at specific time points depending on the experimental model as described in 

results; in general, mice were euthanized when the tumor reached 1500 mm3, 9 months post-

injection, or if indications of poor health and metastatic disease occurred (e.g. scruffy fur, low 

energy, sudden weight loss). Mice were euthanized via the IP administration of a lethal dose of 

ketamine and xylazine (450 mg/kg ketamine; 45 mg/kg xylazine). Secondary confirmation of 

euthanasia will be performed via cervical dislocation. Following secondary confirmation, tumors 

and organs were immediately harvested for immunohistochemistry (IHC), cryopreservation in 

10% DMSO:90%FBS (volume/volume), and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen for DNA/RNA 

extraction. 

 

3.2.11 Immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence 

Tissues collected from euthanized mice were fixed in formalin and paraffin embedded at 

the Histopathology & Tissue Shared Resource core at Georgetown University, American Histolabs 

Inc. at Gaithersburg, MD, or at the Yale Pathology Tissue Services at Yale University. 
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Hematoxylin & Eosin of sectioned slides was performed at one of the three institutions, as well as 

at the Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center. Immunohistochemistry was performed in-house 

using IHCeasy Vimentin Ready-To-Use IHC kit (ProteinTech cat. no. KHC0039) following 

manufacturer’s protocol or an in-house standardized operating procedure. 

For in-house standardized operating procedure, tissue sections were deparaffinized by 

melting at 60°C in an oven for 45 minutes followed by 2x xylene treatment for 20 minutes each. 

Slides were then rehydrated and antigen retrieval was done in manufacturer’s specified buffer 

(citrate buffer (pH 6.0), EDTA buffer (pH 8.0), or Tris/EDTA buffer (pH 9.0) made in house) at 

97°C for 20 minutes in a PT module (Labvision, Kalamazoo, MI, USA). Endogenous peroxidase 

was blocked by using 0.3% hydrogen peroxide in methanol for 30 minutes in the dark followed 

by incubation of slides in a blocking buffer (0.3% bovine serum albumin in TBST (0.1 mol/L of 

TRIS-buffered saline (pH 7.0) containing 0.05% Tween-20)) for 30 minutes at room temperature. 

Slides were then incubated with primary antibody diluted in blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. 

Antibodies used in this study include anti-GAPDH (1:200 dilution, abcam, cat. no. ab128915), and 

anti-CD45 clone 2B11 + PD7/26 (Ready-to-use, Agilent Dako cat. no. GA75161-2). After washing 

away the primary antibodies, slides were incubated with secondary antibody (goat anti-mouse 

conjugated to horseradish peroxidase, supplied in Mouse and Rabbit Specific HRP/DAB (ABC) 

Detection IHC kit from Abcam cat. no. ab64264) to target either GAPDH or CD45 for one hour 

at room temperature. After washing, slides were treated with DAB substrate (abcam cat. no. 

ab64238) per manufacturer’s protocol. Control slides using tissue from a wildtype non-surgery 

NSG mice and human-specific tissue microarrays provided by the Yale Pathology Tissue Service 

were used to optimize DAB staining exposure. Exposure times were selected such that clear 

staining could be observed in positive human control slides, but not in uninjected mouse slides. 

No exposure lasted longer than 10 minutes. Following DAB staining, slides were washed two 

times with ddH2O and counterstained using hematoxylin solution (Abcam cat. no. ab220365) or 

counterstain supplied in kit for 1-2 minutes. Slides were subsequently washed twice in water to 

remove excess counterstain and covered using glass coverslips secured with Fluorsave Aqueous 

Mounting Medium (Sigma-Aldrich cat. no. 345789). If coverslips needed to be removed, slides 

were soaked overnight in ddH2O at 4°C. 

For multiplexed EpCAM immunofluorescence, CD45-DAB-stained slides were reused. 

After coverslips were removed, remaining peroxidase activity was quenched by 2x treatment with 

benzoic hydrazide (100 mM in PBS; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) with 50 mM hydrogen 
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peroxide for seven minutes each. After washing, slides were incubated with primary antibody, 

anti-EpCAM (1:200 dilution, abcam cat. no. ab223582), diluted in blocking buffer overnight at 

4°C. After washing away the primary antibodies, slides were incubated with secondary antibody 

(Donkey-anti-mouse conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488, Invitrogen, cat. no. A21202) for one hour 

at room temperature. After incubation, slides were washed 2X with TBST and 1X with TBS, and 

incubated for 10 additional minutes using Hoescht 33342 Solution (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 62249) 

per manufacturer’s protocol. Slides were then washed 2X with TBST and 1X with TBS and 

mounted using either Fluorsave Aqueous Mounting Medium or ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent 

with DAPI (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. P36935).  

For multiplexed Pan-Cytokeratin and CD45 staining on CTCs, CTCs were plated one day 

earlier on glass coverslips and cultured overnight to allow attachment of cells. Cells were washed 

with 1X PBS and fixed using 4% formaldehyde for 10 minutes at room temperature. Cells were 

then washed with 1X TBST and 1X TBS, followed by an additional 3-minute permeabilization 

step using 0.3% Triton X-100 diluted in 1X TBST. Following permeabilization, coverslips were 

washed with 1X TBS and blocked for either one hour at room temperature or overnight at 4°C in 

a dark humidified chamber using 0.3% BSA in TBST. After washing, coverslips were incubated 

with a cocktail of primary antibodies (mouse anti-human Cytokeratin clone AE1/AE3, Agilent 

Dako, cat. no. M351529 and rabbit anti-CD45 antibody, Abcam, cat. no. ab10558) diluted in 

blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. After washing with TBST and TBS, coverslips were incubated 

with a cocktail of secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-mouse IgG (H+L), 

Invitrogen, cat. no. A21202 and Alexa Fluor 594 donkey anti-rabbit IgG (H+L), Invitrogen, cat. 

no. A21207) diluted in TBST for one hour at room temperature. Coverslips were then washed with 

2X TBST and 1X TBS and mounted using ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent onto glass charged 

slides. All IF images were taken using an EVOS FL Auto Imaging System with eith GFP, TxRed, 

or RFP light cubes and at 20X or 40X zooms. Images were converted to 8-bit color where 

appropriate using ImageJ.  
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3.3 RESULTS 

3.3.1 Patient characteristics 

Table 7: CTC patient tumor types. 

CTC ID Tumor Type  CTC ID Tumor Type  CTC ID Tumor Type  

1 Breast (TNBC)  21 Colon  41 Cholangiocarcinoma  

2 Breast (TNBC)  22 Colon  42 Cholangiocarcinoma  

3 Breast (HER2+)  23 Lung  43 Cholangiocarcinoma  

4 Breast (TNBC)  24 Lung (NSCLC)  44 Cholangiocarcinoma  

5 Breast (HER2+)  25 Colon  45 Breast (HER2+)  

6 Breast (HER2+)  26 Pancreatic  46 Cholangiocarcinoma  

7 Breast (ER/PR+)  27 Colon  47 Pancreatic  

8 Breast (HER2+)  28 Breast (TNBC)  48 Pancreatic  

9 Breast (TNBC)  29 Cecum  49 Pancreatic  

10 Breast (ER/PR+)  30 Breast (ER/PR+)  50 Cholangiocarcinoma  

11 Breast (ER/PR+)  31 Breast (HER2+)  51 Pancreatic  

12 Breast (TNBC)  32 Breast (HER2+)  52 Pancreatic  

13 Breast (ER/PR+)  33 Breast (TNBC)  53 Cholangiocarcinoma  

14 Breast (ER/PR+)  34 Cholangiocarcinoma  54 Lung (NSCLC)  

15 Breast (HER2+)  35 Cholangiocarcinoma  55 Lung  

16 Lung (NSCLC)  36 Cholangiocarcinoma     

17 Colon  37 Cholangiocarcinoma     

18 Colon  38 Cholangiocarcinoma     

19 Lung  39 Pancreatic     

20 Pancreatic  40 Breast (TNBC)     

  

 By December 2021, 55 unique patients spanning breast (n = 22 patients), lung (n = 6), 

colorectal (n = 7), pancreatic (n = 8), and cholangiocarcinoma (n = 12) cancers were recruited from 

the oncology clinics at Georgetown Medstar University Hospital (Table 7). Patient recruit was 

performed in two phases: (1) an initial recruitment of 15 late-stage patients (CTC 1-15) diagnosed 

with invasive ductal carcinomas of breast and evidence of metastasis, and (2) a later stage of 

recruitment (CTC 16+) encompassing all indicated cancer types. The majority of recruited patient 

tumors were determined to exhibit poor to moderate differentiation as indicated in deidentified 

pathology reports (data not shown). Patient clinical data was not available as of writing due to 

clinical embargos on treatment data. 
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3.3.2 Development of the GU-CTC culture platform 

In a pilot phase of recruitment, ~15 mL of blood was drawn from a group of 15 patients 

diagnosed with metastatic invasive ductal carcinomas of the breast (Table 7). From these 15 

patients, 3 samples (CTCs 4, 5, and 6) were lost due to technical issues. The remaining 12 patients 

exhibited breast cancers spanning all three major hormone receptor subtypes: (1) ER/PR-positive 

(n = 5 patients), (2) HER2-positive (n = 3), and (3) ER/PR/HER2-negative (TNBC) (n = 4) (Fig. 

11a). Surprisingly, in all 12 initial breast cancer samples processed, we observed viable cells in 

culture even after 30 days (Fig. 11b). Importantly, in the same culture conditions, no cells grew 

Figure 11: Optimization of CTC cultures in 15 metastatic breast cancer patients. (a) Table of 

breast cancer subtype for the first 12 patients. (b) Representative phase images of CTCs in culture 

from the first twelve cultures in addition to three representative healthy donor samples. (c) 

Representative longitudinal photos of CTC 13 culture taken over 4 weeks. White arrows point to 

the adherent, cytoplasmic cells while red arrows point to attached spherical cells. (d) RT-PCR of 

CK5, CK8, and mammaglobin (MAM) was performed using RNA from CTC cultures. 
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out of healthy donor blood samples over 30 days, demonstrating a sensitivity to CTCs within our 

culture system (Fig. 11b). Furthermore, within our mixed CTC cultures we frequently observed 

the presence of highly cytoplasmic, adherent cells on top of which multiple spherical cells would 

cluster (Fig. 11c). Reverse-transcriptase PCR further indicated that breast CTC cultures contained 

cells expressing epithelial markers CK5 and CK8, as well as the breast-cancer specific marker 

mammaglobin (Fig. 11d). Based on observations of prolonged cell viability in CTC cultures, we 

settled upon a media formulation that included the small molecule Rho-kinase (ROCK) inhibitor 

Y-27632 in addition to supplementation with N2 and B27.   

 

3.3.3 Comparison of CTC isolation methods for culture 

To determine whether density-centrifugation improves CTC culture viability, we compared 

the negative-selection antibody-dependent RosetteSep® system against FiColl-Paque density-

gradient based CTC isolation. The RosetteSep® system had previously been used by others to 

demonstrate successful CTC culture (Table 5). Following manufacturer’s protocols, we applied 

both the FiColl-Paque and RosetteSep® CTC isolation methods to equal volumes of blood sample 

in five patients (CTCs 41, 42, 44, 47, 48). Viable cells from both methods were subsequently 

cultured in the same culture conditions and monitored via phase microscopy and trypan blue viable 

cell dye measurements. FiColl-Paque isolated samples consistently yielded 10-100-fold more live 

cells than RosetteSep (data not shown). One day after harvest, we already noticed natural clustering 

of cells in FiColl-Paque isolated cultures, but not in RosetteSep isolated cultures (Fig. 12a). Across 

all five samples, average viability of RosetteSep-isolated cultured cells dropped from 6.1 ± 5.5% 

on day 0 to 2.2 ± 2.3% on day 21, with 2/5 cultures exhibiting fewer viable cells than the detection 

threshold (Fig. 12b). By comparison, average viability of FiColl-Paque-isolated cultured cells 

remained high at 54 ± 24% on day 21 (Fig. 12b). 

 

3.3.4 Breast CTCs exhibit activation of an EMT program 

 Within the first 12 breast cancer CTCs cultured, six samples yielded enough high quality 

RNA for RNA-sequencing (CTCs 3, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15). On principal component analysis, all five 

healthy donor (HD) samples clustered together, and separately from the CTC cultures (Fig. 13a). 

CTC cultures did not demonstrate clustering based on breast cancer subtype. Overall, RNA-

sequencing identified 7,234 genes (3657 upregulated, 3577 downregulated) that were significantly 

(adjusted p-value < 0.01) differentially expressed in all CTC cultures compared to HDs (Fig. 13b). 
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The top five most upregulated genes in CTC cultures were C6orf223 (l2fc = 11.5), SLC6A7 (11.3), 

TSKU (11.2), OVOL1 (11.1) and LINGO1 (10.9) while the top five most downregulated genes 

were TXLNGY (-25.5), KDM5D (-25.3), TTTY15 (-24.2), BCORP1 (-22.6), and HBB (-12.5).  

 Notably, in a panel of breast specific (ESR1, EGFR), epithelial (CDH1, KRT8, KRT18, 

CLDN7, CTNNB1), mesenchymal (VIM, SERPINE1, SNAI1, ACTA2, FN1), and cancer stem 

cell (ALDH1A2, ALDH7A1, CD44, CCND1) genes, CTC cultures expressed genes consistently 

higher than healthy donor samples (Fig. 13c). In a KEGG analysis, the most statistically significant 

pathway enriched in CTC cultures was hsa05200: pathways in cancer (p-adjust = 5.93E-6) (Fig. 

13d). Other notable pathways enriched in breast cancer CTC cultures by KEGG analysis include 

the FoxO, HIF-1, p53, PPAR, PI3K-Akt, Rap1, NF-kB, and MAPK signaling pathways. GSEA 

analysis of the CTC cultures confined to the fifty canonical hallmarks gene-sets also confirmed  

 

Figure 12: FiColl-Paque versus RosetteSep® CTC isolation. (a) Representative phase images 

from day 1 and day 21 of culture following variable isolation. Scale bar = 25 µm. (b) Average 

viability across all five samples decreased in RosetteSep® isolated cultures, with 2/5 cultures 

exhibiting 0 viable cells. 
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the enrichment of genes associated with the early and late estrogen responses, as well as mTORC1, 

TGF-β, and p53 signaling pathways within CTC cultures (Fig. 13e-i). In total, 33/50 hallmarks 

gene sets were significantly enriched in breast cancer CTC cultures, while only one hallmark gene 

set (MYC Targets V1) was significantly downregulated in CTC cultures (Fig, 13i). Finally, GO 

ontology analysis evaluating biological processes in cultures identified enrichment of cell 

migration (GO:0016477), further suggesting an invasive phenotype within cultured cells. 

 

3.3.5 Expansion of the GU-CTC platform to other cancer types 

Following this initial study in breast cancer CTCs, we proceeded to isolate and culture 

CTCs from a variety of cancers, including lung, pancreatic, cholangiocarcinoma, and colorectal 

cancers (Fig. 14a). Irrespective of cancer type, we observed a similar presence of adherent 

cytoplasmic cells on top of which spherical cells attached in most established cultures. As of 

December 2021, we have cultured viable CTCs from 45/55 (81.8%) unique patients, including 

17/22 (77.3%) breast, 10/12 (83.3%) cholangiocarcinoma, 4/7 (57.1%) colorectal, 6/6 (100.0%) 

lung, and 8/8 (100.0%) pancreatic cancer samples (Fig. 14b). On average, live cells were observed 

in mixed CTC cultures of breast, cholangiocarcinoma, colorectal, lung, and pancreatic cancers for 

38.7 ± 12.9, 39.3 ± 25.7, 56.1 ± 25.3, 59.8 ± 27.0, and 35.4 ± 24.0 days, respectively (Fig. 14c). 

Furthermore, preliminary qRT-PCR validation demonstrated that CTC cultures express the 

epithelial marker CK18 as well as mesenchymal marker Vimentin (Fig. 14d). 

 

3.3.6 CTC cultures benefit from presence of CD45-expressing cells 

 Unlike previous CTC cultures, which utilize positive-selection of EpCAM-positive CTCs 

for culture, we collected CTCs as well as CTC-supporting cell populations from both the plasma 

and buffy coat layer after FiColl-Paque separation. Previous studies have demonstrated that  

Figure 13: Pathway analysis of cultured breast cancer CTCs. (a) Principal component analysis 

indicates clustering of healthy donor samples and distinct transcriptomes for each CTC. (b) 

Clustergram depicting all 7,234 genes that were significantly differentially expressed between 

CTCs and HDs. (c) A select panel of breast cancer-specific, epithelial, mesenchymal, and cancer 

stem cell genes was explored. (d) KEGG pathway analysis of CTCs identified enrichment of 

pathways in cancer, as well as other notable signaling pathways. (e) Breast cancer CTC cultures 

exhibited increased expression of the early and late estrogen responses. (f-h) Heatmaps of top 

ranked genes from the respective GSEA hallmarks genesets for mTORC1, TGF-β, and p53 

signaling is depicted. (i) A comprehensive heatmap of the normalized enrichment scores for all 

significantly enriched or depleted hallmarks genesets by GSEA analysis. 
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immune components such as tumor-associated neutrophils and macrophages support CTC survival 

in vivo254. We hypothesized that the inclusion of CTC-supporting cell populations is a critical 

reason for the improved culture success observed in the GU-CTC platform. Within our mixed CTC 

cultures, we observed the presence of both cytokeratin-expressing CTCs as well as CD45-

expressing cells under immunofluorescence staining (Fig. 15a). Quantitative RT-PCR in mixed 

cultures further confirmed the expression of the leukocyte marker CD45 (data not shown).  

Figure 14: GU-CTC isolation and culture of CTCs can be expanded to other cancer types. 

(a) Representative phase images of CTC cultures spanning multiple cancers. (b) Success rates for 

CTC cultures, distributed by cancer type. Notably, success rates for CTC cultures observed using 

GU-CTC platform were significantly higher than previously published reports. (c) A box plot 

depicting average length of cultures, distributed by cancer type. (d) qRT-PCR was performed for 

GAPDH, CK18, and Vimentin (VIM) expression in healthy donors, cultured CTCs, and various 

controls. Based on these results, CTC cultures expressed CK18 and VIM.
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 To ascertain the identity of the immune cells within CTC cultures, we performed 

computational deconvolution using two tools: EPIC309 and CIBERSORT310. Both tools use 

independent immune cell gene signatures to estimate the proportion of various immune cells based 

on RNA-sequencing data. EPIC deconvolution further allows for an estimation of a non-immune 

“other” cell population. Based on EPIC deconvolution, mixed breast CTC cultures consisted of 

high proportions (82.5% to 94.6%) of “other” cells, while “other” cells composed only .0001% of 

healthy donor samples (Fig. 15b). Furthermore, EPIC deconvolution indicated that CTC cultures 

were enriched for CD8+ T cells (average proportion = 28.7% in cultures versus 10.4% in HDs), 

monocytes (21.0% versus 3.61%), and neutrophils (3.58% versus 0.00%) and depleted for CD4+ 

T cells (38.5% versus 68.0%), B cells (6.12% versus 7.63%), and natural killer cells (2.1 versus 

10.3%). Due to the small sample size studied, statistical significance was limited in these 

comparisons. 

 

Figure 15: Presence of CD45 cells in culture prolongs CTC culture. (a) Representative 

immunofluorescence images of mixed cultures from all five cancer types. Cells are stained for 

DAPI (blue), pan-cytokeratin (green), and CD45 (red) expression. Scale bar = 25 µm. (b) EPIC 

deconvolution of RNA-sequencing data allowing for the presence of an “other” cell fraction that 

corresponds to cancer cells. When not considering “other” cells, relative cell fractions of the 

immune signature are also depicted (right), indicating enrichment of monocytes, and neutrophils in 

CTC culture relative to healthy donor.  
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3.3.7 CDX formation following a period of culture 

 Previous reports at establishing CDXs have been highly dependent on the isolation of many 

CTCs from patient whole blood (Table 6). Rather than rely on the rare occurrence of large numbers 

of CTCs, we hypothesized that an initial short-term culture period could allow patient CTCs to 

expand ex vivo and thereby improve the success of CDX protocols (Fig. 16a). To begin, we 

processed samples from four unique individuals diagnosed with lung (CTC 19), colorectal (CTC 

21, 22) and pancreatic (CTC 26) carcinomas. Upon Fioll-Paque processing, viable cells were (a) 

processed immediately for RNA and DNA (deemed “whole blood matched” or WBM samples) 

and (b) after a 14 to 30-day culture period. Following an initial ~14-day culture period, we injected 

~10,000 cells from each culture subcutaneously into the flank of immunodeficient NSG mice to 

form first-generation CDX models. Notably, all four CDX models developed palpable tumors as 

Figure 16: CDX models were established following a short culture phase. (a) Proposed visual 

workflow of a combined CTC culture and CDX model platform. Points for longitudinal 

RNA/DNA extraction from ex vivo CTCs are indicated. (b) Growth charts of measured first- and 

second-generation CDX models. Primary tumors were first palpable by 21-28 days post-injection, 

with euthanasia occurring due to tumor size by day 78-96 post-injection. (c) Patterns of macro-

metastasis were consistent across first- and second-generation tumors.  
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early as 28 days after injection (Fig. 16b). All mice were subsequently euthanized due to the 

tumors expanding to size limitations by at most 78 days post-injection, and organs were harvested 

for immunohistochemistry and genomic material (Fig. 16b). To continue propagating CDXs, 1 

mm3 sections of primary tumors from first-generation tumors were reimplanted subcutaneously to 

form second-generation CDX models. Like first-generation tumors, second generation CDX 

tumors were palpable as early as 21 days after injection, with euthanization occurring by day 96 

post-injection (Fig. 16b). Encouragingly, all CDX models demonstrated replicable patterns of 

metastases to distant organs such as the spleen, liver, lymph nodes, and lungs (Fig. 16c). Among 

all models, and irrespective of cancer type, the spleen was the most consistent site of macro 

metastasis (16/19 CDX models, 84%), followed by the axillary lymph nodes (12/19, 63%), lung 

(6/19, 32%), and liver (5/19, 26%). 

 Histopathologic analyses of both primary tumors and macro metastatic tissue from first- 

and second-generation CDXs by board-certified pathologists indicated the appearance of high-

grade, poorly differentiated carcinomas with numerous mitotic bodies in all CDX models, 

irrespective of cancer type (Fig. 17a). In some cases, muscular invasion at the primary tumor could 

be visualized on hematoxylin and eosin staining (data not shown). Furthermore, a panel of human-

specific antibodies targeting GAPDH, CD45, Vimentin, and EpCAM revealed that CDX tumors 

had formed vimentin- and EpCAM-expressing tumors (Fig. 17a). Notably, similar high-grade 

metastases with strong vimentin staining was also present in macro metastatic tissues (data not 

shown). Furthermore, the common-leukocyte marker CD45 demonstrated negative-to-weak 

staining (Fig. 17a). 

In first-generation CDX models derived from CTC 21, PCR amplification of high-quality 

DNA also identified the presence of the patient-specific pQ2291H mutation in APC (data not 

shown). This mutation is the result of an adenine to thymine alteration in exon 16; next-generation 

sequencing of the patient’s primary tumor revealed that this variant was present in 47% of cells 

evaluated. Taken together, these results suggest that the CDX models developed here resemble a 

poorly differentiated, highly aggressive variant of the patient’s primary tumor. 

 

3.3.8 Identifying a transcriptomic profile of CTCs 

 Following organ extraction, CDX primary tumors and organs with evidence of macro 

metastases were processed for RNA-sequencing. In total, healthy donor (n = 2), and patient-

matched FFPE (n = 3), whole blood (n = 4), CTC cultures (n = 4), and CDX tissues (n = 16) yielded  
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high-quality RNA for library preparation and sequencing (Fig. 18a). Notably, four distinct types 

of samples were observed on principal component analysis: (1) whole blood samples, consisting 

of both HD and patient whole blood, (2) FFPE tissues, (3) CTC mixed cultures, and (4) CDX 

tissues, including both primary tumors and metastatic tissues (Fig. 18b). These clusters were 

observed irrespective of patient or cancer type. Among all four clusters, CTC mixed cultures 

demonstrated the largest within-group variability. 

 Next, a panel of epithelial (KRT5, 7, 8, 18, CDH1, and EpCAM), mesenchymal (VIM, 

FN1, SNAI1, TWIST1, COL1A1, PRRX1), and cancer stem cell (ALDH1A2, ALDH7A1, CD44, 

CCND1) genes were queried for expression across all samples (Fig. 18c). Like trends in the initial 

breast cancer CTC cultures (see Fig. 13), CTC 19, 21, 22, and 26 cultures demonstrated variable 

increased expression of all three phenotypes, with a broad increase in epithelial, mesenchymal and 

cancer stem cell markers in cancer versus healthy samples. Finally, we evaluated the expression 

of lung (ASCL1, PON3, Fig. 18d), colorectal (CDX2, PIGR, MYB, LRP4, Fig. 18e), and 

pancreatic (VSTM2L, SCG5, MMP7, Fig. 18f) cancer-specific genes that are enriched (average 

expression ≥5-fold higher than in all other cancers) in their respective cancers317. In all genes 

queried, TC and CDX samples demonstrated increased expression, indicating that CTCs and 

CDXs remained faithful to their primary tumors. 

Others have established candidate CTC signatures based on increased expression in CTCs 

relative to healthy donor blood217,261,318. To this end, we performed an unbiased screen for genes 

whose minimum expression in CTC cultures was still at least 1.5 times higher than the maximum 

expression in healthy donor samples. This criterion resulted in the identification of a candidate 

CTC RNA signature consisting of 74 genes (Fig. 19a). Querying of the reactome pathway database 

using the signature indicated an enrichment of SPP1, MMP9, MMP19, MMP7, and CTSB. This 

set of genes is involved in degradation of the extracellular matrix as well as extracellular matrix 

organization. 

 

3.3.9 CDX tissues do not contain immune cells 

 The inclusion of CD45-expressing cells in CDX injections warrants consideration about 

whether these cells proliferate within immunocompromised mice. In a previously published study,  

Figure 17: CDX primary tumors were stained for common IHC markers. (a) A panel of H&E, 

GAPDH, CD45, Vimentin, and EpCAM staining was performed in primary tumors from first- and 

second-generation CDX models, as well as uninjected mice and human tissue controls. 
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injection of breast cancer CTCs into immunocompromised NSG mice resulted in the formation of 

spontaneous human lymphomas, likely attributed to an unknown Epstein-Barr virus status of the 

patient319.  

Based on IHC staining, our tumor models did not express CD45, a common marker for 

lymphomas (Fig. 17a). To further evaluate whether our CDX models formed lymphomas, RNA-

sequencing deconvolution using CIBERSORT to identify immune signatures was performed. For 

analysis, estimated immune cell proportions in all cancer samples, including patient whole blood, 

tissue culture, and CDX tissues were compared against healthy donor samples. Notably, cancer 

samples indicated a depletion of CD4 naïve T-cells (2.62% in cancer samples versus 9.51% in 

healthy donors), regulatory T-cells (1.58% versus 4.37%), CD4 memory resting T cells (2.61% 

versus 9.52%), CD8 T cells (4.98% versus 15.8%), monocytes (7.69% versus 30.3%), and B cells 

(2.45% versus 13.1%) (Fig. 20a). On the other hand, CIBERSORT analysis indicated enrichment 

of M2 macrophages (5.47% versus 0.0%) and neutrophils (0.29% versus 0.0%) relative to healthy 

donor samples (data not shown). In addition to CIBERSORT, panels of immune-cell signatures 

extracted from Protein Atlas were also evaluated. Based on individual gene expression, cancer 

samples, though not corresponding patient whole blood, routinely demonstrated depletion of B 

cells, T cells, NK cells, Dendritic cells, macrophages, plasma cells, and granulocytes (Fig. 20b). 

Finally, Reactome pathway analysis for the innate immune system comparing either tissue culture 

samples or CDX samples against healthy donors also confirmed a depletion of immune system 

components within both sample types (Fig. 20c). Taken together, these results indicate that 

lymphomagenesis did not occur in these CDX models. 

  

3.3.10 Cultured CTCs and CDXs exhibit altered pathway enrichment 

 We next sought to determine whether there were distinct signaling pathways governing 

CTC culture and CDX formation (Fig. 21). Here, we confined our observations to the 50 hallmarks 

Figure 18: Four patient specific CDX models were sequenced. (a) Clustergram depicting 

~1,000 differentially expressed genes between cancer and healthy samples. (b) Principal 

component analysis of all four samples, as well as individual patient-specific analyses, identified 

four consistent clusters based on sample type, irrespective of patient or primary cancer type. (c) A 

panel of epithelial, mesenchymal, and cancer stem cell genes was evaluated for trends in EMT 

activation in CTC and CDXs. (d-f) Heatmap of expression of cancer-specific (Lung = CTC 19, 

Colorectal = CTC 21 & 22, Pancreatic = CTC 26) genes in cancer-type specific genes. Cancer-

enriched genes demonstrate an average ≥.5-fold expression in their respective cancer type relative 

to all other cancers. Genesets were queried from the Human Protein Atlas. 
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genesets dictated by MSigDB (version 7.4)144. Differential gene expression analysis was carried 

out by comparing either CDX samples (primary tumor and metastases) or CTC cultures to whole 

blood (healthy donor and patient-specific whole blood matched samples). Only genesets with 

significant (adjusted p-value < 0.01) enrichment or depletion in both comparisons was evaluated.  

In the lung-cancer patient CTC 19, 13 genesets overlapped between CDX and culture 

samples (Fig. 21a). Of these, only 3 genesets were altered in the same direction; allograft rejection, 

complement, and heme metabolism were all depleted in both cultures and CDX samples. On the 

other hand, genesets such as mTORC1 signaling, MYC targets (v1), and TNFα signaling via NF-

kB were all upregulated in cultures but depleted in CDX tissues. 

In the colorectal cancer patients CTC 21 (Fig. 21b) and 22 (Fig. 21c), 13 and 20 gene sets 

overlapped between CDX and culture samples, respectively. In CTC 21 samples, only 3 gene sets 

were altered in opposite fashion between culture and CDX samples (coagulation, complement, and  

KRAS signaling, up), while EMT, E2G targets, hedgehog signaling, and mTORC1 signaling were 

all consistently enriched in both cultures and CDX tissue. In CTC 22, 7/21 genesets were 

oppositely enriched, with the majority of these genesets indicating enrichment in cultures but 

depletion in CDX tissues. Similar to CTC 21 samples of the same cancer type, mTORC1 and TNFα  

Figure 19: A 74-gene CTC signature. (a) Heatmap depicting the 74 unique genes that exhibited 

a minimum expression level that was 1.5 times the maximum expression in whole blood samples. 
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Figure 20: CTC cultures and CDXs do not indicate lymphomagenesis occurred. (a) Box plots 

of the relative proportion of immune cells signatures from CIBERSORT deconvolution indicates 

a depletion of T and B cells, as well as natural killer (NK) cells and monocytes. (b) Panels of genes 

that are highly enriched in single-cell immune signatures from Protein Atlas were extracted from 

the RNA-sequencing, confirming a depletion of immune cells within cancer samples except for 

corresponding patient whole blood. (c) Reactome pathway analysis was performed in comparisons 

between tissue culture (TC) or CDX samples against healthy. Both analyses indicate a depletion 

of innate immune cell system genes in either sample type. 
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signaling were enriched in CTC 22-derived samples, in addition to the tumor suppressor p53 

pathway. 

 In pancreatic cancer, 17 gene sets were significantly affected in both CDX tissues and 

cultured cells (Fig. 21d). Pancreatic cancer samples demonstrated the highest variability between 

tissues and cultured cells, with 8/17 gene sets yielding opposite pathway enrichment. Among the 

genesets with differential pathway enrichment were coagulation, complement, myogenesis, and 

xenobiotic metabolism, all of which were downregulated in CDX tissues but upregulated in 

cultures. On the other hand, both cultured cells and CDX tissues were enriched for IL6 

JAK/STAT3, mTORC1, and TNFα signaling.  

 

3.3.11 Patient CTCs exhibit mutational heterogeneity 

 Next, we sought to evaluate whether cultured CTCs exhibit mutational discordance 

compared to patient primary tumors. FFPE tissue was available from three patients (CTC 19, 21, 

and 22). Additionally, sequencing was performed on healthy donor samples to establish a baseline 

mutational status. Single nucleotide variant calling subsequently identified considerable 

heterogeneity between healthy donor, FFPE, and cultured CTCs (Fig. 22a). Across all samples 

evaluated, the most common SNP variant detected involved a missense mutation (1792/2232  

 

Figure 21: Pathway analysis of CTC cultures and CDX samples. (a-d) GSEA pathway analysis 

evaluating enrichment of the 50 hallmarks genesets in CDX tissues (primary tumor and metastases) 

as well as tissue cultured (TC) samples, distributed by patient. Only genesets that were 

significantly enriched in both CDX and TC samples are shown. 
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Figure 22: Single nucleotide variant calling identifies mutational heterogeneity between CTCs 

and FFPE. (a) Heatmaps depicting mutational allele frequency (MAF) in patient-specific TC and 

FFPE samples. CTC 26 did not have available FFPE tissue for sequencing. A MAF of 1 indicates 

homozygous mutations, whereas MAF of 0.5 indicates heterozygous and 0 indicates absence of 

mutation. (b) Bar plot depicting the spread of SNPs by sequence ontology. (c) Cancer-associated genes 

with their respective SNPs in CTC/FFPE samples are colored according to the SNP Sequencing 

Ontology. (d) Chromosomal density plot depicting SNPs from CTC/FFPE samples, categorized by 

patient. 
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SNPs, 80.2%), followed by intron variants (106/2232, 4.74%), and in-frame deletions (3.45%) 

(Fig. 22b). Overall, SNVs were detected in either CTCs or FFPE tissue across 28 cancer-associated  

genes, including TP53, RMS2, mTOR, KRAS, JAK3, and APC (Fig. 22c). In 47.8% cases, 

mutations were concordant between cultured CTC and the patient’s FFPE sample, while the 

remaining 52.2% cases identified SNVs exclusive the CTCs but not the matched FFPE. Finally, 

both CTC and FFPE samples demonstrated similar chromosomal distribution of SNPs (Fig. 22d). 

In CTC 19, 628 total SNP variants were detected in either FFPE or cultured CTCs. Of these 

SNPs, 12/628 were CTC exclusive (MAF in culture ≥ 0.5, in FFPE ≤ 0.25), 4/628 were FFPE 

exclusive (MAF in FFPE ≥ 0.5, in culture ≤ 0.25), and 612/628 were concordant in CTC culture 

and FFPE (Fig. 23a). CTC exclusive mutations were observed in ADRB1, HEATR6, BCAM, 

PGLYRP4, FAM71A, IFNGR2, IGLL5, ZNRF3, MAPK12, HERC6, ORM2, and KDM5C. 

Among these genes, PGLYRP4 was the most mutated (8.19%) amongst profiled NSCLC samples 

in the TCGA database (Fig. 23b). Patient-specific FFPE mutations were observed in ZNF124, 

ASB6, GPR101, and PDHA1. 

In CTC 21, 543 total SNP variants were detected in either FFPE or cultured CTCs. Of these 

SNPs, 5/543 were CTC exclusive, 3/543 were FFPE exclusive, and 535/543 were concordant in 

CTC culture and FFPE (Fig. 23c). CTC exclusive mutations occurred in CLYBL, IRF2BPL, CIB2, 

FOXN1, and UVSSA. Among these CTC exclusive mutations, CLYBL was the most commonly 

gene most commonly mutated (2.66%) amongst colorectal cancer samples in the TCGA database 

(Fig. 23d). Alternatively, FFPE exclusive mutations were observed in CCDC168, MLNR, and 

PHEX. 

In CTC 22, 516 total SNP variants were detected in either FFPE or cultured CTCs. Of these 

SNPs, 31/516 were CTC exclusive, 13/516 were FFPE exclusive, and 472/516 were concordant 

between CTC culture and FFPE (Fig. 23e). CTC exclusive mutations were observed in PRDM11, 

VSIG10, MIA2, TPSG1, WDR81, MRPL45, KRTAP4-7, PCYT2, CENPX, TAF4B, SETBP1, 

SERPINB13, RSPH6A, SSC5D, CFHR4, FCN3, NAGK, CCDC14, MASP1, CLNK, UVSSA, 

PCDHGB4, PCDHGA10, CDHR2, BDP1, DEK, HLA-A, CYP21A2, CEP162, and PHF2. Among 

these genes, SETBP1 demonstrated highest mutational frequency (7.22%) in TCGA colorectal 

samples (Fig. 23f). On the other hand, FFPE exclusive mutations occurred in ZMYM5, FES, 

CBFB, SRCIN1, TP53, ZNF536, FBN3, COL6A2, AFAP1, APC, CSMD3, BHLHE22, and 

WDR38. 
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Figure 23: Whole exome sequencing identified CTC exclusive mutations. (a) Venn diagram 

depicting shared SNPs between CTC 19 CTC and FFPE. (b) Lung cancer-specific genes that 

exhibited mutations in CTC 19-exclusive samples are plotted to show predicted mutation 

consequences. (c) Venn diagram depicting shared SNPs between CTC 21 CTC and FFPE. (d) 

Colorectal-cancer specific genes that exhibited mutations in CTC 21-exlusive samples were 

plotted to show predicted mutation consequences. (e) Venn diagram depicting shared SNPs 

between CTC 22 CTC and FFPE. (f) Colorectal-cancer specific genes that exhibited mutations in 

CTC 22-exclusive samples were plotted to show predicted mutation consequences. CNA = Copy 

Number Alteration 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 

 Circulating tumor cells have the potential to be the missing key to understanding the 

metastatic cascade and developing directed therapies against metastasis. This study introduces a 

novel platform for isolating and culturing CTCs ex vivo that significantly improves upon previous 

attempts. Leveraging an unbiased density-dependent isolation process, we have established viable 

CTC cultures in 45/55 total patients spanning breast, lung, colorectal, bile duct, and pancreatic 

cancers (Figs. 11, 14). This represents the broadest collection of cancers evaluated in any one 

report of a CTC culture platform to-date. Furthermore, optimization of this platform reveals 

significant advantages for retaining CD45-expressing cells in culture (Fig. 15). Because CTCs can 

be expanded ex vivo, we were able to capture (1) high-quality RNA for pathway analysis in all 

cancer types (Figs. 13, 19,21), (2) DNA for whole exome sequencing (Figs. 22-23), as well as (3) 

evaluate the direct metastatic potential of CTCs via CTC-derived xenografts (Fig. 16-18). 

Furthermore, CDX models from CTC cultures demonstrated replicable patterns of metastasis 

through multiple generations, highlighting the presence of proven, highly metastatic CTCs within 

cultures. Finally, using corresponding patient and healthy donor samples, we proposed a candidate 

cancer-agnostic CTC signature consisting of 74 genes, providing researchers with a criterion for 

identifying those CTCs that are most likely to metastasize within patients (Fig. 19). 

 Previous attempts at culturing CTCs ex vivo have been hampered by a dependency on a 

high number of CTCs isolated directly from whole blood. These efforts have been furthered 

obstructed by the reliance on antibody-dependent isolation methods. For instance, Brungs and 

colleagues utilized RosetteSep® isolation of CTCs, yielding only 2 out of 41 (4.9%) CTC cultures 

from patients diagnosed with gastroesophageal cancers, requiring a CTC count of 109 CTCs/7.5 

mL in one of the successful patients275. Currently, the only clinically approved method for the 

isolation of CTCs is CellSearch, which utilizes a positive-selection for EpCAM-expressing cells 

as well as simultaneous depletion of CD45-expressing leukocytes91. Between the first CTC culture 

reported in 2013 and the present, there have been a total of 269 out of 500 total patient samples 

reported (53.8%) by authors that have successfully generated viable CTC cultures lasting longer 

than 14 days (Table 5). These cultures span CTCs derived from patients diagnosed with breast, 

pancreatic, lung, colorectal, ovarian, endometrial, cervical, gastroesophageal, and hepatocellular 

carcinomas (Table 5). In past studies reporting CTC cultures, culture conditions were routinely 

optimized for specific cancer types. While these methods likely improve cancer-specific culture 

success, they come at the trade-off of reducing generalizability, which could limit the ability to 
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study metastasis, which is inherently a largely cancer-agnostic process. By comparison, we have 

demonstrated viable cells in 45 out of 55 patients (81.8%) in five distinct cancers using a single 

general culture technique, with ongoing active recruitment of more patients (Figs. 11, 14). 

Recently, an evolving understanding of metastasis has introduced a role for immune cell 

populations such as tumor-associated neutrophils (TANs) and macrophages (TAMs) to support 

CTC survival and enhance metastatic colonization93. In this study, density-dependent isolation of 

viable cells from whole blood enables us to harvest not only CTCs, but also any CTC-supporting 

cells that may be present within whole blood. As observed in cultures, CD45-expressing cells 

appear to support and even enhance CTC survival ex vivo, replicating the in vivo responsibilities 

of these TANs and TAMs (Fig. 15). On the other hand, a drawback of this decision is a reduction 

in CTC purity in downstream analyses. In our experience, CD45-expressing cells were 

significantly outnumbered by cytokeratin-expressing cells in cultures (Fig. 15). Furthermore, 

RNA-sequencing of corresponding patient whole blood, CTC cultures, and CDX tissue indicated 

that CD45-expressing cells did not have any overwhelming transcriptomic effects in either CTC 

cultures or CDX tumor formation (Fig. 20). While some CDX tumors did demonstrate minimal 

CD45-positivity via IHC staining (Fig. 17), RNA-sequencing evaluating immune cell proportions 

through three independent methods (CIBERSORT, gene panels, and Reactome pathways) all 

indicated a relative lack of immune cells from cultures and CDXs (Fig. 20).  

Like CTC cultures, previous studies reporting CDX model formation have also 

encountered considerable obstacles such as requiring many CTCs from patient whole blood for 

successful tumor formation (Table 6). Even after successful CDX primary tumor formation, some 

CDXs fail to demonstrate metastasis, a critical role of CTCs in patients 296–298. Because our CTC 

culture platform demonstrates a robust ability to expand CTCs ex vivo, we hypothesized that 

adding an initial short-term culture stage prior to CDX engraftment could significantly enhance 

the ability of researchers to establish CDX models. Indeed, we were able to generate CDXs in 4 

out of 4 samples evaluated (Fig. 16). Furthermore, 100% of all mice engrafted with either CTC 

cells or CDX tissue generated macro-metastatic nodules in distant organs, further reinforcing the 

critical role of CTCs as metastatic seeds. Admittedly, the exact mechanism by which the initial 

stage of CTC culture enhances CDX formation remains ambiguous. While we argue that the 

growth of CTCs to greater numbers likely improves CDX formation by simple statistics (e.g. larger 

number of cells = higher chance for tumor formation), it is also possible that the short-term culture, 

no matter how short, selects for a highly aggressive and adaptable CTC population that is 
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particularly suited to metastasis. For instance, cultured CTCs were enriched in expression for not 

only epithelial markers, but mesenchymal and cancer stem cell markers as well (Fig. 18). This 

expression of EMT plasticity in CTCs is of particular interest, as it has been demonstrated that 

mesenchymal-expressing CTCs are more likely to cluster and form metastatic nodules in vivo188. 

Furthermore, frequent reports demonstrating single-cell RNA-sequencing of isolated CTCs have 

demonstrated that CTCs are a highly dynamic and heterogenous population, with frequent 

alterations in their transcriptome based on treatment status26. Further clarification of how CTC 

cultures affect heterogeneity on a single-cell level would be warranted. 

 We further leveraged patient-derived CTC cultures and CDX models to ask whether there 

existed a convergent pathway across multiple cancer types that was enriched in CTCs. In breast 

cancer CTCs, enrichment of TNFα signaling via NF-kB in addition to known breast cancer 

tumorigenesis pathways such as mTORC1, TGF-β, and p53 was an encouraging sign of the 

validity of the CTC cultures (Fig. 13). Later, TNFα signaling via NF-kB was once again identified 

as a commonly enriched pathway in all four CDX models (Fig. 21). Thus, the repeated 

identification of TNFα suggests to us that it is a critical and conserved pathway involved in 

metastasis that is not tied to any individual cancer type. Indeed, others have also studied TNFα 

signaling in metastasis in a variety of cancers, identifying perturbations associated with enhanced 

metastatic potential320. In the clinical setting, anti-TNFα inhibitors are now entering clinical trials 

in cancers321. Alternatively, indirect targeting of TNFα signaling via NF-kB inhibitors is more 

widely studied in cancers, as NF-kB is frequently constitutively activated in most human 

cancers322. In the non-canonical pathway, NF-kB activates a signaling cascade that works through 

the TNF receptor to introduce a set of cytokines, eventually resulting in activation of 

inflammation322. Several pharmacological strategies have been employed to target NF-kB in 

cancers, including inhibition of upstream IKK phosphorylation, via immunomodulatory agents 

such as thalidomide, or via proteasome inhibitors such as bortezomib322. Based on the existing 

evidence of the importance of TNFα as well as data from this work, we believe that TNFα signaling 

should be considered a high priority in therapeutic strategies targeting metastasis. Furthermore, we 

encourage candidate compounds targeting TNFα to be screened through in vivo patient-derived 

models such as CDXs to specifically determine effects on metastasis. 

 In our study, differential pathway enrichment was observed between CDXs and cultured 

CTCs compared to patient-matched whole blood. At this point, it is unclear whether these 

differentially enriched pathways are a novel observation or one resultant from the small sample 
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size studied. In a previous study evaluating mutational status of CTCs and corresponding CDXs, 

35 mutations overlapped between the two, with 37 and 45 CTC or CDX-exclusive mutations also 

identified, respectively300. Applying this phenomenon of mutational heterogeneity to this study, it 

is possible that CDXs and CTCs habor exclusive mutations that are manifesting as differentially 

enriched pathways. Alternatively, histopathological analysis of CDX tissues indicated high-grade, 

poorly differentiated carcinomas (Fig. 17). Therefore, differential pathway enrichment between 

CDXs, which likely consist of those subpopulations of cultured CTCs that are amenable to the 

metastatic cascade, may be a manifestation of this poorly differentiated state. Future studies 

evaluating matched CTC and CDXs would be useful for determining whether differentially 

enriched pathways are a generalizable phenomenon worthy of study. 

 In addition to potentially identifying targetable signaling pathways for metastasis, 

transcriptomic analysis of CTCs can also highlight novel roles for genes and contribute to the 

identification of the ever-elusive genetic drivers of metastasis. In this study, we combined RNA-

sequencing data from three different cancers and four different patients to identify a panel of 74 

genes that were all enriched within cancer CTC samples relative to the healthy donors as well as 

patient-matched whole blood (Fig. 19). Evaluation of these 74 genes indicated the presence of 

known genes involved in extracellular degradation, such as SPP1, MMP9, MMP19, MMP7, and 

CTSB. However, several genes from this signature have not been previously implicated in cancer 

metastasis. For instance, Acyl-CoA Thioesterase 13 (ACOT13) is a protein that co-localizes with 

microtubules and is essential for sustained cell proliferation that is frequently studied in the context 

of autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease323. Evidence of the importance of Acyl-CoA 

Thioesterase family members in lung adenocarcinoma has only recently been reported324. 

Alternatively, the inclusion of long-standing invasion-associated genes such as CTSB and NDRG1 

speaks to the accuracy with which this platform identifies CTCs325,326. In the future, upscaling of 

this work to include more patient-derived samples across various cancers would add to the clinical 

power of these analyses. 

 Finally, in this work we also explored CTC mutation status, demonstrating both inter-

patient and intra-patient heterogeneity (Figs. 22-23). The classical viewpoint of cancer as a clonal 

disease suggests that CTCs exist due to the acquisition of certain genetic hits that imbue within the 

cell an enhanced ability to metastasize11. In this perspective, mutational discordance between 

CTCs and patient FFPE tissue could signal the critical mutations useful for cellular invasion and 

metastasis. Cross-referencing against the TCGA pan-cancer atlas indicated that CTC exclusive 
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mutations are unlikely to be dominant clones, a result that is consistent with the rarity of CTCs in 

vivo (Fig. 23). In some case, CTC exclusive mutations have been implicated in chemotherapeutic 

resistance327. As seen in our results, CTC-exclusive mutations can occur anywhere in the genome, 

including in cancer-associated genes through which many chemotherapeutic agents are designed 

to target. Admittedly, this study explored these mutations in a broad and generalized manner. Like 

the transcriptome, the CTC genome is a highly heterogeneous field, potentially rife with false-

positive metastatic drivers. Future works could benefit from comprehensively and intimately 

evaluating these mutations and the possible role they play in improving metastasis. 

 Ultimately, cancer metastasis is a highly complex and dynamic process. CTCs are a unique 

population of cells that are highly critical in the metastatic cascade. For researchers to adequately 

study metastasis, more accurate models that enable the study of CTCs need to be designed. This 

combined in vitro/in vivo CTC culture and CDX-growth model was specifically designed with 

personalized medicine applications in mind. In the pilot studies outlined here, we demonstrated 

the large potential of information that could be generated from just a few patients. Application of 

this novel platform to a broader collective of patients could be significant towards an improved 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms of metastasis as well as the development of 

metastasis-targeting cancer therapeutics.  
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CHAPTER IV: ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK IN CTCs 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Beyond the development of the GU-CTC platform, additional groundwork and preliminary 

data have been generated for a broad range of future works regarding CTC cultures and CDX 

models. In the following subsections, a brief overview of these works and the generated data so 

far will be presented. While each section will be presented separately, the data collected are 

intricately intertwined and considerable care will be needed to determine the best appropriate 

avenue for disseminating these interesting results. 

 

4.2 THE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF THE CTC/CDX PLATFORM 

 Previous reports of CDXs only describe rare instances of success—cumulatively, these 

reports have observed primary tumor formation in 51/340 (15%) patient samples spanning breast, 

HCC, prostate, SCLC, melanoma, NSCLC, and pancreatic cancers (Table 6). Furthermore, many 

of these studies fail to report the development of distant metastases in the CDX models, indicating 

that the harvested CTCs may lack critical features required for the establishment of a tumor 

metastasis model. Furthermore, a common concern regarding CDX models involves the long 

latency period for primary tumor formation—for example, in several studies, primary tumors were 

not measurable until 6-12 months after injection292. This prolonged period for experimentation 

becomes a problem for personalized medicine applications, and especially in late-stage metastatic 

disease, where the expected 5-year survival rate is frequently less than 10%. Finally, as in any 

prolonged ex vivo model developed, there always exists hesitation that the longer samples are 

maintained outside of the patient, the more divergent the samples become. 

Presently, we have demonstrated robust and consistent development of CDX models that 

benefits from an initial CTC culture stage. Surprisingly, all four of the original models that we set 

out to develop generated not only primary tumors, but also distant metastases (Chapter III). 

Furthermore, within the first four models that we created, primary tumors frequently became 

palpable as early as 21 days after injection, with euthanasia occurring for all first- and second-

generation CDXs within 100 days post-injection (Fig. 16). While others may suggest that the fast 

tumor formation rate that we experienced is an outlier and instead an indication of 

lymphomagenesis319, we point to both (1) a lack of CD45-expression as seen by IHC staining of 

CDX tissues (Fig. 17) and (2) comprehensive RNA-sequencing deconvolution results by three 
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different methods, which indicate an absence of lymphocyte signatures within our CTCs and 

CDXs (Fig. 20). In addition, we demonstrated genetic fidelity through the presence of SNPs in 

cancer genes present in both patient-matched FFPE and CTC cultures.  

In addition to those matched SNPs between FFPE and CTC samples, we also noted the 

appearance of CTC-exclusive and FFPE-exclusive SNPs in a variety of genes (Fig. 23). There 

exist several potential reasons for this phenomenon. For instance, FFPE tissue core biopsies are 

limited by the physical boundaries of the biopsy—it is possible that the patient’s tumor could 

express similar mutations that were simply not captured within the biopsy sample. A potential 

method for bypassing these limitations of solid tissue core biopsies in the form of cell-free DNA 

and RNA will be discussed in a later section of this chapter. Alternatively, others have 

demonstrated that CTCs exhibit high mutational heterogeneity; therefore, an argument can be 

made that the presence of CTC mutations is indeed the desired result, rather than an unwanted 

byproduct of ex vivo manipulation. The onus would therefore fall on future researchers to identify 

which of these CTC exclusive mutations results in actionable changes to this unique cell 

population to induce metastasis. 

While the previous chapter presents a considerable amount of characterization generated 

on these first four models, we acknowledge that four models are an inadequate number of samples 

to confidently make broad conclusions. Therefore, simultaneous to continued efforts to culture 

CTCs, we have also proceeded to continue the development of new patient derived CDX models. 

In total, we have established at least one first-generation CDX model from 14 CTC samples 

collected from 11 unique patients, with evidence of macro-metastasis to distant organs observed 

in 42/53 (79.2%) CDX models (Table 8). Metastatic nodules visible to the naked eye have been 

observed in a broad range of organs, including the spleen, liver, lung, axillary LN, cervical LN, 

ovary, thyroids, kidneys, and retroperitoneum. Furthermore, we have 11 additional samples, 

including 9 unique patients (45, 50, 51, 53, 57, 60, 61, 62, 63), for whom CDX model studies are 

currently ongoing. Finally, we have failed to establish any CDX models in 6 patients (24, 25, 27, 

28, 32, 36). Notably, 3/6 of these models were attempted following injection of cryopreserved 

tissue culture samples, suggesting the need for freshly growing cells for the creation of CDXs. In 

total, this brings our success rate in all completed CDX studies to 14/20 (70%). Planned 

characterization of all these CDXs and their corresponding matched patient whole blood and 

cultured CTCs will proceed similarly to what has been previously demonstrated in Chapter III.  
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Table 8: All successful CDX models established to-date. 

  

Among these new CDX studies, we have performed case/cohort studies to evaluate the 

possibility of lymphomagenesis in CDX models. While ours and previous studies have commonly 

utilized NOD.Cg-prkdcscid-IL2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) mice for CDX model formation due to the lower 

chance of graft rejection, a recent study suggested that the spontaneous development of 

leukemia/lymphomas in these NSG immunodeficient mice is still possible319,328. For instance, 

across 12 NSG mice that developed spontaneous tumors, researchers observed diffuse CD3, TDT, 

CD4, and CD8 positive IHC staining indicative of precursor T-cell lymphoblastic 

lymphoma/leukemia319. In these mice, gross involvement of the thymus, spleen, and lymph 

nodes—a similar metastatic pattern found in our own CDXs—was also observed319. From these 

observations, it was suggested that xenotransplantation to nude mice could prevent the 

development of spontaneous lymphomas319. While NSG mice lack both T and B-cell response, 

athymic nude mice have been engineered to retain functional B cell and robust NK cell responses. 

Notably, the use of nude mice does not completely abrogate the development of spontaneous 

tumors329. In one study evaluating tumor development in nude mice following human xenografts, 

spontaneous tumors formed in 24/1141 (0.21%) nude mice at an average age of 9.1 months329. In 

our hands, we attempted to establish second-generation CDXs in 12 Foxn1nu athymic nude mice 

Patient ID Cancer Type Total CDXs (1st 

and 2nd gen.) 

# with Distant 

Metastases 

Average time to 

Palpation (Days) 

Average time to 

Euthanasia (Days) 

19 Lung 7 7/7 (100%) 32.1 66.9 

21 Colorectal 2 1/2 (50%) 24.5 79.5 

22 Colorectal 3 3/3 (100%) 37 78 

26 Pancreatic 9 7/9 77.8%) 36.4 86.3 

31 Breast (HER2+) 8 5/8 (62.5%) 32.9 67.1 

35 Cholangiocarcinoma 1 1/1 (100%) 131 131 

39 Pancreatic 6 4/6 (66.7%) 26 46.2 

39#2 Pancreatic 5 3/5 (60%) 29 60.8 

39#3 Pancreatic 1 1/1 (100%) 58 61 

43 Cholangiocarcinoma 5 5/5 (100%) 42.5 46.6 

44 Cholangiocarcinoma 1 1/1 (100%) 134 154 

46 Cholangiocarcinoma 1 1/1 (100%) 17 95 

47 Pancreatic 3 2/3 (66.7%) 25.7 51.7 

55 Lung 1 1/1 (100%) 42 69 

TOTAL  53 42/53 (79.2%)   
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using a standardized subcutaneous unilateral dorsal flank transplant. These samples were derived 

from patients diagnosed with colorectal (21, 22) and pancreatic (26) cancers. At the time, 1mm3 

tumor chunks were engrafted into both nude (n = 11) and NSG (n = 11) mice and monitored. Mice 

were followed for experimental endpoints as indicated previously. Notably, transplanted NSG 

mice developed palpable tumors by an average of 32.25 days and reached experimental endpoints 

for euthanasia by 52 days post-injection. On the other hand, only 2/11 (18.1%) transplanted nude 

mice developed palpable tumors by an average of 44 days, reaching experimental endpoints due 

to declining health by day 89 post-injection. In both nude CDX models, no evidence of metastasis 

was observed. There are a few likely reasons for the lower success in nude mice. For instance, (1) 

the presence of active B-cells makes graft rejection in nude mice a higher risk than in counterpart 

NSG mice or (2) the tumors engrafted could have indeed been lymphomas that were cleared by 

the functional adaptive immune system of nude mice, resulting in only 2/11 “true” CDXs. 

However, given the characterization of tumors presented in Chapter III such as minimal CD45-

positivity in IHC and lack of major immune cell populations in RNA-sequencing deconvolution, 

the latter reason is less likely.  

 While this thesis work was focused on the deep characterization of four initial CDX 

models, we now have new and ongoing CDX models that can be used to improve the significance 

of our observations. Future works could utilize these new CDXs to improve power in relevant 

comparisons. For example, one question that can be answered is whether CDX models with 

widespread metastases can be used to investigate organ-specific metastatic signatures in a similar 

manner reported by Massague45. In that work, a conventional breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-

231 was used to identify brain and lung-specific metastatic signatures45,46. With a robust method 

to develop CDX models in hand, we believe that comparison of CDX primary tumors with distant 

metastases could provide a more accurate representation of organ-specific metastases. Another 

unresolved question is the functional relevance of the candidate genes/biomarkers/gene signatures 

identified by this and other CTC studies. Additional studies could address this question by 

performing targeted screens that delete or knockdown genes in cultured CTCs. In vivo assays for 

invasion could subsequently be performed in either CDX models or even zebrafish. Ultimately, 

the combined CTC culture/CDX model platform will enable researchers to collect considerable 

and critical insight into the underlying mechanisms of metastasis, marking the first step towards 

the design of metastasis-targeting therapeutics. 
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4.3 GROWING CTCS AND CDXS FROM CHOLANGIOCARINOMAS  

 Among bile duct cancers, cholangiocarcinomas (CCAs) are the most common primary 

malignancy of the biliary tract330. CCAs can further be subdivided based on anatomic locations, 

resulting in their classification as either intrahepatic or extrahepatic, with some clinicians further 

subdividing extrahepatic CCAs into perihilar and distal classifications 330. 5-year survival rates for 

localized intrahepatic and extrahepatic bile duct cancers are 25 and 15%, respectively331. However, 

due to the late manifestation of symptoms, CCAs are more commonly identified in late stage 

cancers, after which evidence of metastatic spread has already occured332. Clinical management 

for cholangiocarcinomas is highly dependent on subtype, though mostly relies on curative surgical 

resection. Frequent sites of metastasis for CCAs include the brain, liver, and lung, with rarer cases 

demonstrating bone and brain metastasis331. In CCA cases with distant metastases where curative 

surgical resection is not possible, expected 5-year survival rates can decrease to 2%331. Recently, 

clinical trials have suggested evidence for systemic therapy in the adjuvant and palliative setting 

which have yet to be adopted by regulatory guidelines333. 

 As of this writing, only two complete studies and one meeting abstract demonstrating CTCs 

in patients diagnosed with CCAs were reported. Ustwani and colleagues were the first to identify 

CTCs in CCAs by using CellSearch to identify ≥ 2 CTCs/7.5 mL of blood in 3/13 CCA samples334. 

In a later prospective study focused on evaluating the prognostic capabilities of CTCs in CCAs, 

CTC status was an independent predictor of survival and associated with shorter survival in 

patients with any subtype of CCA335. Finally, in a 2019 abstract meeting, Reduzzi and colleagues 

performed copy number analysis on Parsortix-harvested CTCs from CCAs336. CTCs extracted 

from these patients undergoing gemcitabine and/or platinum-based regimens could be categorized 

as either epithelial CTCs (eCTCs) or epithelial-negative, “non-conventional” CTCS (ncCTCs) 336. 

In this patient cohort, the detection of eCTCs and ncCTCs at baseline was associated with shorter 

overall survival and was observed to mirror patient treatment response336.  

As of this writing, we know of no reports of cultured CTCs or CDXs derived from patients 

with CCAs. Therefore, it was to our surprise when we observed successful CTC culture from 

samples derived from twelve CCA patients. On average, CCA CTC cultures were viable for 39.25 

± 25.7 days. Furthermore, in addition to CTC cultures, we have attempted CDXs in 8/12 of these 

CTC cultures, with 5 completed CDXs (4 successful, 1 failure to form primary tumor) and 3 

currently active CDXs. Among CCA CDXs with primary tumor formation, macro-metastatic 

nodules were observed in the axillary lymph node (5/8 total mice), cervical lymph node (3/8), liver 
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(2/8), lung (2/8), kidneys (3/8), and spleen (7/8). Notably, CCA metastasis to the kidneys in 

humans is a rare occurrence and the subject of many case reports337,338. Deidentified clinical data 

from one CCA patient was recently provided for our analysis. In this patient case, both the patient 

as well as the corresponding CDX demonstrated kidney metastasis. To-date, we have observed 

kidney metastasis in CDX models derived from 5 unique patients (3 diagnosed with primary 

cholangiocarcinoma tumors, 2 diagnosed with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas). IHC staining 

for CCA markers such as CK7, CK20, TTF-1, NAPSIN-A, and CDX2 are planned. Furthermore, 

bulk RNA-sequencing and whole exome sequencing of matched patient-specific whole blood, 

CTC cultures, and CDXs where applicable is also underway. 

Given the lack of studies evaluating CTCs in CCAs, any report demonstrating CTC 

significance would be critical to advocating for the use of this important population in clinical 

management. A planned individual paper following the complete characterization of CCA and 

CDX models will likely be published after the completion of this thesis.  

 

4.4 A CASE STUDY OF HER2-POSITIVE BREAST CANCER DERIVED CTCS AND CDXS 

 Amongst breast cancer subtypes, HER2-positive cancers are particularly important due to 

the development of HER2-targeted therapies such as trastuzumab339. Amongst CTC studies, the 

importance of HER2-positive CTCs in various CTC cancers is hotly contested. For example, the 

2016 EORTC clinical trial asked the question of whether six cycles of trastuzumab treatment could 

decrease CTCs compared to observation in women with HER2-negative early breast cancer who 

had completed adjuvant chemotherapy186,187. Unfortunately, the trial ultimately concluded that 

trastuzumab treatment did not significantly decrease the detection rate of CTCs in HER2-negative 

breast cancer, though recent developments in the identity of CTCs have raised concerns about an 

underestimation of CTCs in this study187. On the other hand, researchers evaluating the effects of 

HER2-targeted therapy in patients with HER2-nonamplified disease observed a decrease in CTC 

counts in nearly 1/3 of all patients that exhibited CTC positivity at baseline340. Furthermore, 

researchers still observed at least one HER2-positive CTC in 4/212 patients after 4 weeks of 

HER2-targeted therapy340. In a third study, treatment of HER2-negative breast cancer patients with 

HER2-positive CTCs with combinatorial trastuzumab-emtansine (T-DM1) therapy only 

demonstrated partial response in 1/11 patients341. 

 Several reports of the long-term culture of CTCs derived from patients with metastatic 

breast cancer have been reported (Table 5). In our own work, we have demonstrated an ability to 
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culture CTCs from patients diagnosed with late-stage breast cancer of all subtypes (Fig. 14). 

Specifically, we observed viable cells in culture from 5/6 ER/PR-positive, 6/8 HER2-positive, and 

6/8 ER/PR/HER2-negative (triple negative, “TNBC”) breast cancers. In our work, HER2-positive 

(average 45 ± 12.6 days, range 32 – 62 days) CTC samples tended to exhibit longer viability in 

cultures than ER/PR-positive (average 41 ± 4.2 days, range 38 – 44 days) or TNBC (average 32.6 

± 12.1 days, range 20 – 45 days) samples. The reasons behind the improved HER2-positive CTC 

survival in vitro are currently unclear.  

Successful tumor formation in breast cancer-derived CDXs has been difficult to achieve 

(Table 6). Presently, CDXs have been established from ER/PR-positive292 and TNBC298,299, but 

not HER2-positive subtypes. In our hands, we attempted to establish CDXs from cultured CTCs 

in 4 breast cancer patients (28, 31, 32, 45). Tumor formation was observed in one CDX model 

derived from a HER2-positive primary tumor. Therefore, we selected CTC 31 as the basis for a 

case study in HER2-positive CDXs. CTC 31 culture lasted 41 days at a time when DNA extraction 

from patient whole blood matched was not yet implemented in standardized protocols. RNA and 

DNA were extracted from CTC culture on day 28 and 41, respectively, with injection of first-

generation CDXs with cultured cells occurring on day 41 post-processing. Of the original 3 CDXs 

attempted, 1 mouse developed a palpable tumor on ~ day 90, with euthanasia due to tumor burden 

occurring on day 164. Notably, reimplants of CDX primary tissue in 2nd-generation CDX mice 

have subsequently generated replicable primary tumor and metastases in 8/8 mice evaluated. 

Preliminary IHC staining of 1st-generation CDX primary tissues from CTC 31 have indicated 

EpCAM, vimentin, human-specific GAPDH, CK7, breast-cancer specific marker mammaglobin, 

and HER2 1+ positivity (data not shown). Furthermore, a longitudinal sample from CTC 31 

collected 290 days after the first sample has also been processed for culture and CDX formation. 

This second sample grew for 45 days in culture and developed a palpable tumor in 1st-generation 

CDXs 17 days after injection. Like previous work, next-generation RNA and DNA-sequencing on 

matched patient-specific whole blood, CTC cultures, and CDX models is planned. Currently, 

clinical data for CTC 31 is unavailable due to a data embargo. Once completed, this work would 

represent the first-ever reported CDX model using a HER2-positive breast cancer sample. 

 

4.1.4 LONGITUDINAL COLLECTION OF PANCREATIC-CTCS 

 Previous studies evaluating CTC enumeration frequently observe changes in CTC number 

that mirror patient response. For example, in a prospective study of patients with newly diagnosed 
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metastatic breast cancer, CTC enumeration at baseline and after 1, 3, and 6 months of systemic 

therapy revealed that changes in CTC count during treatment—especially in patients that decline 

from ≥ 5 CTCs/7.5 mL at baseline to < 5 CTCs—had significantly longer overall survival than 

those that still exhibited high numbers of CTCs after treatment342. Other clinical trials evaluating 

CTC counts at baseline and various timepoints after treatment have also indicated that larger CTC 

count decreases are associated with treatment response237–239. In another translational study, 

researchers demonstrated that CTCs exhibit EMT plasticity in response to treatment in metastatic 

breast cancer, with increased mesenchymal CTCs appearing in progressive disease26. Overall, 

these studies all point to versatility and real-time monitoring capabilities of CTCs in the clinical 

setting. 

 Beyond enumeration, targeted profiling of longitudinal samples of CTCs have been 

reported 26,243,343. For example, transcriptomic analyses of longitudinally collected CTCs derived 

from patients with metastatic breast cancer have been central to our understanding of EMT 

plasticity26. However, while these reports contribute significant information to our understanding 

of the metastatic cascade, these reports typically require the harvesting of all viable cells for 

genomic material. As a trade-off, these transcriptomic/genomic profiles, which are performed in 

patient-specific samples, cannot be validated in the cells from which the profiling occurs. For 

example, after DNA and RNA extraction from CTCs, there is no direct method for identifying 

whether the CTCs that were profiled would even metastasize. These concerns are compounded by 

the observation that only a small proportion of all CTCs are expected to complete the metastatic 

cascade. Without a method for directly linking the profiled cells to metastatic capability, it is 

possible that these studies may unintentionally overestimate the importance of certain discoveries. 

 Prior to this study, we had limited sample collection to single time points in only those 

patients that were treatment-naïve or within a window of time that recent treatment had not 

occurred, so as not to affect the already fragile CTCs. However, given the demonstrated ability of 

our cultures to isolate and expand viable CTCs in a broad range of cancers, we have generated 

enough confidence in this platform to initiate a correlative study involving longitudinal CTC 

sample collection. Furthermore, if cultures and CDXs are successfully established, investigations 

of changes to transcriptomic profiles and clonality could result in novel insights into the 

mechanisms of treatment resistance/response. As of December 2021, we have collected and 

cultured longitudinal samples from 5 patients (31, 39, 48, 49, 52), with an average time between 

collections of 91.6 days. First-generation CDX models have been established from longitudinally 
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cultured CTCs in 2 patients (31 and 31#2, 39 and 39#2 and #3), with ongoing CDX models for 

49#2 and 52#2 currently active. 

 Planned analyses for this correlative study include identifying associations between patient 

treatment response and survival and ex vivo indices such as length of culture, overall viability as 

measured by trypan blue, and ability to form CDXs. CTC enumeration via Parsortix, a size-

dependent commercially available CTC isolation platform, at baseline and sample collection are 

also currently being standardized. Once RNA and DNA have been extracted from CTC cultures 

and CDXs, pathway and mutational analyses are anticipated, and especially important in cases 

where patients demonstrate treatment resistance. Furthermore, efforts to establish immortalized 

CDX-derived cell cultures using conditionally reprogrammed cell technology344 could result in the 

formation of a considerable number of novel patient-derived cell lines for drug screening. Once 

completed, this correlative study will demonstrate the significant benefits that this platform has in 

the real-time non-invasive monitoring of patient responses and identification of resistance 

mechanisms.  

 

4.1.5 COMPARING CIRCULATING NUCLEIC ACIDS AND CTCS 

Another major component of liquid biopsies besides CTCs is circulating nucleic acids 

(CNAs), which encompasses both cell-free DNA (cfDNA) and cell-free RNA (cfRNA) that are 

shed from lysed cells within the body178. While we have previously highlighted the benefits of 

CTC study in patients, there also exists a considerable number of studies evaluating the potential 

of CNAs for monitoring patient tumors. Currently, a few diagnostic tests relying on cfDNA are 

approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)345. Among these include (1) 

the Cobas EGFR Mutation Test v2 for non-small cell lung cancer, which identifies 42 mutations 

in the EGFR gene to determine eligibility for therapy with an EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor346; 

(2) a ddPCR-based assay evaluating PIK3CA mutations in HR+, HER2- metastatic breast 

cancers347,348; and (3) the SEPT9 methylated DNA test for patients with colorectal cancer349. 

Beyond these studies, preclinical data demonstrating predictive value of cfDNA and cfRNA 

mutations in patient response have become commonplace345. For example, several studies have 

demonstrated that EGFR T790M resistance mutations in plasma from patients diagnosed with 

NSCLC can be detected 15-344 days before disease progression327. Reports demonstrating clinical 

utility of characterizing cfDNA and cfRNA have become increasingly common concurrent with 
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the advent of higher resolution genomic technologies such as digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) and 

single-cell next generation sequencing345.  

However, cfDNA and cfRNA are not without their limitations. At the forefront of concerns 

regarding the use of CNAs is the relatively understudied mechanism by which CNAs are shed. 

Indeed, some studies have demonstrated that CNAs can appear within circulation from simple 

vigorous exercise350. It should also be recognized that the large majority of CNA-based studies 

have isolated CNAs from patients with known diagnoses of late-stage cancer usually with 

accompanying metastases. These observations raise concerns if CNAs can be properly applied in 

the early detection of cancer with a high enough sensitivity. The nature of cfDNA and cfRNA, 

which must result from the separation of nuclear material from its cellular shell, is concerning 

when there is no guarantee that the cell from which it came was cancerous in nature. 

Comparatively, CTCs not only retain the genomic benefits of CNAs, but also allow for better 

lineage-tracing to confirm their cancer origin. Furthermore, the capture of viable CTCs allows for 

further downstream testing such as expansion and subsequent patient-derived models for profiling 

and therapeutic screening, among other applications. 

 In only a handful of studies, researchers have been able to profile both CNAs and CTCs. 

In one study that performed EGFR mutation profiling in 24 metastatic NSCLC patients and six 

age-matched healthy donors, cfDNA and CTC profiling identified the same EGFR mutation in 

only 3 patients, with 7 patients having a mutation detected only from cfDNA30. In a different study 

evaluating methylation status of the SOX17 promoter, CTCs and cfDNA methylation status were 

significantly correlated351. In a third study, targeted NGS of whole genome amplified cfDNA for 

PIk3CA, TP53, ESR1, and KRAS genes demonstrated concordant mutation profiles between 

cfDNA and CTCs in 5 patients with metastatic breast cancer352.  

 In our own laboratory, we have planned a comparative study in collaboration with 

oncologists at the Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center to evaluate transcriptomic or genomic 

results from patient-matched primary tumor, cultured CTCs, and sequenced CNAs. A key question 

that is limiting the application of CNAs to metastatic disease is the distinction of whether CNAs 

are shed from primary tumor cancer cells or CTCs. If the former, CNAs could be suitable as a 

replacement of solid tumor biopsies of the relatively non-metastatic primary tumor; if the latter, 

CNAs could possibly be studied as a surrogate for metastatic CTCs. In all likelihood, CNAs are 

likely shed by primary tumor, CTCs, and even metastatic nodules—in this case, CTCs may be able 

to provide a comprehensive snapshot of the various components of the tumor, but would not be 
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able to be linked to any one particular part. By evaluating mutations in the matched primary 

tumors, CTCs, and CNAs, we could potentially identify a more accurate model of the clonal 

evolution as cancer cells progress from primary tumor through the early stage metastatic cascade. 
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL THOUGHTS 

 

5.1 CANCER METASTASIS: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

 Given the high impact of metastatic disease, any move towards a genuine metastasis-

targeted therapy would be welcome. But before then, it is crucial that researchers develop a better 

understanding of metastasis. Nearly 150 years after the steps of the metastatic cascade were first 

proposed, researchers have made modest steps towards uncovering the answers to who/what, 

when, where, why, and how of cancer metastasis. 

 At a minimum, we have an answer to the first of those questions. The who/what of cancer 

metastasis is CTCs—the subpopulation of cells that is powerful enough to invade through the 

surrounding tumor stroma and blood vessel endothelium and survive in circulation and the topic 

of this thesis. Cells resembling a patient’s cancer were first discovered in the blood by Thomas 

Ashworth, who at the time did not have the technologies available to him to fully characterize this 

intriguing population179. 129 years later and through the benefit of developments to scientific 

technology such as polymerase chain reactions and flow cytometry, Emilian Racila would finally 

identify these EpCAM-positive circulating tumor cells90. Merely 10 years after that, the 

commercialization of CellSearch would confirm what Ashworth had theorized—that these floating 

cells were a critical component of cancer91. With indisputable evidence of their prognostic abilities 

in almost every cancer studied, no one could debate the clinical significance of CTCs. 5 years later 

and as next-generation sequencing techniques became more widely accessible, researchers were 

forced to reconcile the EpCAM-expression definition of CTCs with the increasingly common 

mantra of “tumor heterogeneity.” Ultimately, it should have come as no surprise that CTCs, like 

the primary tumors from which they came, are equally as heterogeneous and complex. If not yet 

clear, our understanding of CTCs has largely been fueled by the technologies available to its 

researchers at the time. At the same time, the march towards personalized medicine sparked the 

development of new culture techniques and a focus on studying individual patient-derived cells 

rather than the conventional cancer cell lines that had been immortalized decades earlier and 

manipulated time after time in labs across the globe. Following these trends, this thesis naturally 

builds upon the work laid down by those before it, leveraging new developments available in the 

present such as a shift in CTC isolation platforms towards unbiased screening as well as methods 

for establishing patient-derived primary cell cultures using conditionally reprogrammed cell 

technology and organoid cultures. 
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 At another scale, the continued failure of a large numbers of compounds in clinical trials 

despite strong preclinical evidence provides an opportunity to think outside the box and explore 

new models for studying cancers. The immunodeficient laboratory mouse has long been the 

preferred in vivo model for cancer researchers. But faced with increasing headwinds in the form 

of consistent failures of candidate therapeutics in clinical trials, cancer researchers took a cue from 

their developmental biologist counterparts—a common occurrence familiar to anybody with 

knowledge of the history of cancer research—to arrive at zebrafish84,85,102,353. Swimming at up to 

25 mm in length by adult age, who could have predicted that these fish—only 1/3 of the length 

and 1/50th the weight of the average laboratory mouse—could be the solution117? Through the 

dedication and perseverance of Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard and others, zebrafish entered the 

cancer research scene with a splash in the 1996 December issue of Development102. Today, 

zebrafish xenografts have become a common tool for the study of cancer invasion, including in 

this thesis as well. At the rate at which zebrafish are being adopted in laboratories across the world, 

it would be no surprise if, at the 50th anniversary of the Development issue, another consortium of 

researchers will collectively publish their work detailing their studies in patient-derived metastasis 

using adult, humanized zebrafish.  

The tying theme to this thesis has always been metastasis—a complex mystery just waiting 

to be uncovered. Despite having spent most of my PhD training devoting myself to understanding 

the intricacies of metastasis, I find myself leaving with more questions than I initially came with—

a perfect reminder of how wonderfully complex the metastatic cascade is. When, and why, does a 

cancer cell decide to leave the comfort of the primary tumor in search of a distant home? How 

does the cell know where to go? What proportion of its decision on where to go relies on the pre-

metastatic niche versus an internal happenstance within the cell itself? Who else participates—

beyond immune and stromal cells—in the cancer cell’s journey from primary tumor to distant 

metastasis? Is there truly only one defining molecular perturbation—either genomic or 

otherwise—that causes the cell to invade or is it instead the work of a complicated and intricate 

network of signaling cascades, proteins, genes, and other unknowns? If the latter, how are we to 

go about defining this driving network? From a therapeutic standpoint, when would be the right 

time to start targeting metastasis—is it at the early stages before the cell has left the primary tumor 

or at the later stages, when there is clearer separation between the primary tumor and metastatic 

site? 
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In this thesis, I detailed two new versatile tools to the cancer researchers’ toolbox. Using 

zebrafish, we demonstrated that a highly invasive subpopulation of cells characterized by distinct 

transcriptomic and RNA-splicing profiles exists within the conventional MDA-MB-231 culture. 

These subpopulations can be easily brought out and expanded from their less migratory 

counterparts through serial xenografts in zebrafish embryos. In CTCs, we have optimized a new 

protocol that uses both CTC culture and CDX models that can establish patient-derived cultures 

and CDX models with a high-degree of success. Using these models, we have attempted to 

highlight the importance of CD45-associated cells—a frequently overlooked population by CTC 

enumeration systems—to CTC survival. Furthermore, patient-specific matched RNA-sequencing 

of whole blood, cultured CTCs, and CDX primary tumors and metastases demonstrates distinct 

transcriptomic profiles associated with each population that could potentially be linked to their 

progress through the metastatic cascade. Finally, we confirmed mutational discordance between 

patient-matched FFPEs and CTCs. In the future, targeting of these CTC-exclusive mutations may 

enable researchers to develop CTC-specific therapeutics, thereby providing an opportunity for a 

new therapeutic strategy to prevent metastasis. 

With the right tools in hand, I believe that we will inevitably answer the questions before 

us and come upon a treatment for cancer metastasis. Until that day comes, we must continue to 

work towards chipping away at the little mysteries that we can tackle using the tools that we have 

at our disposal. Right now, my only hope is that the tools that I have described in this thesis may 

play a part in that journey towards understanding metastasis. 
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